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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May 7, 1974
TO:
FROM:

SUBJECT:
The final meeting of the University Faculty for 1973-74 will
be held on Wednesday, May 15, at 3:00 p.m. in the Kiva .
(~lease note that it will be Wednesday and not Tuesday, the
different day because of the necessities of the Commencement
program.) The April meeting had to be adjourned for lack of
~ guorum--83 members.
Your attendance at the May 15 meeting
7s urged so that degree candidates may be approved and other
important Faculty business transacted.
The agenda will include the following items:
.. 1-4)

. 5-7)

1.

Approval of summarized minutes of meetings of March 26
and April 9.
(Minutes attached.)

2.

Recommendation of Semester II, 1973-74, candidates for
degrees--the deans of the several schools and colleges.
(List to be distributed at meeting.) (NOTE TO DEANS:
If you cannot attend the meeting, please"arrange for
someone to act in your stead .

3.

Election of 5 regular members (for two-year terms) and
5 alternates (for one-year terms) to the 1974-75 Academic
Freedom and Tenure committee. The following valid nominations were made at the March 12 meeting ( ~ p l e a s e ~
the brief biographical sketches attached.) A ballot will
be distributed at the meeting.
Campbell (Anthro.)
Johnson (English)
Cohen (Econ.)
McDermott (Phil.)
Crow (Journ.)
Merkx (Sociol.)
Dick (Speh. Commun.)
Moellenberg (Ed. Fnd~. )
Ellis (Psychol.)
Peters (Bus.& Ad. Sci.)
Fink (Law)
Prouse (Theatre Arts)
Foster (Library)
Stahl (Pharmacy)
Hor-.]<. (QQQm
i:Pgii'.)
Tuttle (Phil.)
Howarth (Physics)
Ivins (Sec. Ed.)

4.

,8-9)

Presentation of Faculty Policy committee nominations of
faculty members for 1974-75 standing committees--Professor
Hillerman.
(List to be distributed at meeti~g.)
(~:
Additionally, the Faculty Policy committee will make nominations relative to the EXecutive committee of ISRAD and
faculty representation on the University community Forum.)

5.

Proposed regulations concerning on-site teacher education
centers--Dean Blood. (Statement attached.)

6.

Allied Health cience center program in physical therapy-Dean Napolitano.
(Statement attached.)

'° .

,. .)

continued . . .
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Agenda for May 15 Faculty Meeting Continued
7.

Report from Faculty Policy Committee--Professor Regener.
(Statement attached.)

pp.13-14)

8.

Granting of credit for the College-Level Examination
Program (CLEP), the General Exarninations--Dean Weaver for
the Entrance and Credits Committee.
(Statement attached.)

p~.15-16)

9.

Ins ti tut ion of a test requirement for all graduating
seniors--Dean Weaver.
(Statement attached.)

.12)

pp.17-20) 10.

Recommendations of Tenure Task Force concerning "A Tenure
Position Plan for UNM"--Vice President Travelstead.
(Statement attached.)

pp.21-22) 11.

Proposed Policy statement on academic freedom and tenure
at UNM's Gallup and Northern Branches--Professor Walker
for the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
(Statement attached.)

NOTE:

At the request of the Ad Hoc Committee, presentation of
the proposal for a Faculty Senate is being deferred until
next fall.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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FACULTY MEETING
May 15, 19711
(Summarized Minutes)
The May 15, 1974, meeting of the University Faculty, held in the
Kiva, was called to order by President Heady at 3:03 p.m., with
a quorum present.
The minutes of the meetings of March 26 and Aoril 9 were an roved
without formal action.
A list of candidates for de~rees for Semester II, 1g73-74, was
distributed. After chan~es in several of the academic units
had been noted, the Faculty voted to recommend the list of cand dates
to the Re gents for the awarding of the resoective de~rees, sub , ect
to the comoletion of the necessary academic reqirements.

Professor Jesoerseri asked if there were some way to reduc e the
amount of oaner needed for oublication and distribution of the lis
of candidat2s. President Headv said that he would reauest the
Faculty Policy Committee and the approoriate administrative officials
to investigate the matter prior to the next degree-granting time .
Tt~ followin g elections were made t o the 197~-7 5 Academic Freedom
anct Tenure Committee: for two-year terms as re ~ular members (107476) -- Professor J. M. Camnbell, Cohen, H. C. Ellis, Fink, and
Moellenberg; for one-year ~erms is alternates (1974-75) -- Professors
Howarth, McDermott, Merkx, Peters, and Prouse.
Professor Hillerman, chairman of the Policy Committee's ~ubcoMm ttee
on Committees oresented the slate of nominations for standing
committees in,1974-75, noting that Professor Degenhardt, rather
than Professor Elston, should be indicated as chairman of the
Research Allocations committee. A number of questions were raised
by faculty members concerning the nominations of the Con .ittee
hese
and Professor Hillerman's resoonses (in parentheses) being sum ar zed
as follows:
(1) Two members of the ISRAD Exe cutiv e Committee are
indicated as having terms which expire in 1g74, and there is Library
representation on the Graduate Committee whe re none is called for
in the formula.
(FPC will make approoriate recommendations re ~ardin
~hese appointments in the fall.)
(2) Ob ections were voiced to
avin~ two people from the same de partment on a small cornm _ttee th s
being the case in several inst ances , such duolication servin to de feat the expressed FPC ou roose of achiev n~ broad reoresentation.
(The FPC was lookin ~ at faculty members as individuals ra her than
a~ depart men t members .) (3) In the Athletic Council, with a tota of
six facul ty members, there - are t~ o from the ~edi cal chool and iO
from the Deoartment of Health , Physical Education , and Recrea on .

~·
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It was also queried whether there had been a reauest to remove ~o
of last year's members . (First and second choices on the oreference
sheets were largely followed by the FPC, and special effort was
made to appoint persons to Committees who had not nreviouslv served
thus to achieve broader participation in faculty matte rs~ P~ofessor
Hiller man said that to the · best of his knowled~e , the Cornnittee
had not been asked to remove anyone.) ( 4) It was no ted that there
is duplicati on of membershio on the Research Policy Commi ttee and
the Research Allocations Committee and also on the Athletic Council
and the I ntramural and Recreation Board , such duolic ation occurrin~
despite any real correlation of functions on the two se ts of Committees and without any consultation 6f the committees involved
or cons ideration of the resultin~ workload for the membe rs.
(Profes sor Hi.llerman said that the FPC was "striking a small blow
at the problem of proli feratin g committees" and that it was an
experiment to see if overlaooin~ of certain committees mi~ht work . )
(5) An excessive turnover of membershio on a numbe r of committees
was criticized. ( Th e FPC wan ts a "substantial turnover each ear
so that a broad soectrum of the Facult v is drawn into th e committee
process.")
An amendment to Professor Hillerrnan 's ori~inal motion to ao rove the
committee nominations was prooosed b~' Professor Cooper, the effect
of the amendment being to return to the FPC for furt her study the
·"
composition of ~he Athlet~c
Council , the Camous Safety Committee,
the Compute r Use Committee , the Graduate Committee , the Intramural
and Recreati on Board the Research Allocations Committee , and the
R~search Pol icy Corrun1ttee . The amendment was defeated by~ vote o
96 - 98 .
.
The. Faculty then approved a motion by Professor Jesoersen to refer
the composition of the Athletic Council back to the FPC with the
request that the lat ter bring a recommendatio n to the Faculty in
the fall and also a list of those who reque s t ed service on the
Council. With that exception~ as well as the specific recommendat_ons
regarding the ISRAD Exe cutive Committ ee and t he Graduate Co~~ittee _
to be brou~ht back to the Faculty in the fall by the FPC , the FacuL
;pproved the standing committee nominations for 1974- 75 made by the
aculty Policy Committe e.
Professor Dahmen for the College of Education, moved that the acult ,
endorse the c0nc;ot of on-si te teacher educat ion, subject to nrooosed
regulations included in the a~enda materials . It was noted that
the conc ept had been approved by the Curri cu la Committee , condit onal
Upon l ater aoprov ai of specific pro ~rams by the Entrance and Credits
Committee, o~ an exoerimental basis for a oer iod of three years
ana by the Facult v Po licv Committee . After consi derable discuss ~on,
the Faculty appro~ed an ~mendment to add a sentence to i~em 1 o~
the regulations : "All Centers wi 11 be sub j ect to oeriod~c revi~
ana eva luati on as determined by the Academic Vice Pres ident , ant~
report on the operatj.on of thi~ ~eneral policy shall be made to
e

0
general faculty after thr~e years. Aonroval by the
would be necessary at that time in o-r-,d_e_r~t~h-a~t~t~h-e:...:.:.:~r~o~~=-:.:r~a.:...::~b~e...:...::c~o~n~-~
tinued. 11 Thus amended, Professor Dahmen's motion was an r oved .
was a~reed that there would be coordination between he Vice Pr s en
for Academic Affairs and the Vice President for Regional an
munity Affairs with respect to the on-site teacher educa on
Dean Napolitano moved approval of a bachelor of science de~re
ro ra
in physical therapy.
The program, he said, was annroved
the
School of Medicine faculty in January and was also aocrov d
th
Board of Educational Finance as nart of the Al lied ..ealth Sc
n d
program offered by the School of Med icine . Profe ssor Ca lan
that the program was aoproved by the 1972-73 Curricula Comm tee in
March 1973, its approval being conditional uoon continued fund
from federal sources, with termination of orogram bein rec oMmended
if such funding become s unavailable, unless the med cal school
willing to use its existing FTE facult y . After discussion rela ive
to the financial i mpl ications for various University depar tmen s
in the event of termination of federal fundin, the Facul v a rov d
a motion by Dean Wollman to stipulate that in the event of nonavailability of federal funds for the puroose, the ro ram MUS
returned to the Faculty for consideration and a oroval be for e 1
be continued. Professor Jespersen then moved that the nro o al
tabled until such time as the medi cal school can ~ ve assuranc
ha
1
the program is properly funded, not only from the point of v ., of
the School of Medicine but as regards
other departments as wel .
This motion to table was defeated. The Faculty then voted fa o
on an amendment to aporove the degree program for the un or an
senior years, the first two years to be f urther.rer 1 ew~~
... d ;:;part;;-;ei'",tS as to aVa..1...1.au
,
1 c ..:vUl
--· oc:::.
--- a.t1u
-·r:
, , · •1
' 11,.1-.
1 .... y 1,-.
- :.
r "',,.,,
'-..1.,..; i.'.l:1..,
wt1c:1,.1c:.L
the prerequisites . As thus amended and as earlier condi oned
d
Dean Wellman's motion, Dean Napolitano's original motion was a
by the Faculty .
A motion having been approved to defer item 7 until a later mee n
a motion to continue the meeting beyond the two-hour limit was defeated .

The meeting adjourned, accordingly , at 5:31 p.m.

John J . Durrie , Secretar
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
.May 15, 1974
The May 15, 1974, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by President Heady at 3:03 p.m., with
a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY

The meeting will please come to

order.
The first item on the agenda for the Faculty meeting Ap roval of
inutes of
today is approval of summarized minutes of two meetings,
March
26
March twenty-Jixth and April ninth. These were distributed
and
Apr
il
with the call to the meeting. Are there any corrections,
9
additions, or changes in the minutes for the March twentysixth meeting or the April ninth meeting?
rf not, the minutes will be approved as distributed .
The next item is recommendations of semester two,
1973-'74 candidates for degrees.
You should all have
received, as you entered the meeting, this list of degree
candidates.
If you don't have those -- if you don't have
a copy, please raise you hand, and we will try and get a
copy to you.

of each
need to
we will
the end

We will follow the procedure of calling on the dean
)iollege in turn to indicate what changes, if any,
be made on the list as it was distributed and then
approve the degree candidates by one motion at
rather than separate motions for each college.

Starting with the College of Arts and Sciences,
Dean Wollman.
I would like to add the name of Paul
WOLLMAN
Lodge, BA degree.

Lodge .

on page four,
HEADY
All right, that will be and Sciences?
for Arts
Is that the only change
WOLLMAN
HEADY

That's the only change.
oage eleven.
Arts and Sciences goes to

Cand a es
fo r De rees
em . II ,

1q7 - 74
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Next is Business Administration.
DEAN REHDER

Dean Rehder.

The list is complete and correct.

HEADY
No change in the list for Business Administration, on pages eleven and twelve.
Page thirteen begins College of Education.
Darling here?

Dean

Dean Trujillo will give us changes.
DEAN TRUJILLO
Delete Bachelor of Arts in
Education, Grafran Riggin, on page fourteen, Wayne Knigh t,
Bachelor of Science in Education, Dana Smith -HEADY
Let's go a little slower now. The next
one is -- the second one was Bachelor of Science?
TRUJILLO
Delete Bachelor of Arts in Education,
both Grafran Riggin and Wayne Knight .
Bachelor of Science in Education, delete Dana Smith.
HEADY
Bachelor of Science and Education, that's
on page seventeen, delete Dana Whitney Smith.
TRUJILLO
Dana Smith. Bachelor of Science in
Physical Education, delete Rodney Osborne.
HEADY

That 's on page nineteen, Rodney Osborne.

TRUJILLO
The entire section on Associate of Arts,
I don ' t find onthe graduation list. You h a ~ e e
Peo~le getti ng Associat~s of Arts degrees:
·
Eusta/eJ
Sadie; and Mirabal) Nell,e .

)i

Additions for Bachelor of Science in Education,
Dolores Marti nez, Elementary Education in English -HEADY

These are additions?

TRUJILLO
HEADY

These are additions.

Let's get the paqe so we can put them in.

First, this is Bachelor of Arts in Education?

5/15/74, p. 3

TRUJILLO
Bachelor of Science in Education , on
page fifteen and sixteen.
HEADY

Now, what are the names again?

TRUJILLO
For Bachelor of Science in Edu cation ,
Element a ry Education major, English minor, Dolores M rtinez .
And the last one is Walter Sanch ez, un der the
category with a major in athletic coaching .
HEADY

ame

That will be on p age sev entee n?

TRUJILLO

Right.

MR. DURRIE
Rupert, after the mee ting will you
come down and let me have those? They have to go to the
program tonight.
HEADY
Yes, we should d ouble c heck those names,
both the additions and deletions.
Beginning with the bottom of page nineteen
the engineering degree candidates, De a n Dove .
DEAN DOVE
Engineering -HEADY

r

There are two additi ons: i n Chemical

Page twenty.

DOVE
-- Mr. Robert Le e Ph e lps; and in Electrical
Engineering, Mr. Robert Irving Persh.
HEADY
Dean Dove.
DOVE

That name is t he last one on t he page,

All right.

HEADY
so Mr. Persh is a lre a dy on the list . So
there's one addition, Mr. Phelps. That' s for Bachelor
of Science in Chemica l Engineering, on page twenty .
Professor Feldman .
P ROFESSOR FELDMAN
On page twenty, u nder Civil
Engineering, Rich a rd P aroz should b e deleted .

5/15/74, p. 4

HEADY
FELDMAN
HEADY

Richard Edwin Paroz should be deleted?
Yes.
Fine Arts on page twenty-one, Dean Adams.

DEAN ADAMS
There are three ways in which this
list differs fromthe one considered by our Faculty, but
I am unable to verify whether the error is on our part or
the printout, so I will simply have to ask these names be
verified on the list as approved by the college faculty
under Bachelor of Fine Arts, page twenty-two, name of
Jody Basista was included on the college list; on page
twenty-three, still under Bachelor of Fine Arts, Robert C.
Walters; and on the list approved by the college faculty
on page twenty-four, the name Wil liam D. Baker under the
Bachelor of Music did not appear.
These three names will be in need of verification.
HEADY
DURRIE
afternoon?

Delete William D. Baker, page twenty-four.
From whom can we get verification this

ADAMS
I don't know.
I wasn't able to make a
phone call from the time I saw the list and the meeting
convened.
HEADY
DURRIE

All right .
There is a go-to-press about six o'clock

tonight.
HEADY Next is School of Law, page twenty-four.
Dean Hart here? Is there anyone here from the School of
Law to indicate whether the list is accurate?
We will presume it is, then.
School of Medicine, page twenty-six.
and page twenty-seven.
DEAN NAPOLITANO
HEADY

Dean Napolitano,

It's correct, with no change.

College of Nursing, Dean Murray.

.
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DEAN MURRAY
Mr. President, the list is correct,
with the exception of the fourth name, Ronald Bellar.
HEADY
MURRAY
HEADY

Should be deleted?
Deleted, right.
Delete Ronald Bollar.

That's the only

change?
MURRAY
HEADY

Yes.
Thank you.

On page twenty-nine and thirty, we have the
degrees in dental hygiene and pharmacy. Dean Bliss.
DEAN BLISS
Would you delete, on page twenty-nine,
delete the name Arthur Minyard Hayman.
HEADY

Hayman?

BLISS
Hayman, H-a-y-m-a-n. And on page fortyeight, under Associate of Science in Dental Hygiene,
delete the name of Barbara Floyd.
HEADY
BLISS
HEADY

On page -Forty-eight, the name of Barbara Floyd.
Thank you.

Graduate School, Dean Benedetti.

DEAN BENEDETTI
Mr. President, is it correct that
the motion that will be passed for this entire list will
include the provision "subject to the completion of all
requirements ?
11

HEADY
Yes, the motion will include the changes
called to our attention from his list, and subject to the
Proviso, subject to all degree requirements.
BENEDETTI
Because there are a few names in the
Graduate list of people who have not yet completed requirements but I think if this motion is going to be stated
that way, that we can accept the list as it is. There
are no additions.
HEADY

Professor Woodhouse.

409
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PROFESSOR WOODHOUSE
May I offer an addition to
the list for Master of Arts, the name of Janet N. Frank,
F-r-a-n-k, with whom I know has completed requirements
for a major in sociology.
HEADY
thirty-one.
MURRAY
HEADY

Janet N. Frank, that will go in on page

Mr. President.
Dean Murray.

MURRAY
I am sorry, I have -- the name of Jan
Brown was omitted.
DURRIE
HEADY
MURRAY
HEADY

What page is this?
This is on page twenty-nine.
Right.
We should add what?

MURRAY
Add Jan Brown, and at the bottom of the
list, delete Margaret Swink, Margaret Ellen Swink.
HEADY

All right.

Now, the Graduate School list goes through
page forty-one; on page forty-two, Bachelor of University
Studies, Dean Huber.
DEAN HUBER

No changes.

HEADY
We already have one change in dental
hygiene, page forty-eight . Any change in medical
engineering technology? Radiologic technology? Nuclear
medicine technology?
FACULTY MEMBER
Antonio Pena.
HEADY
technology.

Yes.

Ple ase delete the name of

That 's on the list for nuclear medical

And the last list is instrumentation
engineering technology.

5/15/74, p. 7
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FACULTY MEMBER

No change.

HEADY
Could I call on Dean Wollman, I think he
knows the language to use in a coverall motion for this.
WOLLMAN
the next.
HEADY
examination.

I will try.

I forget from one year to

It's a little test.

This is final

WOLLMAN
I move that all people on this list,
as corrected, subject to completion of all requirements,
be recommended to the Regents for award of their degree.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
Any discussion? If not, those in favor,
HEADY
please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
PROFESSOR JESPERSEN
HEADY

Mr. Chairman --

Yes.

JESPERSEN
before we leave this particular
matter, I was wondering if there is any way that we can
reduce the tremendous amount of paper that is involved
in publishing these names. It seems this has been brought
up in past years.
I would like to know if any action has
been taken on it.
HEADY

Is there anyone prepared to respond to

that comment or request?
FACULTY MEMBER
Mr. President, I might suggest
you use the backs, as well as the fronts.
HEADY

we will see if the computer is capable

of doing that.
Yes, Professor Tillotson.
PROFESSOR TILLOTSON
We had this question last
time and it was a matter referred to the Faculty Policy
Committee, and I assume it was not taken seriously. I

iscussion
Con ~ernin
Am unt of
Pa er sed
in Duol cat n Lists
of Cand dates

I
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...
hope the suggestion made by a man that is also assistant
dean this year will be taken more seriously.
HEADY
We will request the Faculty Policy Committee
and the appropriate administrative officials of the
University to look into this matter prior to the next
degree-granting time.
Item three on the agenda is election of five
regular members for two-year terms and five alternates
for one-year terms to the 1974-'75 Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee.
I will ask Mr. Durrie to give you instructions about
casting this ballot and we will pass out the ballots, but
if you receive a ballot, do not start marking it until
you receive full instructions about the election.
DURRIE
Thank you. The reason for that is if
they are filled out incorrectly, they will be automat· cJ ~Y
invalidated and can't be counted in a preferential b -~ ot
system.
As noted on the agenda, the election is for five
regular members for two-year terms, and five alternates
for one-year terms, and unless there's some other procedure you might prefer, I would suggest that the top five
persons in the voting get the two-year terms, with the
next five being designated as alternates with one-year
terms.
Also, if there are two persons in the same
~epartment, only the one with the top vote will be
included.
These are the procedures we've followed before.
Is there any objection?
I would like to note that Professors Horak,
Koenig, and Spolsky who were nominated in Mar ch, reques~ed
that their names not be included inthe ballot, so you will
find those names omitted in what you have before you.
Also, the tenure decision date for Professor Cordell is
not
until June 30th , 1975. Accordingly, she would. be
.
ineligible for the committee in 1974-'75 -- that is,
not being tenured or having had a positive decision for
tenure -- so her name is also deleted. Finally, I would
like to call your attention to the biographical sketches
that are on pages five through seven of the agenda materials .
I have listed the present committee membership on
the blackboard, and those whose terms carry over for another

Election
of Academ c
Fr eedom
enure o ·
ttee
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year have asterisks in front of their names. Those of
the committee who are presently nominated have an X.
In filling out the ballots, please follow the
instructions at the bottom of the ballot page . There
are seventeen names on the list, so please indicate
your preference by putting a number from one to seventeen
in front of every name on the ballot, one for your first
choice, two for your second, and so on, all the way
through seventeen. I should emphasize that with a
preferential ballot system, no ballot can be counted
whi ch does not have a number in front of every name.
PROFESSOR REGENER
on t he list -- oh

Seems to be eighteen names

HEADY
Horak -- all right, on the top sheet of
the material, Professor Horak's name should be deleted.
That leaves seventeen so that is the full list of n ames
to be voted on, and as the secretary said, you must
indicate a number before each of those names on the ballot,
and there are short biographical sketches beginning on
page five.
This is obviously going to take a little while, so
we will wait until everyone has had an opportunity
to receive, fill in the ballot, and pass the ballots back
to be collected .
DURRIE
Just cross out the name of Horak.
I am
sorry it was still on . It was crossed out when it went
to the printing plant for printing . I guess they had
se c ond guesses .
HEADY
DURRIE
HEADY

It's not on the ballot.
oh, the ballot is correct as it is, then.
Yes, Horak's name is only in the agenda

material that went out .
Does everyone have a ballot?
(Calling of "No.")
DURRIE
Does anyone have any extras?
will try to make up a couple here .

If not, I

5/15/74, p. 10

FACULTY MEMBER

Here are some.

HEADY
For anyone just coming in, if you want
to vote on the ballot for the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee, I think the best thing would be to
come up here in front and get a ballot and turn it in
as soon as you have completed a ballot .
We will proceed to agenda item four, presentation of Faculty Policy Committee nominations of faculty
members for '74-'75 standing committees. Professor
Hillerman.

Nominations
for S andinp.;
Comm ttees
1)74- 75

PROFESSOR HILLERMAN
All of you should have
received a copy of this document entitled "Faculty
Nominations for Univers ity Standing Committee."
There's only one change on page three, under
"Research Allocations Committee, 11 through an error on
my part, it -- the name Wolfgang Elston is underlined
and Bill Degenhardt should be underlined as continuing
as chairman of that committee.
There will be some -- I predict, at least, that
early in the next semester there will have to be some -at least some changes made because of oversights and so
forth in this committee list. I gather that tending
to be the situation.
Very briefly, this list reflects a feeling of
the Faculty Policy committee that the problem of several
dozens of faculty members who have been trying to get on
committees for a good many years, without success, should
be solved and obviously you will never get the faculty
members on who want on, and there are such people.
I
am sure you would be surprised -- I was surprised -you have to take some who have been on, off, and the
Policy Committee's attitude seemed to be that this
subcommittee should attempt to get a maximum faculty
representation of ~omen faculty members and minorities
should be well-represented.
We went to considerable effort to do this. We
also -- well, the shorter r make this, the better,
I suspect.
I will simply move that this report be adopted.
HEADY

rs there a second to the motion?

...
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(Several seconds . )
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the
Faculty nominations contained on this list be adopted
by the Faculty .
Is there discussion?
Professor Woodhouse.
WOODHOUSE
Professor Hillerman, on the ISRAD
Executive Committee, you have two people listed whose
terms run fr om 1971 to 1974 . Does that mean they are
expected to serve next year or are those a couple of
the problems you mentioned earlier which we will have
to correct, because I understand from Professor Whan
that he is expecting that this year was his last, but
that ' s informal, but that ' s what I understood.
HILLERMAN
This is one of the problems that
will come up very early in the next academic year, yes .
If that answers your question, yes, sir.
HEADY

Dean Benedetti .

BENEDETTI
I notice on page two for the Graduate
Committee, there is listed the name of a person from the
library and yet the Faculty Handbook, as I remember it,
does not list the library as having a representative on
the Graduate Committee .
HILLERMAN
I am trying to remember what went
into that decision, if anything . Probably nothing.
Can
I also put this under the category of one of those oversights that will have to be looked into?
I might also say at this point, while John is
looking it up
HEADY
Well, the Faculty Handbook , in the
language concerning composition, says:
"Faculty members, including chairmen,
nominated by the Policy Co~i ttee · . In 11
making nominations, the Policy Committee
Wait a minute , we are talking about the Graduate
Council, aren ' t we.
I am sorry.
"The Graduate Committee consists of the

1
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dean, chairman, six members from Arts and
II
'
S c1ences
-- and has a breakdown by division:
two from Education, two from Engineering, one from Fine
Arts, one from Business Administrative Sciences, one
from Medicine, one from Law, two graduate members, four
ex officio nonvoting members -- apparently does not
refer -- does not include a library representative in
the list.
HILLERMAN
I might say that when I started
this job, I had -- I could count twenty-seven people
who ranged from, if they were not friends that will at
least tolerate me, and now I think I am down to three.
FACULTY MEMBER
HILLERMAN
HEADY

Name them.

All right, two.

You want to keep trying?

(Laughter.)
HEADY
What do you want to do about the name
of Mr. Reed from the Library? Do you want to leave it
there?
HILLERMAN
I would suggest we leave it there
and take it up at the fall meeting in September of the
Policy Committee, unless someone wants to substitute,
has a suggestion.
HEADY

All right.

I hear no further comment

about it.
Professor Schmidt.
PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
Several cases I notice two
people from the same department on small committees;
that a good idea?
HILLER.MAN
There was some disagreement in the
Policy committee over that same question.
It seems -we tend to look rather heavily at the individual where
we.
could in terms of who they were and their a ttitudes
~nd their expertise and so forth, a little more to the
individual human and less at perhaps the hat they wear.
So I hope it's a good idea, in each one of these cases.
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it .is.

I should like to suggest I don't think
SCHMIDT
Maybe others would join me.

JESPERSEN
I would like to suggest to the Policy
Committee, the thinking behind the composition of the
Athletic Council, fits right in with what Paul was just
talking about, having two members from the same department
on the same committee.
I note the absence of two people,
Professor Parker and Ruebush who have been on this
committee.
I would like to ask whether they were asked
to be removed from the committee and the thinking that
went behind the replacement of two people from HP and
ER on the committee, two people from the medical school, also.
HILLERMAN

How much time do you have?

JESPERSEN

I have quite a bit of time.

HILLERMAN

It's a fairly lengthy answer.

FACULTY MEMBER

Take the case of Ruebush, first.

HILLERMAN
No one, as far as I know, asked anybody on the subcommittee or the Policy Committee, to
my knowledge, to remove anybody. We wor ed from a computer
printout of first choices. We made -- we went down the
faculty members who listed this as first choice and took
a look at those who listed it as first choice the previous
year.
We took a look at -- we solicited recommendations
from committee chairmen and we -- most of whom did respond
to the recommendations one way or other -- took a look at
those recommendations took a look at our instructions
from the Policy commi~tee, and decided to --.well decided
on this list, which obviously, if you ar~ going to get
people who want on a committee on a committee, then -in other words, if you are going to serve those who have
been standing in line to get on a committee, you are
going to have to take the people that have been on the
committee, off the committee.
Perry Henderson went on rather late because we
had put Charles Becknell on the committee and Mr. Becknell,
While he had had faculty status, is not currently faculty
status, a complicated situation.
we felt that there should be a black representative
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on the committee. Perry Henderson, we felt, had an interest
in this area . That explains that change.
I don~t know how much detail you want me to go into.
They were, I believe, without exception,
represent first choices of the people who have been trying
to get on the committee.
FACULTY MEMBER
You might add that the name of
Piper is mandatory by the Faculty Handbook.
HILLERMAN
That's another part of the complication
that's not really, but that's on -- I don't know, does
that respond to the question?
PROFESSOR HAMILTON
I think the question really
is, since I will put it right out, since Mr. Ruebush and
Mr. Parker or both, voted as critical of the changes that
were made in the Athletic Department, were they removed
for that reason?
HILLERMAN
Not to my knowledge, no . The other
two members of the sub:cormnittee are here, they might have
had it in the back of their minds . It wasn't in the
back of mine.
FACULTY MEMBER
JESPERSEN
HEADY

You just lost the other two.

Mr . Chairman --

Professor Jespersen .

JESPERSEN
make substitutes?

would it be appropriate for me to

HEADY
what I would suggest, this is in accordance
with how we have handled this in the past, that we might
first identify what cormnittees there are going to be proposals for changes in and then approve the rest of the list
and come back to those committees, if that's acceptable.
JESPERSEN

I plan to make proposals for changes

in the Athletic Council.
HEADY

Beg your pardon?

JESPERSEN

I plan to make proposals for change

.
,~
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in the Athletic Council. Are you suggesting we come back
to this after we approve the others?
HEADY
I think we found in the past that was the
best way to handle this, first to identify whe re there
were questions and to have whatever comments you might
want to make at that point and then to come back later
to make changes, if the Faculty wishes to do so.
Well, the Faculty can decide whether it wants
to make changes now or refer suggested changes to the
Policy Committee, both of those things have been done
in the past.
Yes.
PROFESSOR SENNINGER
Could I ask you a question?
Isn't there a certain rationale in having three teams
of people, so-called, to -- in Research Allocations and
Research Policy Committee?
You have Mr. Resta, you have
Professor Rodriguez on both committees, and you have
Professor Eaves on both committees .
HILLERMAN
The Policy Committee -- and I will
confess I was part of this -- came up with a bright idea
of seeing if we could at least strike some small blow at
this problem of proliferating committees. We have here,
I think, twenty-seven committees doing the job of about
six, and one of these Don Quixote sort of operations,
the subcommittee took on the job of seeing if it couldn't
name overlapping memberships to one, two, or three,
perhaps, sets of committees, as an experiment to see
whether something like this could work to solve part of
this problem.
As I think you all know, we have been criticized
by the North Central Association for this problem .
SENNINGER

I was wondering whether it was not

a very dangerous policy.
HILLERMAN

we will find out, I suspect.

Frankly, I think it will work okay, but I know
some faculty members and that's one reason my popularity
has diminished, a lot of faculty members think it won ' t .

9
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... .
HEADY

Professor Baker.

PROFESSOR BAKER
Carrying on with that same point,
the Resea~ch Allocations Committee has nine members, only
two of whi ch are not on the Research Policy Committee.
The overlap is much greater as was pointed out. Is that
intended?
HILLERMAN
hundred percent.
BAKER

Was this discussed in the Policy Committee?

HILLERMAN
BAKER

We hoped to get total overlap, one

Yes.

This will be the questionnaire.

HILLERMAN
The idea being when the Research
Policy Committee met , in effect the Research llocation
Committee would also be in session. That was what we
were hoping to accomplish in several areas. We didn't,
frankly, make nearly as much progress as we thought we
would be able to do because of a proliferation of
problems.
HEADY

Professor Estes.

PROFESSOR ESTES
I wanted to know about appointments for chairpersons of Faculty committees . Is that
for -- chairpersons, that a one-year appointment or is
there an implication that will go for several years or
what is the policy on that?
HILLERMAN
It varies from committee to committee.
Frankly, I think we should -- I don't think any committee
chairman should be named by the Faculty Policy Committee.
I think the committee should elect their own chairman,
but it's spelled out in the Faculty Handbook.
ESTES
That you appoint the chairpersons, but
do you appoint them for a one-year term or -There may
HILLER.MAN One-year term, I presume·
of any where
be some odd clauses in here. I can't think
we appointed for more than one .
ESTE S

could anybody tell me if that ' s true t h at

2
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chairpersons are supposed to be on there for a three-year
term or something like that?
I don't think so.

HILLERMAN

DURRIE
I don't think so. I think they can be
renominated, Linda, but I think the appointments are
only for one year .

ESTES

It 's one year.

Thank you.

DURRIE
The only exceptions to that are in
certain committee, members who have terms of three
years, you are aware of those. The Human Subjects
Committee and a few others, but not the chairman.
ESTES

The chairperson is for one year?

DURRIE
Yes .
I say, they can be renominated
to serve a second or third year.
HEADY

Professor Harris.

PROFESSOR HARRIS
Getting back to the question
of the Research Allocations and Research Policy Committees,
I know the members of the Research Allocations Committee
were not consulted on this overlapping membership, and
having served on both committees, I see very little
function in their func tion. My hunch is that if the
members were consulted, they would prefer not to be
appointed to both, because the Research Allocations
requires several hours every other week, of meeting
every other week, r should say. I think it would be
worthwhile to consult the members and see whether or
not they wish overlapping them.
One other comment: I see on the Research
Allocations, I see there's no representative of the
Social Sciences which, I believe, is supposed to be
represented on that committee, and also I see I am
listed for the Research Policy Committee. I don't
know how my name got there, but I will be on s abbat 1 c a l
next year and will be unable to serve.
HILLERMAN

I am sorry, we should have Simonson

of Social Sciences.
HARRIS

Well, he's from Business .
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HILLERMAN
There should be a second change on
Research Polic~ Conunittee, replacing Professor Harris
who will be on sabbatical, with Doctor Simonson, on
Research P olicy.
HEADY
All right, this is a change in the list
as it was distributed, that Mr . Hillerman wants to make .
On page three, under Research Policy Committee, to
substitute D. Simonson, Business Administrative Sciences,
for Mary Harris, Educational Foundations, who will be
on leave next year.
Yes, would you identify yourself, please.
PROFESSOR MACKEY

Neosha Mackey, from the Library.

I have a question about the Athletic Council and
the Intramural and Recreation Board . Lazorik is listed
on both of them.
Did you use the same rationale there?
HILLERMAN

Right.

MACKEY
I don't see how you could. As I understand the purpose of the two committees that there's
really no overlap. And I think that many people, as I
know, who want on both committees. I know both this
year and last year they were my first and second choice.
But this just doesn't seem logical to me, and I will
recommend a change in the committee.
HEADY

Are there other comments?

Yes, sir, would you identify yourse lf.
PROFESSOR BREWER
HEADY

Professor Brewer.

Professor Brewer.

BREWER
In light of your introductory remarks
about how selections were made this year, what will this
do as far as the expected term for these people?
HILLERMAN

I beg your pardon?

BREWER
What can the people appointed to the
various committees, how long can they expe~t to serve,
no
11
Do you expect to turn it all over
rma y speaking?
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every year or are you relatively satisfied with the
representation of whether it's minority groups or women,
or whoever it is?
HILLERMAN ' I was fairly well satisfied with
the original list we submitted to the Policy Committee,
to answer your last question first.
To answer your first question last, hopefully we
will continue to get a turnover, in my personal opinion,
because I hereby make a solemn oath that I will neve r
again serve on the Committee on Committees. I sincere ly
hope that we do continue to have a substantial turnover
on all these committees every year, so that a broad
spectrum of the Faculty is drawn in with this committee
process, and we no longir have this fifty, forty people
attending General Faculty meetings. We get some of
these Faculty members interested in the affairs of this
University -- but I don' t know, predict -- I wouldn't
be optimistic to predict that last.
BREWER
Are t~ere any of these committees that
you see as being needed to single out for continuity
or having to do with continuity?
HILLERMAN
Frankly, if I was in a position to
do so, the best solution to most of this committee
structure is simply to eliminate the committee, consolidating
it into about eight efficient committees and restore some
power and authority to the Faculty of this University.
HEADY

Professor Pace.

PROFESSOR PACE
If I could -- I would like -I don't know how to phrase this, but Professor Degenhardt
is the only member of Research Allocations that is~'t
on Research Policy committee. Does that mean he will
have to meet alone? Should that name be added simply
to have a completely overlapping and not have one person
who is not on the other?
HEADY

While he is thinking about that, I will

recognize Professor Silverman.
PROFESSOR SILVERMAN
Mr. President, Professor
Hillerman, I believe that activ ities of ~esearch Allocations Committee and Research Policy Committee are
.
sufficiently disparate and demanding to place a considerable

;
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load on those Faculty who are being assigned to serve
on both of those committees. Nevertheless, I don't
want to suggest any frustration of the experiment
that you have in mind.
I wonder whether there's a possibility that
during the course of the year, if it is found that
this is unworkable, in terms of the load on the Faculty,
that there might be some supplement to this list or variance
or additional opportunity that we might consider as
change in the committee structure on membership.
HILLERMAN
I would say that -- Professor
Regener asked me if I would handle this job about
what? -- six months ago? -- and I haven't had an idle
moment since .
We have been changing committees
virtually every -- practically every Policy Committee.
We have had a tinkering job to do in our committee, so
I would predict that in September, October, November,
and December of next semester, we are going to continue
this process and probably it will be accelerated.
In other words, yes, I think if this experiment
doesn't work, obviously it has to be quickly changed.
HEADY

Professor cooper.

PROFESSOR COOPER
The committee tried to give
us representation from all the different units of the
University, and when we have people, two people in the
same department on a committee, that fails to meet that
purpose.
Secondly, the committee tried to broaden
representation of the Faculty. We have one faculty
member serving on two or more committees, that defeats
that purpose.
I would like to propose an amendment: that the
Athletic Council, campus Safety, and Computer Use
Committees, where we have the first case two people
from each __ from each -- t wo people from those
institutionals, whatever they are, and two peopl~ from
Intramural, Research Allocation and Research Policy
Committee, returned to the committee for further study.
HEADY

I think you wil l need to go over your

24
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list of committees again, Professor Cooper, please.
COOPER
I think it's about six, Athletic
Council, two people from HPER; Campus Safety, two
people from Civil Engineering; Computer Use, two
people from EECS; Intramural Recreation Board, because
of the majority you have on there.
Graduate School, two from Elementary

SCHMIDT
Ed.
HEADY
on your list?

Are you putting the Graduate Committee

COOPER
Yes, sir. Research Allocation and
Research Policy Committee returned to the committee
for further study.
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the
nominations for the Athletic Council, Campus Safety,
Computer Use, Graduate Committee, Intramural and
Recreation Board, Research Allocations, Research
Policy Committee, all be returned to the committee
for further consideration and report later. I think
that motion is in order .
It's been seconded . Is
there discussion?
Professor Karni .
PROFESSOR KARNI
Mr . Chairman, if I am correct
and I would like to be corrected if I am not so -- we
searched high and low on the campus Safety Committee
and we couldn't find any others who made, as first or
second choice.
so we had to put two from Civil
Engineering.
If I am wrong, I would like to hear it
right here and now on the floor so we can save a lot of
quarrel.
HEADY

Yes, would you identify yourself.

PROFESSOR SANDERS
Eleonora Sanders .
I would
like to have served on that committee. I was on it last
year, but we didn't have a chairman and never met and
didn't do a thing.
(Applause . )
HEADY

Is there other discussion on the motion
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to refer this list back to the committee?
Professor Howarth.
PROFESSOR HOWARTH
I think there is a lot to be
said clearly for having wide representation, but it strikes
me that perhaps, for instance, on the Computer Use,
there may be such expertise in the Department of Engineering
for Computer Science, I think the natural interest
inherent in the faculty members should be taken into
account in their committee service.
HEADY

Professor Thorson.

PROFESSOR THORSON
Well, I just -- I think Jim
Cooper is just slightly off base. It isn't that we
put people.
I was chairman of that committee a few
years ago myself, and it's a tough job, and you don't
put people on to represent constituencies. You put
people on who are best qualified to serve on those
committees.
I think that in some cases, two or even
possibly three from one department serve on the committee,
is not necessarily a bad thing\.
HEADY

Professor Zink.

PROFESSOR ZINK
On my listing, it might be
indicated that I represent the Economics faculty as
well as Business and Administrative Sciences, or
those three on the Research Policy Committee.
HEADY

Any other comments on the motion to

refer?
Professor Jaramillo.
PROFESSOR JARAMILLO
I think it would help the
Committee or committees for next year if right now people
would submit what comments they want to go on, because
many of these we exhausted first and second choice
already.
It ~asn't only campus Planning, so that would
help if we had more names in.
HEADY
Further discussion? If not, the motion
is to refer the nominations in that list of committees
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read,back to the conunittee.
Those in favor of the motion to refer, please say
11 aye 11 ;
opposed, "no." I think the motion is lost. we
will have a division if anyone wants a division.
Division has been called for. Those in favor of
the motion to refer, would you please raise your right
hand.
Those opposed, raise your right hand.
Well, it's so close, I think we will need to have
a vote, and with the packed house as we now have it -- there
are advantages to having a small crowd over a big crowd.
We will have to vote by tiers. So I will first
ask everyone in favor of the motion to refer, who is
above that steel boundary there, to stand, all the way
around.
In favor of the motion to refer, ninety-six;
opposed, ninety-eight. The motion is lost.
Professor Karni.
KARNI

Mr . Chairman, I move the previous question.

(Seconded.)
HEADY
The previous question has been moved
and I recall that I think -- I think I, in effect,
dissuaded Professor Jespersen from making a motion
for a change in a particular committee earlier at
.
that point, and 50 I am not going to accept the motion
for the previous question under those circumstances now.
I would like to ask: is there anyone else who
plans to move a specific change in the composition of
a particular committee?
If not, I suggest now then Professor Jespersen,
we receive your proposal and vote on.that, and then we
could take up that with any changes in the other
committees.
well, I find it a little difficult to
JESPERSEN
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make substitutions as I had hoped, because I am no
totally aware of the feminine representation and I
have been told that certain people have to be on th
committee, for example, Martinez, because of hi
what is it? -- our representative to the RAA .
HEADY
He is the Faculty representativ
Western Athletic Council.

0

JESPERSEN
Does that mean he had to con
on the committee year after year , or not?

nu

h

HEADY
I am not sure t hat there's any b olu
requirement .
There certainly are come convenienc
JESPERSEN
In view of making substitutions,
would like to refer back to t he committee, the com os·
of the Athletic council, that they come ack t h
next Faculty meeting with recommendations, and supply
each of us or supply the Faculty with a list o p opl
who have requested to be placed on the Athlet·c Con
so that it will be easier to make substitutions.
HEADY

n

Is there a second to that mot'on?

(Seconded . )
HEADY
The motion is to refer the att
of the
nominations of the Athletic council back to he commit ee
with a request that they supply , at the nex me tin ,
a list of the names of those requesting to be on the
Athletic Council.
Is there discussion of this motion?
Would you identify yourself, please .
PROFESSOR GARRETT
I would l ike to speak in
vor
of the motion.
In all due res ect t2 HPER, Shorty Pip r,
I am sure is the woman'~ -\. ou a""be h
r epresentative and he is~ i n t h e 1 oc k e r room facili y down
at th at fa cility .
HPER , tha i
It does appear to me, without ~wo
to recomm n
becomes a company union that I would like
that it go back for further study.
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HEADY

4
Professor Hillerman.

HILLERMAN
I would like to show that Charlotte
Pip~r is not on there as a woman ' s representative .
Shes on there because the subcommittee felt she was the
best person to be on there, and Diehm is on there because
he's one of many faculty members who is listed as first
choice, who has not been, you know, given his turn on the
committee, and the subcommittee simply felt he was very
competent and we felt he's also the kind of man who wil l
not be influenced by anybody.
HEADY
Further discussion? Ready to vote on
the motion to refer? Those in favor, please say II aye 11
opposed, "no . " I think the. motion is carried. Does
anyone
t a division?

;

All right, the Athletic Council nomination is
referred back to the committee.
Now, I think then we could -- we have a motion,
Professor Hillerman, so with that change, we can vote
on that motion, unless there is other - - Professor Zepper.
PROFESSOR ZEPPER
I think some of the Graduate
Committee members ought to express their attitude toward
the fact that we had sent to the Policy Comm.i ttee a
particular request that minority groups be considered
for the Graduate committee because of the Standing
Committee on Minorities, and I don ' t believe- we would
be able to have a representative minority subcommittee
with the membership that exists now, so I would like
to hear some expression from the Graduate members as
to whether they would like this committee referred back
with the particular view of looking at first and second
choices for minority members.
KARNI

How many members do you need?

ZEPPER:

They are using three or four members

on a subcommittee.
JARAMILLO
we must have some names from t he
minority that would like to get on, because right now,
I am the only one that said I would like to serve on it.
So if we get some names that we know that want to serve
on it, we would.
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HEADY

Professor Rodriguez.

PROFESSOR RODRIGUEZ
Would it be possible to
deal with that, if there is going to be a replacement
for the number of names on the Library faculty that is
not a regular -- would it be possible to deal with this
at the next Faculty meeting?
HEADY

Is there -- Professor Thorson.

THORSON
I believe Mr. Reed is going to be
enjoying appointment between the Political Science and
Library next fall, so he will be representing the Social
Science and the Library, that he can -HEADY
If there is no further discussion, we
vote on the main motion which covers all these committees
except the Athletic Council. Those in favor, please say
"aye"; oppose d , II no. II The motion is carried.
Item five, proposed regulations concerning on-site
teacher education centers. And I understand from Dean
Blood that Professor Dahmen will present this matter.
The materials on this · are ·with the statement that was
attached, pages eight and nine.
PROFESSOR DAHMEN
In referring to the statement
on pages eight and nine, on the part of the faculty
of the College of Education, I move the adoption of the
following motion:
The Faculty of the University of New Mexico,
endorses the concept of on-site teacher education,
subject to the attached proposed regulations.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded.
want to continue with any further discussion?

Do you

DAHMEN
r would be willing to do that in
conjunction __ I might add that I quote that in conjunction with some of the members of the faculty of
the College of Education who have been more involved
in total production of this document than I have been.

On-S

e Tea-

cher Educa-

ion Centers
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With that consideration, yes. And possibly we could
all do this from the floor, if that would be all right.
HEADY

Yes.

Is there further discussion?

Dean Wollman .
WOLLMAN
Can someone describe what the financial
implication of adopting this program would be?
HEADY

Vice President Travelstead.

VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
Somebody from the
college would like to respond, I will be glad to, if
they want to.
DEAN. BLOO
I think the revisions in financing
the program, you are relying on the use of federal money
to implement this program. In the long- r ange , I think
that there is an implication of long range for state
funding, that is not being addressed in the current
proposal.
We have, in the regulation, the stipulation
that any activity to occur under this proposal, we
would need to explain to the Un iversity administration
where the money would come from, and how it would be
financed.
Chester, I don't know if you want to add anything beyond that.
TRAVELSTEAD
I will add one or two points.
This whole proposition has undergone a great deal of
discussion in the college in the past several months
~nd several university committees. I think the concept
is quite sound on the conditions stipulated here, and
I would hope that this Faculty would support the concept
of delivering education hopefully in a ~uality way.at
the places and the times and ways in which people in
this state can most benefit from that.
I think that's inherent, the core of this whole
proposition. There are reservations, of cour~e, about
getting away from the campus and the short~omings of
that, this group, I think, has taken that into
consideration.

-
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With respect to financial implications, the only
thing I could add, Mr. Wollman, is that indeed the next
year or two, maybe three years, it will be funded.
I see no way after that time, in our present funding,
to fund it as it would need to be funded.
For example, we would not get credit for those
students in those remote spots for state funding as we
do here on the campus. We would get the tuition.
Hopefully, in the next year or two, we are going
to get this whole funding form turned around.
If so,
this and some other aspects of the present deficiency
might be corrected so they are funded, well, the next
two or three years on federal money. After that, I
would say as of now, the present funding there is no
provision to put money out there unless we take it away
from campus programs.
HEADY

Dean Wollman.

WOLLMAN
That's the problem that I think we are
faced with, mainly, as to what degree there would be a
diversion of funds from campus programs to that.
You used the phrase "going out there and providin g
education in a quality way. 11 I am so preoccupied with
the fact that we are doing things in a poor quality fashion
right here on campus, that I would hesitate to adopt other
programs that would divert funds, and is there a way f or
us to be protected against that?
TRAVELSTEAD
I would state as far as my o f fice
is concerned, that r would never recommend we take money
away from the campus designed for campus programs, what
little that might be, for this kind of activity.
I think you are quite right, that we can't spare
money from here, there, and I wasn't assuming that we
would do that.
I was merely saying at the end of these
two or three years, unless we get a new funding formu la,
I don't know how it would be financed.
HEADY

Professor £:aplan.

PROFESSOR CAPLAN
I think in the case of both
this item and the following one on the agenda, it would
be
·
th record t h e recommend ation
appropriate to read into
e
of the Curricula Committee.

-

2
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"The Curricula Committee endorses the
concept on-site teacher education centers and
recommends that the College of Education continue
to develop and operationalize the program.
"However, this endorsement is contingent upon
approval of specific programs before their
implementation."
It was my understanding, after the Curricula
Committee adopted this resolution, that the guidelines
that ar~ attached to the Faculty -- to the meeting notice,
were going to be amended to include a provision for review
of specific programs.
However, I don't know, I don ' t see where that has
be en done .
HEADY

Dean Blood .

BLOOD
The recommendation of the University
Curricula Committee, the college is in agreement with,
and had intended in the first line of the proposed
regulations, i t made a change on the recommendation of
the College of Education and the University Curricula
Committee .
The intent of that change was to include the
University Curricula Committee very directly.
It would
be necessary to obtain this recommendation prior to the
~roposal going to the vice president, and that was the
intent of that, and would be stipulated .

.:jtlte,
HEADY

l)€ttt/

weaver.

WEAVER
The Committee on Entrance and
Credits also endorsed the proposal in the following
recommendation that on experimental basis for a period
of three years, and subject to the criteria listed on
page nine of the Faculty agenda, that students be permitted to take course work toward baccalaureate at
on-site teacher education centers, that students enrolled
at each on- site education centers be permitted to complete
all but two summers' course work on-site, and t~at the
University regard all course work taken at on-site teacher
centers as meeting the requirements of undergraduate study .
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Thank you, Dean Weaver.

Professor Jaramillo.
JARAMILLO
Not to be outdone, the Faculty
Policy Committee passed the following motion:
"The Committee endorses in concept an
experimental College of Education program in
on-site education, with recognition and credit
earned would be acceptable to the University
of New Mexico."
HEADY

Dean Adams.

Mr. President, would the program ·~
the jurisd-k;tion of the vice
president for academic affairs or~vice president of
regional affairs?

u~~

HEADY
Unless there would be a change later,
it would be the vice president for academic affairs would
be my interpretation and understanding.
Yes, Professor Rodriguez.
RODRIGUEZ:
It seems to me a lot of committees
really agree with this and certainly seems as though
the concept I think is in keeping with changes that
we probably are going to see a lot of in the next f e w
years in education.
Would it be possible to have Professor Blood
make an amendment or attachment of some sort that we
are really talking about this program as long as it g ets
federal funding and that when it doesn't have that, we
would have to discuss it again as to how feasible it
was at that point, so that the Faculty would feel that
there is a protection that it's not going to be one of
those things that just continues to grow and go on?
BLOOD
I think the -- our intent in trying to
take care of that concern. is contained in two aspects:
one is we have obligated the college to return to the
Faculty at the end of the three-year experimental period,
for the Faculty's reapproval and reassessment of the
program.
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RODRIGUEZ
ment, I am sorry.
BLOOD
number ten.

That's not clear to me in the state-

That would be the intent, I think , of

The other -- and I am having troub l e focusing on
it -- has to do with in the establishment o f a center ,
immediate need · · to provide the vice pres i dent with the
budgetary in f ormation as to how it would be supported .
I think that in terms of f uture prio rities on
other than federal money, speci a lly a lloca t ed , that this
would become a program which would compete with the
priority system of the University a nd woul d be our
expectation, that the priority decision s would need to
be mad e at that time.
HEADY

Is there further discus s ion?
0

Professor Doxt a t; r .
0

P ROFE SSOR DOXTAT1R
Yes, I probably should have
asked th e questi on earlier.
In the second paragraph ,
mention is made of individuals in thei r own c ommunity
setting, experiencing their own culture . I get a small
f lavor in that language of isolation, r emain i n g ri ht
where you are, being left in your think ing . Is there
any discussion about how a program of t h i s s o rt would
move people into the mainstream?
HEADY
Let me have -- see i f one want s t o
respond to this comment. Let's conti nue with th i s
point.
Professor Spolsky.
PROFESSOR SPOLSKY
I don 't want t o ive a long
speech, I prefer a short stateme n t, and o thers to give
us their feeling in this field o f -- an y one that is
concerned with it, and __ but r thi n k t h is is extremely
exciting move because it is facing up to t he prob l em
that we found difficult to handle b e f o re , the problem
of helping minority groups recogn ize t he difficul ties
t hey f ace in maintaining their own v a lues as t o what
is becoming a dominant civil cultur e, if I c an use
that term, a super· national tech n o log i cal c ulture
~h at is moving certain values o v er m~st of t he wo rld and
i n some places, associated with English , other places
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associated with Spanish, other places associated with
Russian, and a program of this kind that permits a
university to come in contact with the people who want
to maintain their identity at the same time · facing up
to the needs of that mainstream culture, I think is a
good one.
The particular benefit of this -- and I have
been associated with what one might call some pilot
attempts to investigate some of the aspects of this
program - - is very exciting. It is particularly exciting
when some of our best professors from the University
here go out on-site and try and teach what it is they
normally teach, whether it's a course in English, someone from the English Department do that, or a course
in the Math Department. We have a professor from the
Math Department do that and they discover that while
they still have their clear notions of standards that
they bring from here, they have to rethink many of
their basic assumptions.
At the same time, they make it possible for the
local communities to see what the super national civic
culture that universities stand for is about, and to
see the particular values that need to be adapted therewith.
This kind of possibility ' is, I think, one of
the more exciting ones that we can get involved in here.
The moving out on -- moving on-site and moving as
much as possible of those standards of the people we
know on-site, to the teaching ends rather than simply
saying, "Let some other school," and there are plenty
that could be named that could come up and set up
programs where they,will give credit for any~hing.that
happens there, and discover that we are dealing with
graduates of programs where the teachers. have bee~
trained by __ I won't name the schools, it wouldn t
be fair -- we find that coming in here as freshmen and
we complain about the level of our freshmen.
This is
our level to get out in the state and make sure that the
freshmen that come here will fit that.
so I think it fits very definitely your concern
with helping minority groups understand the mainstream.
HEADY
Is there any other comment on that matter?
If not, I will recognize __ is it on this point, Doctor?

4
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PROFESSOR LOFTFIELD
I would like to point out
I think all the committee reports, Doctor Spolsky, all
suggested in principle, this is a great idea; the proposal,
as I read i t is inordinately vague . There is not a
suggestion of what course will be offered to these
students, there is not a strong argument why they need
the four years instead of present two that has been
approved, there isn't any suggestion of how much faculty
from this school will have to go out, in Doctor Spolsky's
terms, to Espanola or Tierra Arnarilla or what-not, to
give these courses whi ch will upgrade them.
It says seventy-five percent of all the activity
will be conducted by people from this campus, dependinq
on the size of the program. That might be totally
impossible.
I -- you know I approve of it in principle, I
think it should be done , but I don't think we have ever
approved a program in the past that did not actually
list the courses to be given and required.

HEADY

Professor Houghton.

PROFESSOR HOUGHTON
Yes, I would like to move
an amendment to item number ten, amending it to add
the sentence "approval by t he General Faculty would be
necessary at that time in order that the program be
continued. "
program
Now, I am not entirely convinced that the
the
is necessarily not going to remove resource~ fr~m
would
campus, but at least if that is added, I think it
get to review at that time.

HEADY

Is there a second?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded we amend by
adding a sentence to paragraph ten saying that appr~val
of the General Faculty would be necessary at that time

if the program is to continue.
I believe that was the language .
cussion on the amendment .

Is there dis-
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FACULTY MEMBER
an answer .

I feel that Jim's

us

on n

a

HEADY
I will recognize you, but I think
c n
proceed with t his amendment . If there's no mor comm n
".,
on the amen dment , those in favor, please sa. "
opposed, "no . 11 The motion is carried.
Dean Darling .
DEAN DARLING
Just in response, w
no
creating a new program or new set of course . !' '
egree programs that are already operatin in h
of Education .
If there should be any ch n
major or minors for the degree programs, tho
naturally go through the Curricula Commit
not suggesting any course changes in he d
HEADY

Dean Blood .

BLOOD
I would like to add on comm n
We have agreed with the University Curri
that any activities to occur to on-si
on-site center would receive prior ap ro
the specific courses , that activity would b
reviewed in advance, trying to et th s c ics o
that kind of a program I think deliberated in
of this body we are asking for enablin 1 ·
in essence , and then we would proceed
h
Curricula Committee with the specific
HEADY

l

Professor Tonigan .

I don ' thi'n
PROFESSOR TONIGAN
about creating something that ould be prol'
think we are talking about taking a littl b~
University of New Mexico out into the comm ni
My eight years here, I have ~ound the
of New Mexico to be the big est on-sit
that I have ever been in, with iqhty
students corning from Albuquerque, and
our eighty percent of Albuquerque stu
else, Bob , so I don ' t think there'
an
about doing something else in so e od
HEADY

l

Professor Pace.

n
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PACE
How does this program relate to the branch
pr~gram of the University, continuing education, in
which.we actu~lly send faculty out to offer courses?
Is this coordinated or is it related to that?
HEADY

Do you want to speak to that, Dean

Blood?
BLOOD
The branches offer -- offer through the
branches -- we will coordinate with the branches for
upper division level work through this, and we will
use actually the sites where the branches are located
for things like recordkeeping, library facilities,
providing those things.
HEADY

Professor Lupsha.

PROFESSOR LUPSHA
This brings up an interesting
point.
The branch colleges are going to be under
of the vice president for regional affairs. This, you
are saying, is going to be under academic -- vice
president for academic affairs. There are qoing to
be a great deal of problems of coordination here
that ought to be recognized right at the beginning.
HEADY

Vice President Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
May I speak to that point, also?
The question that Mr . Adams asked, that first paragraph,
it was not purposeful that the reference to the new
vice president for community and regional and community
affairs was left out.
r would say it's quite important
that either intent be read into that or be taken for
granted, or we amend this to say that would be done,
because you are right, Mr. Lupsha, this would require
coordination and r would be quite willing to have that
read either "intention" or actually amended that the
vice president for regional affairs would enter into that.
Now, with respect to how the branches will offer,
they are authorized by law to offer residence up through
the sophomore year . This would be going beyond that
and Mr . Blood meant, as r see it, that we would cooperate
with the branches, but actually the course would not be
offered under the branch legislation because we cannot
claim credit for those students through that branch,
but it would have to be coordinated with the location and
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people that would participate and I would certainly do
that with the vice president for regional affairs.
{)

HEADY

Professor Doxtat/r.

0
DOXTAT1R
I am not sure why Mr . Tonigan made
this comment to me like he did except we had some
other discussions on the College of Education yesterday
and he may have been making certain assumptions about
what I believe in.

I plan to vote for the on-site bit. The purpose
of my question was to get out into the open for any
faculty members who were curious, as to whether there
was going to be some sort of education in the biggest
sense of the word, change of human behavior, and
Professor Spolsky gave an excellent answer, as far
as I am concerned.
I do have another question I think needs to
get out in the open because of what I sense: I wonder
if Dean Blood could give an example or t wo of some
kind of programs that might go on, some kind of
faculty that might be involved, so that people can
see an example what we are talking about.
HEADY

Doctor Blood.

BLOOD
I think the -- for the next year, the
year coming up, we would be keeping into the field what
we call our junior block. The block course is thirteen
units that we will teach on campus in our teacher
training program. we have taken that block course .
off campus.
In addition, we would be student teaching
in areas remote from Albuquerque. That, in essence,
I think, within the next year, would be as much
movement as we will be able to make in that direction.
HEADY

Is there any other discussion?

Yes, would you identify yourself.
PROFESSOR SMITH

Pro fessor Smith, English .

I don, t knol,.r if you would be interested in
hearing about somebbdy who is not f rom the College of
Education, who's been involved in -- I am the Department
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of English, and I have been teaching one oh two at
Sanostee-Tocito
on the Navajo Reservation, the
Sanostee-Tocito
Bilingual Project, and what we
have been doing with that has ranged from reading
Tolstoy to reading -- you know, we have been doing
regular reading course and writing papers, doing very
much the same sorts of things that one oh two class
in here would do.
In addition to that, we have been using
methods that have been tried in Spanish Harlem,
getting fourth graders and fifth graders to write
poetry so these people have been taking the regular
one oh two English course in addition to work ing
with children on the side, if they are going to be
teachers.
And that's one of the things we have been doing.
And I would be happy to answer any questions about
that, if you care to have any, if anyone would be
specific.
HEADY

Professor Rosenblum.

PROFESSOR ROSENBLUM
I would like to hear
from Dean Blood or Professor Darling if this will
constitute an overload of the faculty in terms of
what they teach and will their participation in a
rural or outlying community necessitate creating
larger classes or -BLOOD
No it would not be done on an overload basis.
It wi{l be done with a separate funding.
We will not be asking faculty to take this on as an
overload.
or
So with government funding
ROSENBLUM
to hire additional
excess funding, you would move
people?
BLOOD

Yes.

HEADY

Dean weaver .

that
we need what, for
first
year
The
WEAVER
Sciences?
in-service course in Arts and
BLOOD

I think that we would, at the lower
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division
level, . would want
·
.
. . to encourage , as par t'icipation or broadening participation from other colleges
an~ dep~rtments. We are asking in our proposal to the
Univer~ity Curricula Committee, only for the professional
education sequence to be approved for next year . We
would hop~ to extend that the following year, given
success with the program.
HEADY
There's no further debate. The motion
is on the proposal concerning on-site teacher education
center. Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."
The motion is carried as amended -- yes, t h ere was one
amendment to paragraph ten.
Number six, Allied Health Science Center program
in physical therapy. Dean Napolitano .
The statement on this is pages ten and eleven in
the materials distributed.
NAPOLITANO
The program and the curriculum
contained on pages ten and eleven were approved by the
medical faculty for a bachelor's degree in physical
therapy on January twenty-sixth of this year, and the
curriculum was approved -(Calls

of "Can't hear.")

NAPOLITANO

I will start all over.

All right.

The programs contained on pages ten and eleven,
I think, for a bachelor of science program in physical
therapy, was approved by the school of medicine faculty
on January twenty-sixth of this year.
The curriculum was approved by the University
Curricula Committee on March twenty-ninth of this year .
This particular program has been incorporated in
the presentation to the Board of Educational Finance
and they have, in a sense, approved this program as an
extension of the Allied Health training programs offered
in the school of medicine.
It is appropriate at this time that the University
Faculty approve this program of a bachelor of science
degree in physical therapy, awarded through the Faculty,

Bachelor of
.cience Program n h s cal The aoy
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by the school of medicine .
HEADY

You moving approval?

NAPOLITANO
I would move approval of this
program by the University Faculty .
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Several seconds . )
HEADY

Moved and seconde d .

'Any discussion?

'

Professor ~aplan.
G

Actually, this was -- the motion I am
going to read to you was approved March 28th, 1973, so
it ' s actually last year's committee, Curricula Committee,
"f..APL'l'ili

that developed the motion .
The committee re c ommends approval of the proposed
physical therapy program, subject to the following
conditions: one, this approval applies only to the
program funded from nonstate resources; two, in the event
such funding is terminated at any time in the future,
we recommend that the program be reviewed with a view
toward termination, u nless the medical school is willing
to absorb any from the regular allocation of FTE.
NAPOLIT'l'iliO
As I wrote the chairman of the
Curricula Committee at that time, and as one will
observe in the papers very recently, there are no funds
at the present time, at least in some peoples' minds,
that come to the University that are not state funds.
So I am not quite sure how to respond to question number
one -- that is, to t he question raised by the Curricula
Committee . Whether the money comes to the medical
school via a federal grant, via the veterans Administration, or generated through the Board of Educational
Finance, or is generated through the.o~erat~n~ practice
of medicine through the school of medicine, i t s all looked
at by some people as state funds, and I don't know how
else to respond.
fiPLAN
' I ,think Joe can correct ' me on this, I
think the committee had in mind special funds, that's
what we were --
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RODRIGUEZ
There isn't minor federal funding,
according to the supreme court.
NAPOLITANO
If you mean house bill three hundred,
it says funds coming
whatsoever their source.
HEADY
As I understand the stioulation of the
Curricula Committee, it was to the effe~t that if money
~rom federal sources, even if it becomes state funds
is not available, then the program would not be continued
unless there is assurance that the medical school would
continue it using, I think in the words of the committee,
FTE faculty available at the medical school.

C-

Exi sting, yes .

~APLAN

HEADY
I want to see if Dean Napolitano -- I
don't know whether he wants to comment further about it
or not.
RODRIGUEZ

Okay, I am sorry.

HEADY That is not -- that stipulation, I think
I should point out, is not a part of the motion that is
before us.
It is a comment from the curricula Committee.
C,
-"APLAN
Well, one of the reasons that I wanted
to point out that this action was taken over a year ago,
is that we are talking about a different Curricula
Committee, different chairman. I can't speak for that
chairman.
I think that the approval of this program by
the Curricula committee is subject to those conditions.

I think we can get into a semantic proqram of
how we define the funds corning to the University .
Essentially, what the committee was saying, we did
not feel it was appropriate for the University to
engage in a program that had a very high co~t per_st~dent
~nd attempt to finance that program out of its ex1st1ng
inadequate budget.
Therefore if we arc going to do the program,
it should be done,throuqh sources in addition to our
normal budget , that if the medical school wanted to
continue the program when such sources ran dry, that
was the medical school's problem.
HEADY

seems to me it's relevant here -- correct
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me if I am wrong, Dean Napolitano -- to say that the
University's position with regard to this program and
other allied health science programs, was that if
federal funding is withdrawn, he would plan to continue
those programs only if state funds were provided that
were clearly intended or earmarked for that purpose.
That was the position we took during the whole
leg is lati ve cycle, with all of the leg is lati ve commit tees
that we discussed these programs with.

HEADY
Houghton.

Is there any other -- yes, Professor

HOUGHTON
One thing I notice, there's six
positions that are now open and you apparently intend
to have nine positions open very shortly, looks as if
you are going to have a very short run of an increase
in the need and I wonder if you fill those six positions,
is that going to be the end of the program or do you
intend to create more positions for them?
NAPOLITANO
We -- the six positions are request
made to the school of medicine at the present time and
the University, to supply individuals. I am sure there
are a far greater number needed in the State of New ex co
for physical therapy. There is certainly a greater
need in the whole southwest for physical therapy than
currently are being produced.
This is an area of medicine that has been sadly
neglected.
It's an area that is expensive, true .
It's
an area that in which there's a great deal of student
interest.
A short note that appeared -- when was it, ~oe? -last fall __ that the medical school was contemplating
undertaking this program, brought in two h~ndred responses
from individuals throughout the state wanting to know
when the program would be developed and wantinq to seek
information about entering the program.

HEADY

Dean Wollman .

11 I have the same concern with this
WOLLMAN
We
,
.
program that I did about the one that we J ust voted ~n
bef
that the problems transcend JUSt
ore.
It seems to me
what will happen in the school of medicine. We are
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right now, based on our preregistration information with
one possibility of refusing admission to some three'
hundred students in beginning biology if we are to
meet the need for entering students in certain other
biology courses.
Now, you show b iology courses, chemistry courses,
et cetera, as part of the program, which I am sure they
legitimately are, but I don't see any clearcut way of
coping with the problem unless there is a financi al
arrangement such that if we g et this particular program
and you decide that these two hundred applicants should
be admitted, how are we going to cope with them, not only
in the school of medicine with respect to the physical
therapy there, but elsewhere in the University? We don't
have the ability to shift people around that quickly.
We are starving certain other programsin order to staff
adequately those particular programs that have increased
enrollment and it seems to me that we ought to have some
kind of additional assurance before we approve this
program, that it wil l not be an undue financial burden
or an undue burden on the staff, that resources will
be available.
I don't get that assurance from you. You
reject, apparently, the motion of the Curricula Committee
by saying, "Well, you don't understand it," but you
are not ready to reformulate something that you do
understand, so that we all could be in agreement and
know what we are doing.
NAPOLITANO
Relative to the first two years,
Dean Wol lman, the university is funded for undergraduate
courses on a particular schedule adopted by the Board
of Educational Finance, and one of our problems at the
University has been, among othe r things, aside from
inadequate financing, it has been a plateau of
students, which has plateaued the amount of money to the
University.
It is my interpretation that within the first
two years of this program, these are undergraduat~
courses, at the lower division level, and theoretic ally
should be funded as any student would be funded, and that
would revert to the University .
WOLLMAN

. that we don't have immediate
The problem is
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flexibility in shifting people -- Mr . Travelstead wants
to say something, maybe he can elaborate.
I think I would like to add something and i t supports your concern because even though,
Mr . Napolitano, that the courses are funded here by the
BEF on a formula, this is exactly our trouble right now
about the across-the-board funding, and that's the
reason we are trying to get it changed to differentiated
funding because if indeed - - is Mr . Silverman still here?
last fall, in biology, specifically, we were - - we had
a terrible impact by pharmacy, nursing, and allied
health sciences, whi ch, when we approved those three
years ago, Mr. Silverman, we assumed we were going to
continue to get new positions. Remember, we talked
about this last fall .
TRAVELSTEAD

And when those new positions were available,
we would do just what Mr . Napolitano is saying, we
would add those new positions in the areas where they
were most needed.
We no longer have that flexibility. The only
way, therefore, we can put teachers in biology where
there seems to be a large demand for enrollment, is to
take them away from some other department represented
in this room today, that is a problem, and it would not
follow automatically that physical therapy students
would find openings in biology. I want to make that
clear, because I think it is quite true.
NAPOLITANO
HEADY

Joe, do

You want to respond to that?

Is there further comment?

would you identify yourself.
·
Ye s, sir,
PROFESSOR LANDAU

Doctor Landau, Biology.

I
ld l'k to request some information regarding
wou
1 e
. 1
t
th·1 ty
one particular course, that is the new bio ~gy wo
. r seven and two thirty-eight, which you feel is essential
for your sophomores and I would like to have some
comments by the nur~ing and pharmacy people ~ere, that . .
indicates that they are willing to allow their new facility
to be utilized for your potential students.
I would like to speak to that point, not
MURRAY
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so much from the standpoint of the new facility, but from
the standpoint of the fact that right now we are not able
to admit as many students to those courses as we have
students to admit.
So I think the problem of funding is a real problem.
If there is a way to increase Faculty for the biology
courses, I would certainly support the notion that this
group o f students ought to be allowed the opportunity
to get the degree in the field that they are proposinq
to get.
I support the notion that physical therapist5are
desperately needed in the state. I just don't know how
that particular thing will be carried on. If we can,
through the legislature, persuade them that allied health
sciences is indeed an area that must be funded differently
or in addition to, or something like that, then I would -you know, I would see no problems, but I personally don't
see how this would be done.
PROFESSOR SCALETTI
My underst anding is that
the new course that is being proposed in biology by, I
gather, you involved, does that mean -- we ll, it's my
understanding that the new course would be pro osed on
basis of having slightly more relevance in terms of the
human individual rather than, let's say, lower forms
of biological entities.
I believe that Mr . O' Brien has been talking
with you, is that correct, Mr . O' Brien? -- on this
new biology course?
MR. O'BRIEN

I have been talking to the

biology department, yes.
SCALETTI
And that seems to be a more appropriate
course for this physical therapy, individual.

HEADY

Dean Wollman.

WOLLMAN
I feel that in view of the fi~anc~:l
uncertainties of this program, that we should give i
some further thought. Therefore, I move that we refer
it back to the medical school so that they can ~~met~ 1
us with more concise information regarding the inancia
implications of adopting this program.
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NAPOLITANO
I don't understand the program as
far as we see i t is funded. It's been approved by the
~oard of Educational Finance, as a line item component
1n the school of medicine .
HEADY

Doctor Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
Seems to me, Mr . Wollman, we could
approve this on the same basis that we did another
program earlier today, because it is funded now, earmarked
funds that won't have anything to do with the main campus
programs, and as long as that's the case, this Faculty
doesn't have the concern,it seems to me, about the funding.
If we put the stipulation and understanding when
those funds are no longer available, it comes back to
this Faculty before it is continued, I think that would
be a better way of doing it, because they do have the
money now.
WOLLMAN
There was no second to my motion, so
we can proceed. Then I would hope that your statement
would be accepted as part of the stipulation by wh ich
we act on this program.
HEADY
We can adopt it as a specific stipulation,
if you wish, as we did with the other prog ram.
WOLLMAN
I would move that we accept that
stipulation as part of our approval .
(Seconded.)
HEADY
It 's been moved and seconded that we
stipulate in the approval that when federal ~unds -when and if federal funding is no longer ava ilable, the
program must be re tu rned to the Faculty fo r consideration
and approval, if it's to be continued.
WOLLMAN
r don't know that it was federal
funding .
It was a line item for the medical school.
NAPOLITANO

ment?

That's right.

HEADY
All right.
Any discussion on it?

Are you clear about t he amendProfessor Bates.
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PROFESSOR BATES
Seems to me there are two
issues here: does the line item in the BEF provide for
funding being channeled to the departments that are
going to feel pressure from these students; secondly,
a procedural question: is it usual for a new program
to be requested -- to have funding requested as a line
item prior to approval by the General Faculty?
HEADY

Did you want to respond to either of

those?
NAPOLITANO
I don't know how to answer the
last question . We tried to get on to the agenda as
rapidly as we found out we would have a program. It
seemed to me if we were not goin g to be funded for a
program, it might be an exercise , an a c ademic exercise
for the Faculty to pursue .
It's only recently that we found out that this
program would be funded . And is funded in the Board
of Educational Finance ' s recommendat ions to the school
of medicine . And that is why we bring it to the Faculty
at this time .
HEADY
The other questi on had to do with
chanelling of money t o the c ourses in arts and sciences
where the additional burden will be placed .
NAPOLITANO
The money wi ll flow to arts and
sciences as i t flows to the University with respect to
the fact that as to how students are funded .
HEADY

Those particular

BATES
would it protect the funds that are
available through this line item, they will not be
available to those departments because they seem
earmarked directly to the medical school a~d those
funds normally, I believe, stay in the medical school.
NAPOLITANO
The funding here will be - - will
enable us to develop those courses that are not now offered
by the u ·
.
Th
courses that are now offered
niversity.
ose
.
by the University, there is a mechanism for funding.
It ' s based on the number of FTE and so forth and so on .
If you don't have the student, the University won ' t
receive the funding . It's as simple as that .
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BATES
I don't think you are answering my
question, but that's -He said, "No."

FACULTY MEMBER

TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Chairman, I would like to
speak once more, but I hate to go -- for this to go
not well-understood, and later be a major problem,
and it is a very specific problem involved here right
now, and there may be some problems in these other
courses, and next fall, for example, if additional
students are asking to get in biology and if they can't
take all they have got right now, then obviously we
can't take care of more .
Now, the FTE will not get reflected in the first
place, even if we have an overall gain in enrollment.
But if we have a gain in enrollment in biology and lower
someplace else, so our total enrollment is the same,
we will not get one additional faculty member the
following year, so what these people are asking,
Mr. Napolitano, and others here, is whether the direct
costs of some of this program could be channeled to the
place where it's going -- where the burden is going to
be and I don't know what the answer is, but it's a very
real problem and we ought to be sure we are clear on
it before we vote on it .
HEADY
I want to ask a question for my
clarification .
Isn't it true that these particular
students, as any other undergraduate student, will
count towards the FTE tot al number of students that
we have, so each one of them will produce, will be
counted in and produce as much support as any other
undergraduate student who is at the University?
TRAVELSTEAD
NAPOLITANO

That's right.
That's right.

HEADY
so in that sense, those students are
generating that amount of resources for the University.
TRAVELSTEAD
You have twenty-two additional
students that would generate one additional faculty in
member the following year, with twenty-two students
this program, and being able to spread that money

4 2
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immedi ately to the departments, I think is not that easy.
HEADY
It's the same as any other situation of
any twenty-two students that we have.
TRAVELSTEAD
That's right, and that adding on
the agenda reflects the ability to move.
WOLLMAN
Mr. President, there's one other factor
along the line you we re talking about, namely, we will
get a certain amount of financial benefit, but we get it
on an average basis . And yet, these courses that these
students are going to have to take, are relatively expensive
courses, and where we are already very tightly confined
by manpower and laboratory space, so the margin it will
cost in handling these students · is more than the average
marginal cost for a University of New Mexico entering
student.
HEADY

Yes.

PROFESSOR WOODFIN
would you expect?
NAPOLITANO
HEADY

How many students per year

No more than twenty, I understand.

Mr . Chreist.

MR . CHREIST
Fred Chrei st, Admissions and
Records.
currently, the state of New Mexico has an
agreement under the WICHE program to send students
from the state of New Mexico to other institutions
outside the state.
Many of these students who have applied for
that program, are at present, at present, sophomores
in the university of New Mexi co; unfortunately, because
of funding problems outside of New Mexico, these .
.
students are going into programs in Colorado, Cal~fornia,
and other states. There are eight schools recognized
at this time who offer physical therapy programs under
the WICHE compact, and at this time we have only on~
student and have had only one student in the pas~ five
years who has been accepted, and the acceptance is not
based only on academic qualifications. In fact, we
have many students who are turned down ~ho have excellent
qualifications, but because of the funding in othe r states,
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they a~e denied admission even though under the arrangement with the WICHE compact, they should receive prior
consideration.
I would like to speak in favor of the program
since I think many students who are here at the Universit
now, and have been here , have been forced to change their
career plans because of the inability to continue their
education in the professional program.
HEADY

Professor Kenney.

PROFESSOR KENNEY I have two comments. One is,
it seems to me that what Dean Napolitano is asking us
to do is be a rubber stamp. He has told us that he
didn't bring i t to us before funding was approved,
because it wasn't approved yet, but now that it is
approved, we should approve it. That's not a very
thoughtful kind of consideration that you are asking
us to make.
I think you really want a rubber stamp .
Second, the concrete example, I teach one of
the courses that is going to be required in this program,
in this room, and all the chairs are filled. Whether
it's ten students, twenty-two students, or fifty students,
who is going to decide who is not going to be able to
get the course? The enrollment has gone up and it's
now at capacity.
Do you have any -- I wouldn't be surprised to
know that some of these other courses might be facing
the same problem.
HEADY

Doctor Scaletti.

SCALETTI
rt might be worthwhile to give
historical respect why this came to the ~aculty now.
This was going through the process of being a~proved
by college faculty before the Curricula Committee,
and the curricula ~ommittee approved it late last year.
At that time, at that point~ federa~ impoundment
of funds put not only that program i~ question, but
a wide spectrum of programs in question.
Professor Travelstead -- vice President
Travelstead felt that unless the impounded fund
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situation were clarified, there was really very little
point to bring it to our Faculty at that time. I
think it was the decision then to wait until the air
was cleared relative to both federal impounding of
funds, as well as what the Board of Educational
Finance recommended in its proposal to the school of
medicine relative to funding before this was brought to
the Faculty, and it was not brought to this Faculty,
believe me, to be rubber stamped.
HEADY

Professor Loftfield.

LOFTFIELD
I think Mr . Chreist really put his
finger on the mark here. The fact is that these twenty
students are already here. They are already taking
psychology and chemistry and so forth, and then if they
luck out, they will leave here in their third year and
go to Colorado, as it goes. Many of them can't, so they
transfer to biology or chemistry or premed or something
else, but those people are not an increment to our
present enrollment.
We will, perhaps, attract more and better
students because of this, new students, we will have
better students in psychology than we have now, or
biochemistry, or chemistry, or what-not, but we are
not suddenly increasing by twenty students the number
of people requiring first or second year education.
HEADY

Professor Logan.

PROFESSOR LOGAN
I agree with that, but I do
object to the procedure, because you see, the psychology
courses listed for the sophomore year have prerequisites
that are not included in the program.
I like the concept, but I do think it would be
better if we had been consulted and given advice as
to what kinds of courses would be most appropriate for
the people that you want to train, and so when
Professor Karni talked about his course, those students
can't take i t in their sophomore year because they have
to take two thirty or something.
/

HEADY

Professor Ikle.
~

PROFESSOR IKLE

The medical school has been
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fun~ed on the basis of a line item that prevents the
medical school from giving support, so the biology
department, they want to give new courses, special
courses
NAPOLITANO

These are not new courses.

/

IKLE
But they present an unusual burden to
the biology department, isn't that the case?
HEADY

Doctor Scaletti.
/

SCALETTI
Professor Ikle, you are exactly
right.
If there are, in the development of programs
such as this, extraordinary requirements in terms of
specific courses, indeed, we need to incorporate that
into our budget presentations, yes.
I find no argument with that at all.
IKLE/
As I understand it, from Dean Wellman ' s
comments, the department is already overloaded and
to add more students, that means a drain on the whole
department, so why could not the medical school furnish
support to the biology department?
SCALETTI
I don't know. Perhaps t he former
chairman of the biology department would respond. I
didn't know we were imposing that much of a strain
on t h e biology.
HEADY

Professor Papcsy.

PROFESSOR PAPCSY
For the lack of a better
channel for the last fifteen y ears, it's been my
responsibility to advise three physical t herapy.' .
students from New Mexico who want to go to certificate
schools in some other states.
To answer one question, the student 7 are here
now, there's going to be no additional strain on the
departments. They are here and in far grea~e: numbers
than the medical school will be able to assimilate,
and these students must meet the standards of other
physical therapy schools outside of state,.as s~udents
are eligible, and there will be students with ~igh
academic qualifications to be fed into the medical school
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program.
It will be a relief to me when that program
is started so we won ' t have to advise these people,
but I can assure you from the list of advisees I have
now, there are at least forty students now who could
go into the medical school program, who have better than
a three five average.
There's no problem of additional students going
into these courses that are in the first and second year.
So I see no reason why the medical school should have
any responsibility for students who are already here and
who would be here, in fact, if this program goes through,
students will -- there will be a fewer number of students
because definite restrictions will be identified and
definite entrance exams, and they will know .
I see no reason for this.

HEADY

Professor Koopmans .

My comments are best placed
PROFESSOR KOOPMANS
where Professor Logan's comments were. It's on the
nitty-gritty of the curriculum, itself. It turns out
there are two requirements with the math oh one oh ,
and the first is that this course carries no credits,
college credit.
The second one is that we don't offer it anymore
and consultation with the math department would have
been helpful.

HEADY

Professor Jespersen.

JESPERSEN
r think those that are trying to
assure us there will mean no difference in enrollment
in science courses, are way off base.
I would submit if the program is.appr?ved~
that the number of people trying to qet i~to it will
increase greatly and that these people will ~hen,
in order to get into the program, will be taking
biology and chemistry courses to stand a better chance
for admittance to the program, just as when we
added the medical school.
I

that increased considerably on th~s
am sure
1 taking biology and chemistry
campus the number of peop e
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7
courses with the hope of getting into medical school.
.
I wo~ld like to move that we table this proposal
until such time that the medical school can assure us
that ~he respective burdens that would be placed on
certain other departments outside of the medical school
can be solved.
(Several seconds.)
HEADY
The secretary reminds me that we had -we were presumably debating all this time, the proposed
amendment by Dean Wo llman, so we need to dispose of that
first.
'
That motion was never seconded.

JESPERSEN
HEADY
DURRIE

His second one was seconded, yes .
That's right.

HEADY
Is there any more discussion? I will
recognize you, Professor Jespersen. Is there any more
discussion on that proposed amendment?
Professor Blood.
BLOOD
I would like to know whether the biology
two thirty-eight, which has an asterisk in the course,
would be included in the medical school funding? Is
that your intent?
HEADY

You want to respond to that, Vice

President Silverman?
VICE PRESIDENT SILVERMAN
Yes, that was a new
course which Doctor scaletti referred to which has been
designed for pharmacy students and dea~with specific
needs, that was to be offered in a special facility
which is located in the new nursing and pharmacy building.
I think there are some logistical constraints
placed on that, and I think that's the problem that
Dean Murray has referred to. And it's a problem 1 which
I see is going to be a limiting factor and I don t know
how we are going to resolve that, if we go beyond the
current commitment to the nursing and pharmacy students,
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and t~is i~ a great pity because I believe this program
that is being proposed by the medical school for
physical therapy, is an urgent and needed program and
one that we should support, and the monies that they
have obtained primarily for the clinical years, I
don't even believe are adequate for the needs that
you have in that program.
I know that it does attract students to biology
and other departments that have the prerequisite courses,
because we identify, I think, fifty or sixty additional
students who came in because they heard there might be
a physical therapy program, and you are only anticipating
taking twenty or so.
Without diffe rential funding, without the kind
of flexibility that Vice President Travelstead referred
to, I don ' t know how we will respond to these needs.
But I think that it would be a great pity if this
program were not approved today so they could move
forward with i t and t hat we could deal with the very
real problems as we come to them.
HEADY
If there is -- I want to try to
restrict debate to the amendment which is the stipulation
that if the federal funding that is now available, no
longer is available, that the matter would be brought
back to the Faculty for further consideration.
That is the amendment. Is there any -- if not,
those in favor of that amendment, please say "aye";
opposed, "no." The amendment is adopted·
Now I will recognize Professor Jespersen to
make the tabling motion which he wanted to make.
JESPERSEN
ram very much in favor of this
program, but I get kind of annoyed that these programs
which the state vitally needs, are never properly
funded, and they somehow come out of the skin of the
rest of us and out of the strength of other programs.
For that reason, I would like to move that
this proposal be tabled until such time that t~e
medical school can assure us that the program i~
properly funded, not only from their point of vi~w,
d
but from the point of view of other departments involve .
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I don't think the medical school
NAPOLITANO
could ever assure the Faculty of the stipulations that
you suggest.
How can we assure you - - how can we
inventory, within the whole student body, what students
are taking course
Is a motion to table, debatable?

HAMILTON

HEADY
A motion to table is not debatable.
Is there a second to the motion?
REGENER
It has a qualification on it,
Mr. President. Therefore, the discussion has -HEADY

We always debate as to whether it is

debatable or not.
SCHMIDT
Mr. President, point of order. If
you look at Roberts' Rules of Order, a motion to table
without any further restrictions, is not debatable;
with restrictions, as specified here, it is debatable.
There's no need to be confused about it .
HEADY
Thank you for unconfusing me, and I
take that to be a ruling by our parliamentary expert,
Professor Regener as well, that we can debate this.
REGENER
You can debate the question as to
whether it should be tabled or not, yes, but the
substance of the whole thing should not be further
discussed.
HEADY All right . Is there a second to the
motion to table? I think there was, I want to be sure.
(Seconded . )
HEADY
It's
on the merits of the
from the substantive
if you can make that

been seconded . Is there debate
motion to table, as distinguished
issues connected with the proposal,
distinction. I hope you can, I am

not sure I can.
persuading the Faculty
FACULTY MEMBER
that this funding has been adequately considered in
terms of the programs that are going to be affected,
would surely be helped if the medical school would
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check t~ see if co~rses were being offered that they
were going to require in the program, seems to me that's
minimal kind of communication they should place before
this kind of communication is made.
HEADY

Any other discussion on the motion?

HOUGHTON
I would like to answer the question
of Doctor Napolitano.
It seems one way to make sure if
adequate fundin g was going to be, was to take in
seventy-seven students to three terms and you would
be twenty-one students in, and if we can do that along
these lines, we could do this, get the enrollment up
to where it's average University enrollment.
HEADY

Doctor Scaletti.

SCALETTI
With respect to the motion to table,
I think this would have serious consequences to table,
for the following reasons: that we do have a commitment
of Board of Educational Finance for the program to be
initiated -- to initiated the program in September, _ if
this Faculty approves it.
We also have pending a _grant ' in Washington
which rides -- which writes this part icular program
in that rather heavily.
What I would rather see is that the program is
either approved or turned down. Then I know what I.can
do in the next sequence, because I will have to notify,
if the federal funding is going to address itself.to
the part support of this program, it would be unwise for
me to accept that money if we don't have the Faculty 's
approval for such a program.
If the Faculty rejects the program, then I.could
notify them to leave that portion out of that particular
proposal and get on with it.
Tabling at this moment would leave me lost as
to what to do.
HEADY

Professor Walker.

PROFESSOR WALKER

Mr. President, I can't see
tter
I can't
h
any reason to justify tabling t e ma
·
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imagine why the medical school would find itself able
in the future, to assure us that we would have the
extra finances that we need for lower division undergraduate students.
This clearly points up, as we so frequently
are being reminded, our dire ·financial problems and it
also points up the interest of the medical school,
particularly when its thinking about expanding, in
financing for undergraduate programs and so forth,
but it doesn't seem to me to make really good sense
to postpone deciding this in the hopes that t he
medical school somehow will be able to assure us that
financing will be forthcoming for undergraduate
students because I don't think they will be able to do
that.
HEADY

Yes, sir, Professor Landau.

LANDAU
I am not at this moment involved in
the development of this biology two thirty-seven and
two thirty-eight course. But it seems to me that
someone that has had some affiliation with both
sides of bomas,that there is an incredibility abyss
and I -- that I see here in the short time that I have
been on this campus, and the medical school
always seems to be at odds with what goes on on this
side of the avenue.
It bothers me and upsets me very much. I
think that the program is an essential pr~gram, and
I think that if it is possible for some kind of concern
if not definitive expression from the people in the
medical school to express their awareness of our
needs on this side of campus in these undergraduate
courses, i t may be possible for some of that money
which is clearly designated for th~ advanced
programs, to perhaps get involved in the undergraduate
programs.
The course biology two thirty-seven and
two thirty-eight, ;hich are, as Doctor Silverman .
explained totally devoted at this moment t~ nursing
'
I
derstand it, are
and pharmacy students, and as
un
.
f
not available to any others, perhaps gives.us a way 0
utilizing additional funds, because they will give us
an opportunity to develop another anatomy and
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physiology courses for the medical -- excuse me for
the physical therapy students, as Doctor Scalet~i and
Dean Napolitano are presenting.
This perhaps could give us a way of synthesizing
or drawing these two different camps together, and
utilizing their funds.
HEADY

Professor Jones.

PROFESSOR JONES
With regard to the motion to
t~ble, I would oppose it, though I agree wholeheartedly
with Bob's concerns.
I don't say this facetiously,
I agree with nearly everything that's been said on both
sides or in between.
I think that's the problem.
We have allowed the financial crutch, which we
face, to sort of hyperbolize in our minds anything that
smacks of the word "new."
I don't feel that physical drain that the new
program will place on biology is insurmountable. I
suspect in terms of the sum of the testimony, that
can be easily worked out.
I do hate to see us arguing with one another
about a program very much like the previous program,
in the College of Education, that is desperately
needed in the state. There is no way to deny that
need.
It's unfortunate for us to fight with one
another about a program that is really needed by the
state, and something that is so for very practical and
political and humanitarian reasons, it would be
suicide to turn it down, or delay it.
We can respond with the needs and a little
imagination and a little industry, but in the meantime, this points out that we have got to collectively
channel our energies into convincing the Board of
Educational Finance that we need a new formula for
funding, that's what we should be spending o~r time
debating, and I think we ought to support this and
defeat the motion to table.
(Applause.)
HEADY

Is there further discussion?
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Professor Keesee .
PROFESSOR. KEESEE
I think we should table it
and I think we should table it because it wasn't well,
put out by the medical school. Two, they are corning
here with a big complaint; three, we can't afford it.
The University as a whole cannot afford this program.
The medical school can afford it . It may be new,
it may be needed, but the State of New Mexico, the
University of New Mexico, and its present funding
situation, the biology department, the College of
Arts and Sciences, cannot afford it .
I think Professor Landau ' s comments about the
abyss on Lomas is well taken . I think that until
Dean Napolitano and the medical school do things
with biology to help bridge that abyss, such as not
making verbal commitment, but written commitments
that they will underwrite ~ some of the costs of
biology, of premedical school training, I think we
should table it.
I don't think we can afford this
program at this time.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Dean Bliss .
BLISS
These two courses, biology two
thirty-seven and two thirty-eight, have been courses
which the College of Nursing and College of Pharmacy
have worked many, many hours on not only amongst
themselves in biology, but with the College of
Medicine , and to say there is an abyss between the
biology, two sides of the campus, is untrue, completely,
because the College -- the school of medicine is
.
going to have to have input into those two courses in
order to give them, and so r think that to say that there
is no communication between the two sides of the campus
on the biology program is absolutely untrue .
HEADY

Doctor scaletti.

SCALETTI
Professor Landau asked for some sort
of verbal statement from us, if not a written.s~aternent
from us.
I can't speak for the school of medicine,
but I can speak for the Allied Health prog~ams. And
all I can
.
·ve you more than JUSt a verbal
say is I can gi
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indication of our attempts to assist prog
less of where they are at, whether t he
r
Sciences, College of Nursing, College o
or College of Education.
And in the two and a half years ha
experience with this coordinated program
of those colleges are here, and they can
statement, we have made it possible to tr n
to those colleges to assist t hem in any w
they needed it, and please, those of you th
comment "yea." or "nay" to that. It' mor
a verbal thing I can give you, it's an actu
thing .
Now,
the Arts and
that doesn ' t
occasion has

I have not responded to ev r on ,
Sciences, I have not respond d o,
mean I am not willin
r pond .
not gotten to the point wh r w

n

Is there further discu
HEADY
motion to table?

h

l

I want to remind the Faculty th t
beyond our two-hour period. I was trying
this item before we decided whether
conti~ue or not .

o

I was asking a point of in rm
because we have no choice but to table unl
be possible for the Faculty to approve th junior
and senior years with the recommendation that
two years be further reviewed with th r l
departments about what courses are av
a
they meet the prerequisites, so we couldn '
program, but if we could approve the second
then I would oppose tabling becau e l ou d
get on with doing that. But if we couldn' C n '
then I think we have to table, because we h mo ion
I
approve the first two years, but
oppo
to table , if we can make the -- if e c n ro
d
LOGAN

that way.
HEADY

Yes, s1.· r , would

PROFESSOR KEESE'

Ph rmacy.

pro

ou

s

r

n

r

l

?
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Speaking for Doctor Scaletti, we have a fifth year
option in Pharmacy next year, and we are intricately
involved in the technology program. Ten students are
taking fifteen units in this program so there has been
interaction, and the College of Pharmacy couldn't
afford to support the program in any other manner, so
there has been that.
JESPERSEN
Could I have a point of clarification
so I would know whether I may want to withdraw my
motion to table? Can I do t hat, or not? I didn't
quite understand Professor Logan's point.
Are we approving the program as a whole, is
that the -- is that the motion of the medical school,
that we approve a program in physical therapy?
LOGAN
The motion is for the whole program.
My question was whether, if we do not table it, we
could have the substitute motion, which would be for
approval of the program in principle, particularly
the last two years, with the recommendation that the
medical school review the requisites building up to it,
so it would be a
JESPERSEN
Do I have some type of verbal
assurance that that type of thing will be made?
HEADY
we ll, if we do not adopt the motion to
table, anyone can make a motion along the line that has
just b een made, I presume.
JESPERSEN
Well, I think it might affect my
vote and the vote of some others whether they table
or not.
LOGAN
It shouldn't, because we cannot a~prove
the program in total.
I simply pointed out ways in
which it doesn't work.
SCALETTI
And I agree' and I ag~ee that th~
point that Professor Logan raises, the discrepancy in
.
· the first and second
th at psychology requirement
in
year, misses the boat. We have gone through t~e
. h
tha~'q -- I don t know,
Curricula Committee and eit
er
I don't want to beg off on a typogr~phica~ erro~~ ~~;e
but the point is that's a very crucial thing.
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to rectify the sequence on the proper prerequisite and
requirements to coincide with what is required, so on
that basis, I would say that we cannot improve
we cannot approve the program as those courses are
listed there.
We could approve the second two years of this
program, pending adjustment and realignment of the first
two years' requirements. Professor Logan, is that the
sense?
HEADY
I would like for us to dispose of the
motion to table.
If we adopt it, that finishes the
matter for today.
If we do not adopt it, the whole
business is still on the floor for whatever you may
want to do with it.
(Calling for the question.)
HEADY
Those in favor of the motion to table,
please say II aye"; opposed, "no. 11 The motion to table
1.s lost.
Professor

f!1£~J~s+?.

I< Ne>
1'01
ils'J;;e:5
I i;nJiJ;B

I make a motion -- I would like t o
make an amendment to the motion that Dean Napolitano
made to pass this program. The amendment is to revise
the first two years with the concordance of the
appropriate departments, and to approve the program for
the last two years.
(Several seconds.)
HEADY

It's been moved and seconded.

Is t h ere

a discussion of that proposed amendment?
l that want to be recognized.
Now there are peop e
Would you identify yourself.
PROFESSOR REED
Alan Reed from t~e Libr~ry.
Just a point of information to Dean Napolitano, JUSt
to make sure we understand before we vote.
You could start the program with a line i!em
you have for the medical program from the BE!, ~n 1
proposed federal grant and hire your three P ysica
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therapy instructors, and start with junior-senior
level students this next academic year, is that correct?
NAPOLITANO

Yes, that's right.

REED
And during the next academic year, we will
discuss the implementation of the sophomore and freshmen
programs, tor go to the BEF, possibly, next year. Is
that possible?
SCALETTI
I think that's all possible. The
important thing that you are raising is that we clarify
the prerequisite courses.
REED You can implement a junior and senior
year level program this next academic year?
SCALETTI
Yes, because if these peop le have
the requirements from whatever school in the nation,
they could begin the third and fourth year.
HEADY
Just as clarification, too, as I understand, if we adopt this amendment, we would still be
approving a bachelor of science degree in the physical
therapy?
RODRIGUEZ:

That's correct.

HEADY
And people could be admitted into, but
there would have to be reconsideration of the requirements for the first two years.
NAPOLITANO
HEADY
amendment?

Yes.

Is there further discussion on the

(Calling for the question.)
PROFESSOR LIBO
I have one question: is there
any limitation to enrollment during the first two years?
NAPOLITANO
HEADY

In many of them there is, yes.

The answer is "Yes" to that question.
Those in favor of the amendment,

Further discussion?
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Say

II

aye" ,· opposed, "no."

Th e amen d ment is
· carried.

·rs there any further discussion on the proposal
as amended?

"no."

If not, those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed,
The motion is carried.

Now we have -- we have gone well beyond two hours.
There are other items on the agenda. I think I should
ask for a motion to abandon our rule, two-hour limit on
sessions, if you wish to proceed.
Professor Regener, do you wish to make such a
motion?
REGENER

No.

Well, Mr. President, I would make one motion
and that is that the next time we skip
HEADY
It has been moved that we proceed
without considering item seven. Is there a second to
that motion?
(Seconded.)
HEADY
It has been moved and seconded. Any
discussion? Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed,
"no."

The motion is carried.
We will proceed to item eight.
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Have we suspended the rule?

No, we haven't.

We are still talking,

though, I guess.
Mr. President, I move that we continue.
REGENER
HEADY

It's been moved we suspend the rule of
Is there a second?
two-hour limit on sessions.
(.Seconded.)
HEADY

Those in favor, please say "aye";
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opposed, "no."

I think the motion is carried.

RODRIGUEZ

No, call for a division of the

house.
HEADY
Those in favor, please raise their
right hands.
This is in favor of the motion to
suspend the rules.
Those opposed.
I didn't hear right.

Is there a motion to

adjourn?
RODRIGUEZ

I so move.

(Seconded. }
Moved and seconded we adjourn. Those
HEADY
say "aye"; opposed "no." The motion
in favor, please
is carried.
Adjournment, 5:31 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

ohn N. Durrie,
Secretary
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~~~JAMif\ SLESINGER
DAV ALO B SMALLWOOD
JAr ID JCE SMITH

t:-'"

BIOLOGY
POLllICAl SCIENCE

&

& HIST
&
tiN1H
&
1-IST
&
ENGL
& PSYCH
FOL SC &
SPAN
&
FOL SC &
SPAN
&
ENGL
&
ENGL
& PSYCH
ENGL
&
GEOG
&
t-IST
&
ECCi\
&

ELIZABETH RAE SANDLI N

I .. : ,.

FRENCH

5PAN

REGINALD E SAVILLE
HOWARD R SCHAEFER
FRANK WILL SCHMITZER
WILLIAN J SCHOOORf

I

HIS TORY

· SPECIAL EDUCATION

&

soc

ELEANOR D ROM ERO
PITA BGMERO
KENNET h W ROSS
ROYAL RAYP'ONO ROSS
RITA AC OI SON RO S SOL ~
HARRY \iARREN RUB I NOFF
LINDA lOUISE SALAMON~
CAVIO EDWARD SALAZAR
JUDY ANN D SALO~ON ~
DOROTHY CLARE SANCHEZ

~E~i~

tiNTH

Et-.GL
I-' I ST

H~RY A KELEHER ROGERS
PATRICK JEAN ROGERS

SPECIAL EOUCA~ION
ECONOMICS

&
&
&

SOCIOLOGY
ENGL.I SH

ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY

&

DISTRIBurED MINOR

&.

ANTHROPOLOGY

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

BIOLOGY

ANTH

..... . {,-,I

PHILOSOPHY
MUSIC

ART
HISTORY

SOCIOLOGY
HISTORY
SPANISH
ENGLISH

SOCIOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
MA THEM A TJ CS

,./I'

-//

.. ,,1

f,1 :1d(

CERTIFIED DEGR EE CA ND I DA TES, SPRING l <J 74

CCLLEGE Of ART S ~ND SCIE NCES
EAChELOR OF ARTS
MAJO fl
PA~ELA ANN STRANCE
SLSAN LCU ISE STROME-*EUGENE G SUDOL
Jm FRANC ES SUMMERS
SAMUEL CL ARK T AGGAR D
MARGUERITE F TAYLOR
MftRK AI\THONY THAYER*JUDY LORRE TA THEIS
ERUCE HNRv° THIERMANN
RCBERT 1-iART THOMAS,JR
CANIEL BLAIR THOMPSON~
JA~ES 1-U I ATT THOMPSON
KAYE K THC MPS ON
PRESILIANO A TORREZ ~
EP IEAN IO H TRUJILLO
1 ERNEST RUCY TRUJILLO
SUSAN PATRIC[A TURNEY
PHILIP CAVID VAUGHN
DON AL ll OAV ID VI G1 L
MICHAEL E VIGIL
JAMES KEf\f\ETH VILE
KENNETH RAY WALSTON
DANIEL OW IGHT WEAKS
CAVIO M WESSELMAN ·¥DARWIN KAHLER WHEAT ~
EUGENE JEI\KINS WHITE
TERRI LYNN WHITEMAN
BENJAMIN S WILCOX
WllLIAM A WILEY,JR
ANN BARTOf\ WILSON
C~ERYL JAf\E WISE
PATRICK JOHN WOLCOTT~
DOUGLAS E ZEil

•• T!JRNER ,

PHILIP W.

ANTH
O·EM
CHEM
PSYCH
t- IST
JOURN
ECON
fSYCH
PSYCH
ECON
ENGL
ANTH
PSYCH
fCL SC
POL SC
FSYCH
JOURN

SP COM

&
&
&
&

,l
&

&
&
&
&
&
&

&
& SPAN
&

l
&
&

·f(l SC f:
POL SC &
(CM CS & PSYCH
&
ENGL
POL SG &
&
CHEM
PHIL
&
5PA~
l
I- IS T
f5'tCH &
&
ECON
&
r IST
f:
50C
&
ENGL
&
O·EM
POL SC &
POL SCI

&

MINOR

.

HISTORY
BIOLOGY & MATH
MATHEMATICS
· COMMUN DISORDERS
SOCIOLOGY
ENGLIS H
HISTORY
SPANISH
ART
B~S & ADMIN SCIENCES
THEATER ARTS
HISTORY
FRENCH
SOCIOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
NA\/AL SCIENCE
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
SOCIOLOGY
THEATER ARTS
PSYCHOLOGY
BIOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY & PHILOSOPHY
ENGLISH
810LO GY
BIOLOGY
POLI1ICAL SCIENCE
PH l LO SOPHY
BIOLOGY
ECCNOMICS
HISTORY

EACHELOR Of SCIENCE
MAJOR
PATRICK C BACA
MICI-AEL GLENN BAILEY
~6CHAEL ROSS BAKER
KE~ERT MARLIN BATH
Eow~~T H J BAUGHMAN
CAVIOD A BEAUMONT
RAy
A BECK
N JA "'· ES BEG A¥
E BERMAN ~
LEE B[NETTE

ft11~~'t
.,, '•

~

rl .

'

.. -t; . . -1-·.

EICL
a IOL

EIGl

BIOL
EIOL
C: EGl

BIOL
8 IC L
BIOL
BIOL

MINOR
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
DISTRIBUTED MIN OR
CHEMISTRY
ANTHROPOLOGY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY

PAGE 8
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EACHElCR OF SCIENCE
MAJO R
ERIC AlAI\ BJORKLUND *..
K~REN ELLEN BLATz.:jif
~ICHAEL W BODENDCRFER
~I LLIA M VAL BOLLWERK
GARY STEPI-EN BROWN
CHRISTINE M CALH OUN
GLENN THCI-IAS CASE
LUKE STJOHN CESARETTI

eIOL

e IOL
GEOL

P5YCH
E I OL
fwAHI
tJATH

ILA COTE
LOUIS l1 COUTO
RJCHARC KENNETH CRADY
CLA CHRISTINE CRAIG
MARLENE DALSANTO
RANCCl JOE DAVIS
JEFFRY SCOTT DE SHONG
JEFFREY J DEMPSEY
LAWRENCE SHELOCN DIKE
DGNALO LEE DOWNS

ANTHROPOLOGY

· MA THEM AT,I CS

1

WlLLIAt,i E GALBRETH
~AR l OS RAM ON GAR C I A
ENRy A GARCIA
THOMAS A GILBERT
DIANNE M GLOVER ~@
~CELAICA G GONZALES
E~R't LEE GRABOWSKI ~
ST~SA R CI-AVEZ GRIEGO~
hO VE GUTKNECHT
WARD t\EAL HAMEL
~~NAN GUY HARGROVE
AC~~RAH L HARR I NG TON
OEeo ENNE A HARR I SON ~
MIC , RA h At\ NE HART'*EBM~NA EL F HARTSHORNE .:t-.

&.
& Cf EM

&.

BIOL
EIGL

£
f.

Cl-EM
e IOL

&

CHEft!

f.
& CHEtJ

t'ATH
MATH

&
&

MATH

&

EIOL

f. C HEM

&.

&

PSYCH

EICL

&.

EIOL

£
f.
&.

e IOL

t-'A TH

P~YCH

EIOL

EIOL
BIOL
PSYCH
F5YCH
EIOL
BI OL

f.
f.

EIOL

&

,_,, . ~ /I" , }r

SPANISH
{BA)

&

&
&.

CCMP INFO

SCIENCE

GECGRAPHY
SOCIOLOGY
{BA)

&

f. MATtt
&.
&. C HEtJ

SPANISH

MATHEMATICS

DISTRIBU TED MINOR

&

f.
f.
f.
f.
f.
f.

BIOL

(BA)

&

&

GECLOGY
COMP INFO SCIENCE
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
ANTHROPOLOGY

FSYCH

EIOL
PSYCH
BIOL

(BA)

MINOR

GEOLOGY

BIOL

e I OL

CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
DISTR~BUTED
MATHEMATICS

&
&.
&.

eIOL

{BA)

f.

PSYCH

E ICL
O·EM

CHEMISTRY

&

tJAlH

E IO L
BIOL

ADOLPH P FRONTEROTT A

HASTAIN

INFO SCIENCE
BIOLOGY

COMP

STR-P f.
8 lOL
,£
E IOt
& CFE~
BICL
&

BESSIE J COLLARDS ~
JEAN LEILANI CORDES~
ARTHUR B CORDOVA
JAMIE KAY CORLEY~

O GERALD

f.

&
&

~

ROBERT l CLARK

CRAIG LEWIS DUNNING
HALCOLt-' E ENNIS,JR
BURT. 0E~I1T ENSLEY
CAVIO PAUL EPPICH
LEGNARO JOHN FERRO ~
DORIS At\f\ FLANIKEN
MICH AEL ALAN FLETCHER
;ILTGN fLCERSHEIM,III
OB ERT c; EORGE FRANK~

P.ATH
P5YCH

MINOR

CHEMISTRY
ANTHROPOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY

{BA )

CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY
ENGLISH
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
ENGLISH

·pS\'CHOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY
Bl OLOGY & SOCIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
f ,1t <,I}~

PAGE 9
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EACHELCR OF SCIENCE
MINOR

MAJOK
JOE M HRRERA
PATRIG IA r ILD EBRANOT
STEP~EN WAYNE HODSON
TIM W rOG SET I
LON W HOUSE

STEPHEN JEFFREY HOUSE
SALLY MARIA JARAMILLO JJf_
RALPH EARL JE NN IN GS
ERAOLEY BLAKE JONES
THOMAS DA\IID JORDAN
JCHt-. MICHAEL JUSTUS
PAUL FREDERICK KAUTZ
WILLIAM NORTH KEEPIN ~
~IChAEl A KUL I ASHA )I(_
CLYDE R LANGDALE
DONALD GEORGE LEWIS
VICTORIA l LOf\Gt'IRE Yf_. ~
~ARTIN C MATLACK
JAMES COYLE MAYES

MIChAEL LEE MAYFIELD
CAVIO ALLEN MCCAMEY
JOH~ JCS E PH MCHUGH
CAVJO J~,.ES MCNALLY
MARLEE MEISSNER

l:

ChEMISTRY

&
&
&

MATHEMATICS

Bi OL

·&

EIOL

&
&

t,iATH

·t

*

BICLOGY
· CHEMISTRY

GEOGRAPHY
CHEMIST RY
SOCIOLOGY
SPANIS H

&

BIOL
GEOL
eIOL
BIOL
(EOl
PHYS
~ATH

EDWARDO MENDOZA
BAReARA C MEY ER
~ERAL D L MORA
J~HN T t-'ORRIS
X~~ViXXHl9~C&

O[STRIBUTED MINOR
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
OISlRIBUTEO MINOR
RUSSIAN

f.

&
&

&
& MATH

BIOLOGY 5 CHEMISTRY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
CHEMISTRY

&

(EGL

&

BIOL
f IGL

f.
&

BIOL
BIOL
PSYCH

t.
f.
f.

ChEM

f.
&

B IOL
e ICL
l'AlH

f.

t-ATH
PSYCH

f.
f.

t'ATH

f.

MATH

&

CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
CHEMIST RY
MATHE MATICS
MAT HEM AT ICS
NAVAL: SCIENCE

CHEM ISTRY
PHILOSOPHY

&

COMP I NFO SCIENCE

BIOLOGY

ANTHR OPO LOGY
SPA NIS H
;£!q1$Kil$-tI

}B{i~l.,'{XXX&

WILLIAN E MULBERRY
WENDY NA SH
CAROLYt\N NELSON $,.@
~ARTA l ONSEN-eoyo ~
ARTit\ J

eICL
PSYCH
PSYCH
eIOL

BIOL
(EGL
BIOL
8ICL
BIOL
EIOL
eIGL

CNSEN-BOYD

CAVIO DRL ICKY ~
JAMES MARVIN OWENS
NANCY hANCOX PARK
CARL PATRICK
DE GE F PERRY,JR
J/ORAH KAY RAEBURN

~:6:CNC

PA~HAEL F RING~
L'rN~~A JANE ROBERTS
ANT
J RCE ~

BIOL

&

& PSYCH

CHEMISTRY

&

EIOL

&
f. Ct, EM

BICL
EIOL
fJATH
PHYS

f.
&
f.
&

PSYCH

CAv M ROWDABAUGH
PAri 0 l<EITH RUDEEN
PAUL !,CK M RUSSELL 41("'ARREN LODGE

BIOL
' , , /,

BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY

~
XfXX}:tk
f.
HATH •

~

/ I • 1~"\

( /1 I '

Q•

& CHEMISTRY

PALEOECOLOGY

&
&

EIOL
BIOL

KIR~ONy EUGENE ROMERO

}-1 '

MATHEMATICS
CHEMISTRY

f. .
f.

fJAlH

~t\NE DENISE RAMSEY
MI Rltx}~N1'rie{}R{lcE.:ttA~RS

HISTORY
GEOLOGY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY

&
&
&
&
&

MATH

BUS & ADMIN SCIENCES
MATHEMATICS
(BA)

ChEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY

Ct- EM I ST RY

& ECONOMICS

MATH EMATICS

CHEMISTRY

PAGE 10
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EACHELCR OF SCIE NCE
MlNOR

MA JO R
MARGO J SACKHEIM
H~R K FRANC IS SAIERS
AHt-ONY G SAN CHEZ
LANE KEt\DALL SHAW
RCSSEll E SHEARER
~ICt-AEL PHILIP SPINKS
SlJSAN STEPHENS
MARK F SULLIVAN
CAVIO LOREN TAUTFEST
MELIDA ANN TOMEI
STEVEN JACOB TRAUB
~OBERT LEE TUCKER,JR
PAULA ANN WAL KER .JJ<
' ILLIAM ~EORGE WALKER 1f-0!._
ALEX JCSEPH WALLACE
DORO THY ANN WEBB
klL LIAtJ TOPP I NG WEST
NANCY SUE WHEELER
LINDA CAROL WIll IN SK I
SER NARO EUGENE WOOD ~
CHARLES F YOUBERG,JR
SC:HIEWE , STEVEN

G.

GEOL

&
&
&
&
.&
&
&
&
&
&
& CHE1'!
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

t-ATH

GEfJL

eIC:t
P~'t'CH
f"ATH
t-lA TH
eIOL
eIOL
eICl
BIOL
PSYCH
8IOL
PSYCH
eIOL
BIOL
fJATH
PSYCH
· e IOL
PHYS
EICL
BIOL

&

OISlRI BUTED MINOR
CHEMISTRY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
ChEMlSTRY
CHEMISTRY
GEOGRAPHY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
GECLOG¥
Cf1EtHSTRY
CHEMISTRY
(BA)

MATHEMAT ICS
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
CHEMISTRY
HISTQRY
PH't'SICS
ChEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
SOC lOLOGY
CHEMI STRY

TECHNOLOGY
eACHELOR OF SCIENC E IN MEDICAL
MINOR
MAJOR
GERALDINE z HOOOVANCE

tJ ED T

&

EACHELGR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MAJO R
~~N ALC JAMES ACA IR
\o/ /RD ELLIOTT BLOCH

GER~ ~ij SCHt-IED eORBELY
EV
F eosw ELL
DG ERE TT B BRECK 7 I I I
ALN RULON CALL
GA~~t-. W CALLENDER
M CAPLAN
-,.;, _r,ff

•

• f-;-,
•

A

J-_ •

•• ' , /'t---,'

@ ·n a tJi ,X 11

lND AD
FINAN
~CCT
~ARKET
.ACCT
FIN AN
t-ARK ET
GN BUS
I • ·'

(

"

&
C
C

&
t
C
C
C
I I

,! (1

- PAGE 11
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C.ANO I DAT ES y S PR l NG 1 a 74

EACrELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATJON
MAJOR
JAMES R C .. ILDERS

~ATTliEW EDWARD COtJEN
TREVA f,I AR'( DAHL
SCOTT STEPHEN DARLING
CRAIG /J CAVIS
lEE ROBERl DOMINGUEZ
DENNIS ·RAPHAEL GARCIA
ARHUR A GRAD I
EUGENE A GURNER
LAWRENCE EDWIN HICKS
ROBERT '.. A RREN HI L l ERY
JAMES A H UTION

PATRICK JANES
DOUGLAS BRUCE JOHNSO N
EBERHA RO KREBS
DANIEL MACPHERSON,111
JOSEPH WAYNE MANNS
CANIEL CALVIN MARCUM
CARMEN R MART INEZ
ELOY DENNIS MARTINEZ
GERALDINE A MAR TINEZ
LUIS C MARTINEZ
CAROL ANN MINSER
HOWARD M ~ULHOLLAND
JOHN JAf,IES OW EN

FlhAN
&
J. CCT
&
I NC AO &
I ND AD &
MNG SC.&

ACCT

& IND

AD

IND AD 6
IND AD &

f"ARKET &
FINAN
&
IND AO t
GT\ BUS C
t,iARKET &

1ND AO

6

GN BLS

&

t-'ARKET t
INC AO &

IND AD &
ACCT
6
.CCCT
&
JNO AD &
ACCT
t
IND AO &
~CCT
&
~CCT
t

IND AD &
RAMOt-i ~ANUEL PEREZ
ROBERT f,I, POGUE
ACCT
&
GN BUS 6
SlEVEN JAf,IES QUANT
1 ND AO &
Schroeder, Stephen
JACK ALLEN RICE
f-lARKET &
....e~~, .ie.nssll Iss
FRED GRAHAM R YOE
MICHAEL F SHARRER - - - - - -,.,~ARK ET _& _ _
ACCT
&
CAWN PAIGE SHOLER
PAUL SIMSON
GN BUS &
.CCCT
&
CEC _ILIA D SINCLAIR
FINAN &
JQHt,.; DENNIS STACEY
JOE R TAFOYA
GN 81.iS &
IND AO & GN BUS
ARMAND C TORRES
~Af!KET &
RALPH WILLIAM VARNER
fJ.ARKET C
JACOB GIL BERT VIG IL
IND AD &
JOE OAMAC IO V 1GIL
If\D AD &
· PETER MAN VIll E WARD
ACCT
6
KURT O WE e ER
~
AR
KET
t
CRAIG ARTHUR WOOD

I ndustrial Administratic
Indrsstr ial 71elxainist1 at.ir•

.PAGE 12
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482
. I

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
EACHELCR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
MAJQ I{
ARMAND(

ACOSTA

LINDA LOUISE ANDREOLI
~~RY M AN CREWS
GILBERT O ARAGON
MIChELLE A ARMIJO
ROSE BALOASARRE
PHYLU S L BAR NETT
M~RY ANNE BEA ~M ~
TERRY LEE BERGREN¥

*

PATRiaIA LEE BERTRAND

L E IGS BY
CHARLES 8 I SK EY-¥(._
LINDA KAY BOBIER*.
LORETTA ANN BRIGHT
NAY A ELI Z ABET H CA BOT
C~ARlOTTE ANN CHAVE.Z #=JUAN CASI,., mo CHAVEZ
~ARY H BACA CHAVEZ
MARYANt-. COLBY ~
BAREARA At\N CRAWFORD
JOANN ~ DE HT AZ I AN I
MlC~ElLE M DO BK INS ~
GRACE 8 DURAN
MARIA fEL IX DWYER
~OBERT WALTER FELCMAN
TERRY l FELICETTI
BONNIE JO FL I CK'*
ELIZABETH T FOURNIER
CAROL f< GARLAND
PAULA LYNN GENTRY
LAURA f LL EN GOR1" ALL y ~
GAIL ECNA GRIFFITH
ELIZABETH ANN HAL TOM
CHERYL L 1-ARGROVES ~
CYNTHIA JAYNE '"1ARWELL
~~MES ALBERT HERDMAN
lEovo RICARDO HERRERA
SLEY HO HAUS ER
~ARA PATRICIA IRVIN~
EANDRA t,i. JARA Ml LlO
p~~~AB ETH B JOHN SON~
JA lEIA ANN JONES
JA~~UELINE B KELLER
GEOR~ ANN KENNETH~
RooER E M lAWS'QN,JR
ELL I CK JOHN LONG
sus!N ELIZABETH LYNCH
ET Ii N A l y NC H ~
El MAR IAN I TO
~GBEtn
STEVEN

'1.'f-1. ,I.'

ft:·,. ,.,,J... • ,

.

.ff ,., . . ,

SOC ST
SPC ED
SPAN
SPAN
SPC ED
SPC ED
SPC ED
.ART ED
SOC ST
SPC EO
SPC ED
SP CCM
SPC ED
ENGL

J

CURRIC

&
f.
f.

&
&
&
&

PSYCHOLOGY
lESO~
· 1'ES0L
SPANISH
COMNUN DISORDERS
PSYCHOLOGY

&

&
&
&
f.

&
f.

SPC ED &
ENGL
&
ART ED f.
ENGL
&
SPC ED &
t-lST
&
SP .AN
f.
SPC ED &
sac ST &
SPAN
&
SPC ED &
SPC ED &
SPC ED &
(MU.ART &
SPC ED &
t-lST
&
SPC ED f.
SPC ED &
ENGL
&
SPAN
&
SPCED& .
.llRT ED &
SPAN
&
.llRT ED &
SPC EO f.
SPAN
&
SPC ED 6
ENGL
&
.llRl ED 6
SPC ED &
SP CCM &
SGC ST &
.ART ED f.
SPC ED &
SPC ED &
{'1rtA ·

MINOR

HOME ECON EDUCATION
ENGLISH
ENGL£SH
SOCIOLOGY
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
SPANISH
BUSINESS EDUCATION
COtJ.MUN DISORDERS
ENGL.LSH
TESOL
PSYCHOLOGY
TESOL
RECREATION
ENGLISH
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
READING
HISTORY
PSYCHOLOGY

SEC E
SPEC
SEC E
SEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
ART E
SEC E
·sPEC
SPEC
SEC E
SPEC
SEC E
SPEC
SEC E
ART E
SEC
SPEC
SEC E
SEC f
SPEC
SEC E
SEC E
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SEC E
SPEC
SEC E
SPEC
SPEC
SEC E
SEC E
SPEC
ARTE

MATHEMAT,IC S
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
HISTORY
ENGLISH
SPEECH COMMUNICATION

SEC E
AR E
SPEC
SEC E
SPEC
SEC E
ART F.

HEALTH EDUCATION
BUSINESS EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
MUSIC EDUCATION

&

SPEC
HIS'ISEC E
SEC E
ARTE
SPEC
SPEC

PAGE 13
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COLLEfE CF ECUC ~~ION
EACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUC AT ION
MAJOI~
MICH AEl Al LEN. MAR TI N
CAREY l YNN MCINTYRE 1(:.
WllllAfJ R MILLER~
MR Y A~ t-,· 1' DORE

1-IST
&
SOC ST &
f; PHIL
ENGL
&
1-IST
~DC ST t
CMUART &
&
I- I S T
SPC ED &
SPC ED &
SPC ED &
5PC ED &
SPC ED &
SPC ED &
&
SPAN
SPC ED &
&
ENGL
SPC ED &
:TESOL &
SPC ED &
tRT ED &
ART ED &
&
ENGL
SPC ED &
SPC ED &
SOC ST &

JCE CALVIN MORRIS
CEBORA H JEAN NAGY :J{
ROSEMARIE C NALOA
JEANNETTE C PENA
PAMELA JEAN Q C:UAY
JAMES CALE RABORN
RALPH LUI5 RIVERA
JODY IHAt\E ROBINSON
MARTHA M ROOGEHS""*
PAULA .PU I Z
JESUSITA SANCHEZ
LORAINE B SANCHEZ
RITA G SANCHEZ*
GLORIA OLIVIA SERDA
JAN ALISON SIEGRIST"*'
MYRA LEAH STEPLETON
MARA SlERLING
TINA K~YE STOt\'EKING
NINA KATH LEEN TAFOYA
SUSAN MAR IE TOPP I NO ~
ELIZABETH WHITEFIELD~@

*

MINOR
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SPECIAL EDUCATION
· FRENCH
ANTHROPOLOGY
JOURNALISM
FRENCH
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
COMMUN DISORDERS
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
HOME ECON EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
TESOL
SPANISH
SPANISH
BIOLOGY
SPANISH
MUSIC EDUCATION
SPANISH
ENGLISH
COt-<MUN DISORDERS
POLITl£AL SCIENCE

CURRIC
SEC E
SEC E
SEC E:
SEC E
SEC E
SEC E
SEC E
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SEC
SPEC
SEC E
SPEC
SEC E
SPEC
ARTE
ART
SEC E
SPEC
SPEC
SEC E

EACHELOR OF ARTS IN RECREATION
MAJOR
RECREA
RECREA
RECREA
RECREA

ANDREW

LEROY AB~YTA
THOMAS J BUTLER, I I I
ERIC E EI Ct1WA LO ~

JOHN F IF I ELD
GAETO
RUQy RCBERT GO~EZ
~lRGINIA l GROSSETETE fo
pAM ELA J AN E I RWI N
LEGt\ARC RCGER KRAVITZ
SHARON L LOOMIS ~ .:/1-JOSE OPLANDO LOPEZ
;EFF PAIGE MERRILL
/TER MAR ION OLGUIN
ANCRA LEE SAGE
~!THIE 'JONN STRIBLING -'¥fRY MARGARET VIGIL
MARY KATHRYN

RECREA

RECREA
RECREA
RECREA
RECREA
RECREA

¢

RECREA
RECREA
RECREA
RECREA
l<ECREA
RECREA

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

MINOR
HEALTH EDUCATION

PSYCHOLOGY
JOURNALISM
PSYCHOLOGY & BUS ED
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

CURRIC
RECRE
RECRE
RECRE
RECRE
RECRE
RECRE
RECRE
RECRE
RECRE
RECRE
RECRE
RECRE
RECRF.
REGRE
RECRE

RECRE
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CERTIFIEC DEGREE CA NO I DA1ES, SPRING 1 g 74

EACHELOR OF SCIENCE lN EDUCATION
MAJO R
FRANCES R ARMIJO
MICHAEL L ARM I JO
ERIN J~NE ARMSTRONG
SHEILA REEECCA ASEN
CECILIA M BACA
MARY JOSEPHINE BACA
PAMELA · L BACA
WGOOROW W BARRETT
MARY C BECKNELL
~XHXl!)6{}{JC)Q;I~

LOUISE BE NALL y
SHIRLEY DEANN Bl VENS ~
ESThER E BOHL MAN
.
NANCY BRO~N
MARY NE LL PA CALLAHAN~
SALLY JG CAMMON
BETTIE K ROSS CAPO
PEDRO ELOY CA SAOOS
BEVERLY At-.N CASAMENTO
E JUDY TCLEDO CASAUS
ANA ZA~ORA Y CHAVEZ~
RAMON Ch AV EZ
LISBETH F CHENEY
MARILYN F R CHEROMIAH
VICKIE L L CH INBERG
CHRISTINE L CLEAR¥
MARGARE1 E DAV IOSON %
DANELLA Y DAVIS
JESSIE JOE DELGADO
pAT R1 C1 A ANN DE RR
BEVERLY A DI GREGOR I 0
MARY STACEY DOYLE
DOLORES OUFFER ~
CONSTANCE L DUNAGAN
MARY p OU NN
EO~UNO P DUVALL f,I-LINDA JOYCE F ElDMAN ~
llNCA KAY FLEM ING
HAR\IEY L GREEN
JUNE M ZIMMERMAN HALL
LORINCA M hALL
DON . MI CH AEL HAR VE Y
LISA LASSEN HELMAN
ELAINE ANN HERR ITV
CLAUDIA JO HOISINGTON
I MARTHA ANN HU EBNER
RICHARD CRAIG JACKSON
CONSTAt\CE L JACOBSEN~
CI-ARLOTTE ANN JAMES
~AROL J. HARDING
LYNN MAGEE
1, BARON
Jr-t
·/. -t. - "
I

J

•

-

EL EO
EL ED
El ED
El ED
EL ED
El ED
EL ED
El EO
EL EO

&
&
&
&
,&
&
&
&
&

~X:£.l{){XXi

EL EO
El E0
EL EO
(;BED
El ED
El ED
t If SC
El ED
EL ED
El ED
EL ED
EL ED
El EID
GB ED
tJ.AlH
El ED
EL ED
G 8 ED
EL ED
EL EO
EL EB
El ED
EL ED
EL Eu
EL ED
EL ED
El ED
El ED
llf SC
El ED
EL ED
llf SC
El ED
El ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL EC
El ED
El ED
EL ED
EL ED

6
&

&

&
&
&
&
&
&
E
&
&
&

&
&
&
E
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
f;

&

t
E
&
f;

MINOR
HEALTH EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
· ENGLISH
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
~IU~}~X~~~

CURRI C
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
El
EL
EL

ED
E
ED
E
ED
ED
ED
EC
EC

·lOO(~t

GEOGRAPHY
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
CGtJMUN DISORDERS
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
Mli SIC EDUCATION

El ED
EL ED
El ED
SEC E
EL ED
El EC
SEC E:
EL E
El ED
El ED
EL ED
El ED
El ED
SEC t
SEC E
EL ED
EL ED
SEC
EL ED
El ED
El ED
EL EO
El ED
El EO
El ED
EL ED
El. ED
EL ED
SEC E
EL ED
EL ED
SEC E
EL ED
EL ED
El ED
El ED
El ED
EL ED
EL ED

SPECIAL EDUCATION

EL ED

BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ART EDUCATION
SPANISlii
LATIN
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SOCIAL STUDIES CO~P
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EOUOATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
MATHEMATICS
ENGL1SH
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
HEALTH EDUCATION
SPANISH
HEAL TH EDUCATLON
MUSIC EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
HISTORY
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
MUSIC .EDUCATION
ENGLISH
SCIENCE COMPOSLTE

HISTORY

PAGE 15
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SPRING 19 14

EACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
MAJOR
SUSAN t,iARY JOHNS ON
PAT RI C I A JOU RO.AN~
BGNNIE I $.ABEL JUL I EN~
EUGENE D KELLY
EARBARA L KITE
ARLENE S KNUTSON
PENNY L LAREAU
MARCIA LEE LEH MAN
CATHY FAYE LITTLE
CAVlO F LOPEZ
NANCY LOUISE LOPEZ
CAVIO MARTIN MAINS
51-ELLEY A MAJSTEREK if
ANGIE MARCUM
ELAINE M MARTINEZ
MARY

RAY~CND l MARTIN EZ
DEWAYNE A MATTHEWS
HERESA ANN MATT HEWS
CLARA MARIE MATUSZAK
LINDA DIANE MERVILLE
CARMEN LEYBA t-l(t\TANO
CHARLES W MONT JOY, JR
JULIE ANN NEUMON
TONI JULIE NI ElO
LAURA NUNEZ
RITA At\NE OBRIEN
PAUL J CH N OL I VAS
MARY GATHERINE ONEILL*RCSAt-i Il A ORTIZ
MARIE O PAEZ
NANCY lINCA PAGLIUGHI
SAReARA E PET ER SEN
TERESA ANN PEWITT
JUDITt-1. GAIL PHlLLIPS'*DONNA PATRICIA PINO
CANA CIANE PRESSER
C~BBIE ANr-;E REYNOLDS
GnfNDOL YN RICE
~MILY M E RODRIGUEZ
G~RI~E ERMIE POYBAL
ERTRUDE l ROYBAL
~!BORAH JANE RUSSEL*

•,, TT . .T71 •r

// 1

'f./ I

,i

l
l

EL ED

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
& SPAN ,
&
&
&
&
&
&

ED
ED

ED
ED

(; B ED
EL ED
EL ED

EL ED
El ED
E.L ED
EL ED
EL ED
El ED

El ED
EL EC
El ED
El

ED

El ED
El EO
El ED
fl ED
El ED
El ED
EL ED

EL ED

&

El ED

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

ED
ED

EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
,

l

El ED
ED
ED

EL ED
EL ED

~/I I'}"- f:'T ,

TcT)

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION

£

&
&.
&
f.
&
&
&

El
El
El
EL

7t-

T

t'ATH
El ED

El ED

NICE LOUI'SE RYAN
~YNTH I A HELEN SANDERS
L:RY FRANCES SCHWARTZ~
T URIE K SCRIBNER
G~~~L LOUISE SHELBY
Dot IS A SHERWOOD
AN~RES B. MARTINEZ
,,,""T ~ TORRES
-'1- L-v'...!-,<4-

&
&
·&
&
&
&
&
&
&

EL
EL
EL
El

LCUISE MARTINEZ

£

ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
f L ED
El ED
EL ED
EL ED
El ED
El ED
El
EL
El
EL
EL

MINOR

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
· SCIENCE COMPOSITE
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
SCIENCE COMPOSLTE
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
HISTORY
PHY SC

SPECIAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
BILINGUAL EDUC~TION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATlON
PCLITICAL SCI6NCE

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
MUSIC EDUCATION
HEALTH EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
LINGUISTICS
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
LINGUISTICS
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
BILINGUAL EOUCATIO
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
MUSIC EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATlON
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
ART EDUCATION
ART EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD EOUC
EARLY CHILDHOOD E.DUC

CURRI C
El ED
EL E D

EL
El
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL

ED
ED

ED
ED

EO
E
EC
"El EC
EL ED
SEC E
EL ED

EL
EL
El
El
EL

EO
EO
ED
ED
E

EL ED

SEC
EL ED
El ED
El ED
EL EC
El ED
El ED
El ED
EL £: D

EL E
E.t. ED
El

D

EL EC
Et. ED
EL ED
El ED

EL
EL
EL
El

ED
ED
ED

ED
EL EC

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
PSYCHOLOG¥
BuSINESS EDUCAT10N

El ED
EL EO
El ED
El ED
EL EC
El ED
EL ED
El ED
EL ED

ENGLISH
BILINGUAL EDUCATIO

EL ED

RECREATION
MUSIC EDUCATION
BLLINGUAL EDUCATION

EL ED

PAGE 16
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EACHEL OR OF SCIENCE IN EOUCATIGN
· MAJO R

ANN SIMMS

DENISE

AVIS ORL ENE SI MS
CAThERlNE STEP t-{ ENSO N{PAULA ST Ill
ChERYL KAY ST OLTZ
MARSHA M THOM
fEORGE ·v THOMPSO N
CARLA GEORGINA TORRES
JOSEPHINE B TORRES
RCSE MARY TOKRES
ANGELA VARGAS
LINCA S VIGIL
GLORIA JEAN WARREN

PAUL DOUGLAS WHITSON
ARLENE E ZIMMERLY ~
MARILYN J. DAWE
ANN ELIZABETH HAMMOND

Jf-

El ED
EL ED
LIF SC
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
PHY SC
EL ED
EL ED
f BED
El ED
GB ED
EL ED
PHY SC

&
&
&
&
£

&
&

&

&

&
&
&
&

&

G B ED &
BUS ED ·
EL E D

MINOR

CURRIC

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SCIENCE COMPOSITE

EL EO
El ED
SEC E
El ED
El ED

. SPECIAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
ART EDUCATION
MATHEMATICS
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SPANISH
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ENG LI SH
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
MA THEM AT IC S
SPA"'lSH

EL ED

SEC E
EL ED
EL ED
"SEC
El ED
SEC E
EL ED
SEC E
SEC
BUS E l
EL ED

PSYCHOLOGY
SPEC ED

EACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEAllH EDUCATION
MAJOR

MINOR

CURRIC
H ED

t-LTH E &

JAMES t-'ATTHEWS

EACHELCR OF SCIENCE IN HCME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
MAJOR
MARY I< BLACKSTOt\-E

DIANA EILEEN CLOKEY
DENISE EDWARDS
LCRENE G ESSI NGT ON
MARTHA LA NE

GLORIA A LUERAS
JOSEPHINE H MARTINEZ
AGNES CAROLYN MAURO
SARA EVE MOUNT
PAMELA JA t\E NIEMEYER

LINCA LEE PIERSON
(LIVIA E RCMERO
LINDA CARCL SPEYRER

ANNETTE SUSSEX
BAReARA JO \.iEAVER
LINDA M R
•

t, I I 1--/ '
~ - - - --

-

-

-

('

.

I . ,
. /

.
"t'

CJET
HEC ED

OGALSKY

,

t-EC ED
CIET
t-EC ED
I-EC ED
t-EC ED
t-EC ED
t-EC ED
t-EC ED
t-EC ED
irEC ED
t-EC ED
t-EC ED
t-EC ED
t-EC ED

'

'""

MINOR

H EC
H EC

&
f.

H EC

&

EC
H EC
H EC
H

&
&
&

H EC I

f. .

&
&
&
&
&
& DIET
& D1ET
f.

CURRIC

BIOLOGY

H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC

PAGE l 7

CERTI Fl EO DEGREE CANO I DAT ES, SPRING 19 14

eACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MAJOR
OLAN GENE BATES
LEE TCtJ BEGAY
ROBERT M CHAVEZ
TPOMAS MCKAY HOWARD

IND ED
lND ED
IND ED
IND ED

IN INOLSTRIAL EOUCATICN
MINOR

CURRIC
SEC
SEC
SEC L
SEC

f.
&

t
f.

EACHELOR OF SC I ENCE IN PHYS IC Al EDUCATION
MAJOR
ROBERl G BASSARAB
NOREEN JANE BORLAND
ROGER S CORDOVA
LEONA RC A DELN ICK
WENDY E DUDLEY
EDDIE WAYNE DUNAWAY
YVETTE ES TRAD A
EllZABETH M GILBERT
PETER RONALD GURULE
MICHAEL JAMES LEIBEE
KEITH ~CDCNALD
~YRA LEE MILLER
SHARO~ BEA PHARRIS
WILLIAM F PICHETTE
MARY KATHRYN REED
CAVIO STANLEY REPP~
WALTER R SANCHEZ
HAR't RCf"Ef<O SANDOVAL
DEGA MARIE SETTLE .
CIANA TREVINO SHOCKEY
lHCMAS JEFFREY TOFT
~ARGARET T TORRES
JOHN URB~N
AMANDA UR I BARR I
CHARLES ANTHONY VIGIL
BRENDA JOY WALLACE
~OB WU\KlER
CARCL ANN WINTER
ROSEMARY ti ILDRED YORK
FRANK CASTILLO
AMANDA FRIDAY
JOSEPH G SANCHEZ

*- *--

.

p
p
p
p
p
F
F
p
p
p
F
p
p
p
p
f
p
p
F

E
E

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

E
E

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

p E
p E

F
p
p
p
p
F
F
p
p

E
E
E
E

&
C
f.

&
f.
f.

&
&
&

&
C
C
&
&
C
&
&
6
C
&

&
6
&
&
f. .

E

C

E
E

&
&
&

E
E

p: E
p E

&

&
&

MINOR
AThLETIC COACHING
HEAL TH EDUC AT ION
ATHLETIC COACH lNG/DIOL
AThLETIC COACHING
BIOLOGY
AThLETIC COACHING/BIOL
RECREATIO
ENGLISH
BIOLOGY
ATHLETIC COACHitG
BIOLOGY /ATH COACHING
BICLOG Y
BIOLOGY & HISTCRY
ATHLETIC COACHING
RECREATION & BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
ATHLETIC COACHING
BI.OLOGY
BIOL'OGY
HEAL TH EDUC AT ION
ATHLETIC COACHING
RECREATION
ATHLETIC COACHING
BIOLOGY
8IGLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIGLOGY
HEALTH EDUCATION
BIOLOGY & HLTH EDTJCATIO
ATHLE'TIC COACH! G
BIOLOGY
ATHLE'TIC COACHING

CURRIC
p
p I:

p t
p
p
p
p
p E
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

E
E
E

E
E
E
E
E
E

E
E

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

488
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EACHELOR Of E~GINEERING

Comput er Science

[AVID t\lCK MORA

EACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN Cl\lll ENGINEERING

TERRY LELtNO eAChl M

IRVIN BEKIS
KENNE T H G BL UMENT HA L
JOhN MAIRE BOWERS
SAMUEL I". CUMMINS,ll
GARY LEE E,YSTER
GREGORY f GILLIS*
DIRK t- E t\O RIK HCL T MAN
ACRIAN KERN JONES
ROBERT JORGENSEN
CAVID C SIKES
ChARLES M SPRINGER
ROBERT CH.6RLES YCUI\G
eAChELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

SUTEE CHENGPI PHAT
GREGORY ALAN FCRD
RALPH JEFF JACKSON
RAY NESTOR MAL DONADO
ANT HCN't R MC K 1 BBE N
ROBERT EARL PHELPS

-l

EACKELOR . OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

JAMES ~YRON ALLEN, I I I
JEROME KE\/ IN BACON
RONALD ALAN BARRETT'*-Rl Ch ARD T ORR I S e ERG ET
KEITH !\Ell BOBO
JAMES EDWARD BRIDGE
CHARLES EUGENE CASH
l'ARLYI\ I\ COLLINS,JR
ALAN A DAVIS
GARY RI CHARD OOTY
SIDNEY LEE FALLING
,..,.. J

J

489
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CERTIFIED DEGREE CANDI OATES, SPRING 1 q 14

EACHELOR OF SCIENC E IN ELE CTRICAL ENGINEER1NG

HALE RALPr. FA-RLEY
MICHAEL ThAO FELTMAN
CRAIG Z FCSTER
fRUCE \.\Al T ER FOWL ER
EDWARD l EE HA ROEMAN
ELMORE MCNAIR HUDGENS
JAMES HUBERT KENCALL
IN-SCCl LEE
OGNALO F MILLIGAN
JOHN LGUIS MONTOYA
ROBERT IRVING PERSH
RICHARD A RICHARDS,11
MARTINE ROBINSON,JR
GREGG RANCALL SAVAGE
lAWRENCE M SHERMAN .
WALTER JAt,i.ES SIROVY
PAUL tAV 10 ST ANG
THOMAS D SULl I VAN .Jf'
~ICHAEL A USSERY\
JAMES \JALOlVIA,JR
GEORGE T w,ASENIUS :}(GALI: Af\OREW WEAlHERS
WILLIA1" R !CHARO WHITE
GREG WILSCN
JGHf\ C: WEN WOOD
PHI lll P AllEN YOUNG

*-

*-"

eACHELOR OF SCIENCE lN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

WlLLI~M C ASMUSSEN
JAMES R FINCK E

MICHAEL A GONZALES*"
CAREY C HAMBLETON
THOMAS AV ERV HARMAN
KAMBOZIA B KHOSRAVI
ROBERT E KINCAID
JOHt,, T MC COMB
RCBERT LAWRENCE NIETO
MICHAEL GLEN ORRELL
STANLEY 8 ERT SANDOVAL

'

• I

I

I rl . -r

·, ,•T, :.
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SPRING 1q74

CCLLE~E Cf FINE ARTS
eACHE LOR OF ARTS IN FI NE ARTS
MA JOI!
JODY BASISTA
CAVIO MIC .. EL BOALS
A~N L CI: BL I G
WILDER DC~I ICK
GERALYN M FARRAGHER
8RADLEY
J. NES T HILL
FOt\DA L l F AK
JC~N ECWA RD MCA OY
CATHER I~ E A E tJCCALL
JULIE .. EATH R f"URD CH
JANET RAE PARKE
RICHARC H RHO D S
BELLA 'J l C LA RC ERO
ELLANIE S
SAMPSO
NANCY K Sh OL L E"BARGER
CANIEL ACAM SUKNOT
SUSAN SUM I" ERS

ART ST &
ART ST &

l A
C
tRl ST &
ART ST

&

t RT

~

ART

Sl &

I C
ARl ST C
ART ST C
ART HI
t,RT ST

&
&

ART ST C
ART HI &
ftRT

ST C

ART ST 6
ART ST &
ART ST C
EAC~ELCR Of FINE ARTS
MAJOR

CAVIO EACA
GREG A 8A CZEK
JOHN GRAVES BARKER
lhOMAS REESE eAR"ES
ALISON FALK BAUDOIN
JANE Cf-ERYL BELL
lHCl"AS tJ e1sso ETTE
KIM JACKSCN 8 LACKFGRD
LAURENCE ECWARC BREEN
EMMIT AUSTIN BROWN
MARY KATHRYN CAMPBELL
JO I-' N WILL 1 AM CARN ELL
RICHARD R CASADY,11
MICHAEL B CASHION
ANNELLE M DARBY
ROBERT ALAN DA\JIS
BARBARA JAN DORRIS
DORIS ANN CUHIGG"?f
fREDER ICK 11 EDWARDS
SUSAN LORRAI NE FISHER
THCMAS R FRAN CH I N I
HARLAN GOLDBERG
MELINCA LEE H HARRELL
CAVIQ CARL HARR IS ON
DERIC SINNOT Hill
eAREARt JEAN !-"YOE
_

_ _ _ _ __ _..........._ . _, _1 ~'

_ ""' I

I. :

A
IRCH
ART ST
ART ST
.ART ST
ART ST

1

f.

C
f.
f.
f.

&

ARCI-&
ARl ST f.

.ARCH
ARCH

6
f.

ARl ST C
.AR1 ST C
ART ST C
ARl ST

ARCH

&
C

AR T Sl (.
ART ST &
T A
f.
T A
f.

ART ST C
IRCH
f.
ARl ST C
ART STE:
ARCH
6
ARCH

&

J!Rl ST 6
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CERTIFIEC DEGREE CANDIDATES, SPRING 19 14

EAChELCR OF Fl~E ARTS
MA J OR
YOLANDA JJlRAMILL O
ERIC PAUL J OHNSON
JE~NIFER E JO H~STON
VICKIE ALLYN KALL IES
SANCRA JOYCE KJlVINA
STEVEN KLEINR OCK
PHIL LI F R LAT HAM
FERD IN.ONO A LYTTLE
JAMES WILLIAM MAURER
WILLIA~ J MCCLEAN,lV
CAV ID I- MCKELVY
FAUSTINO S MENE DE?

VERA l t, CI A MI LL ER
SUSAN NININGER

'"*"

TGNY FLCRENCIO OR T EGA

JACQUElINE P PACKARD~
LYNN ELLEN PETERS
GERALD wA'tNE PHILLIPS
MICHAEL Cl-ARLES QUINN.:}fKENNET H Al.AN RAY
RUTH RENE RIGGS

IVY RUlZKY

·-*-

CATHERINE A SABO
ALBERT JERCME SCHARf
JOSEPH EDWARD SIMMONS
MICHAEL JOSEPH SMIT H
MARK S1EVENS
OO~ALO 1000 STONE
ANGEL P TELLES
ANDREW RAMON VALDEZ
CAVIO WEATHERMAN
KENNETH R WILSON
MARIANNE S WILSON
DEBORAt- WOOD

*'

1 A
ARCH

&
&

JlRl ST &
ART ST &
ti R1 ST ·f.

tRCH

&

1 A

f.

ARCH

&

ARCH
&
JIRT ST &
1 A
f.
tRT ST C
ARCH
&
JIRT ST &
ARCH
f:
JlRJ ST t
ART ST f,

.ORCH
t
ARl ST f.
ARCH

C

1 A

&

..ORl ST

f.

t RCH
/JRCH
ft RCH

&

ARCH
1 A

t

&
f.

f.

ART ST &
JlRCH
t

tiRCH
ARCH

&

£
.ORT ST &
ART ST &
ART St &

EAChELOR OF MUSIC
MAJOR
ROBERT LEE COUNSELMAN
RICHARD AlLEN KI l MER

MLSIC
t-USlC

&
&

fACHELOR OF MUSIC
MAJOR
SARA HJGG INS CHAPMAN
"•'>-1
'

r

I

•

I

.
I

,.,

1-r
I

,-us

ED f.

EDUCATION

PAGE 22

CERTIFIED DEGREE CANDIDATES, SPRING 197 4

EAC~ELOR OF KUSIC EDUCATION
MAJOR

JANIS LYNN KNAOJIAN
JON EVE BEN IT A LO SACK~
JAMES STA t\LEY MOORE ~
DIANTHA HELEN SWOBODA J.<
CARGLY~ At\N VALERIO
SUSAN CLAIRE W~EELER ~

MLS ED£

fJLS ED

&

t'LS ED &
~us ED t
t'LS ED£
f'L S .ED &

SCHOOL OF LAW
JURIS COCTOR

~100f1001~~
ROBERTO C~RLOS ARMIJO
MARCIA T BALLARD
RAYMCNC ~ BARLOW
DONALD OE .AN BECKER
ROBERT EARL BIVINS
SAM GILBERT BRATTCN
GEORGE R BRYAN,III
BRUCE M BURWELL
l'ICHAE L O BUST AMANTE
JOANNE M CARVER
JAMES W C~TRON,JR
GERALD H CHAKEDIAN
GENE VI EVE KAY CH AT 0
CANIEL LEE CLEAVINGER
CAROLY~ BABB CCBURN
CHARLES HINKLE COLL
MAX COLL
SANORA JO CRAIG
CHARLES JCSEPH CRIDER
RICHAR[ CROLL ETT
LEONARD J DE LAYO,JR
CHAO -O~AYNE DICKERSON
MARY C lXON
DOUGLAS ROY DRIGGERS
STEVEN FAIRFIELD
WILLIAM S FERGUSON
ROBERT LEE FINCH
JOHN WIRT FISK
NORMAN LEE GAGNE
~lCHOLAS J<EED GENTRY
RICHARD JAY. GROONER
LAURO GU A CERR A"1A
EVERETT J HARDGRAVE
DAHL l ERO Y HARR IS
RONALC GENE HARRIS
PATRICK ADRIAN HAYES

1

• •

r-1

I , ,i . .

A

f, --,. ..

492
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CERTIFIEC DEGREE CANDIDATES,

SPRING 1 9 14

SCHOOL OF LftW
.
JURIS COCTOR

R MICl-iAEL HOOE
TEO ALAN rOPK 1r-.s
TOMMY DENNIS HUGHES
JOHN WESLEY HU NT
PETER h JOHNSTONE
VERNON O JONES
SHIRLEY V1EL KEITH
THC MAS F J<ELE HER
PATRIC:K HALL KENNEDY
JOHN At\ THONY Kl ECAN
R0BER1 \'\ KlITZKIE
CHAN.NI t\G ROBERT KURY
JON 1 HCMA S KW AKO
EDMUND JOSEPH LANG
ERUCE ALAN LARSEN
PA TR I C K A LAN LAU T H
MARCEL LA S US A N t. E V I N E
JOHN 8 LEYBA
PkJLIP C LUJAN
LAUREN ELAINE MARB LE
JOSEPF A r,t.ART INEZ
MARIAN A f,IATT.-,EWS
WILLIAt,i BRIAN ~CEUEN
CHARLES C MCGRATH
RAHICNO POBERT MONTEZ
PAMELA PAIGE MURPHY
JCHf\ APTHUR MYERS
hENRY FRAr-.K NARVAEZ
ALBERT J NORDSTROM
RIChARO EUGENE NORTON
CHAIG l OlHMER
ERUCE PASTERNACK
CANIEL ECWARD PEDRICK
JOHt\ MICrAEl PERRINE
STE PH E f\ KI\ OWL E S CU I NN
SAMMY JGSEPH QUINTANA ,
CHARLES H0'1ER REID
HARRY f\EAL RELKIN
J eREN l R I CK S
JACCUEL'tN ROBif\S
SHANNON N ROB IN SON
VICTOR ROYBAL
TERESA f' SANCHEZ
STEVEN K SANDERS
LESLIE SECKLER
JOSEPH CAVID R SENA
EARBARA ANN SIMMONS
ALBERT G SIMMS,111
GEOFFREY \'I SLOAN

494
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CERTIFIED DEGREE CANDIDATES, SPRING L 14

SCHOOL OF LAW
.
JURIS COCT OB

THELMA JEAN STIFFARM

RICHARD ALAN .STOLL
REGINALD J STOR~ENT
BARRY FRA f\C IS STOUT
~Rtx:itxx~
RICHARC T C TULLY
DAMON LOUIS WEEMS
ANNE BYRO WILSON
JOHN KEf\l WINCHESTER
LINCA E WINGFIELD
KATI-LEEN tJ WINSLOW

DOCTOR OF ~EOICINE

GRANl PETER ANDERSON
DCN S APO CACA
GILBERl S ARIZAGA
GER ARO eA SHE 1 N
JOHN WILLIAM BENGE
~lCHAEL JCHN BENZIGER
BARBARA RUtH BOGART
RAY VEFNON BRASHER,JR
ROBERT AllAN BRIGHT
CENT Of\ J CAME RON
BART SIMECN CHAPMAN

LARRY R CLEVENGER
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CERllFIED DEGREE CANDIDATES, SPRING l <J 74

CCCTOR OF rEOICINE

HlCl-iAEL P COLL INS
ROY ED\\ARD CROMER
JOHN Will 1AM CULLEN
JOhN Et-!tJ.ETT DAVENPORT
RONALD COLE DOB SON
RONALD V OORN,111
AORIENt\E M FLECKMAN
WILLIA~ LAU T Et\G FONG
GREGORY R FRANCHINI
WILLIAM H FULCHER
FRA~K E GL.TIERREZ
KARL ROBERT GUTIERREZ
RICHARC K GUTKNECHT
RAYMOND H·.CMAS JESSEN
GREGORY E JOHNSON
JANET fJ JONES
lHOMAS MC INTO SH JONES
MICHAEL S KENNEDY
LAWRENCE C LARKIN
GEROGE LAr.S
MARK STUART LEVINE
TERRY ALAt\ LEWlS
kALTER JA1"ES .LEWIS,JR
DOUGLAS A MATEY,JR
MARGARET S MCCREERY
WILLIAM JAMES MCKAY
V ALEXANDER MEAD

ERNEST NICOLlTZ
LEE T NORDAN

NAPOLEGN GRTIZ
Al lj ER T J R IZZO L I ~ JR
MARGARET E ROBERTS
CECILI.6 M ROMERO
JEFFREY 1'I. AGI ER ROSS
WALTER B J SCHUYLER
PAUL WILL 1AM STARKEY
LINCA \\AYt\E THORNE
LAURENCE TRUJ EQUE
MICI-AEL h TRUJILLO

COLLEGE Of t\URSING
EACHELGR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

BONNIE JEAN AMBROGI
ELAINE BAGLEY
KAREt\ J B~RTMESS
SLSAN CAROL BRAATEN

496
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CERTIFIED DEGREE CANDIDAlES,

SPRING 1g 14

COLLE~E OF NUR SI NG
EACHELCR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

JOAN MARIE BRADLEY

GEORGI~ MAYE BRADSHAW
JOH~ LOUIS BREUN INGER
JAN MAR IE eROWN '!IfJANA C CA~PBE LL
MARY At\N CHURCH
DEN IS E · MAR IE Cl APP ~
JUDITH ANN CROOK
CEBORAH M/IE FI SHER
PAMELA RAE HAUGEN
ANN MA f\ N I NG H E IN R IC H
JILL REf\EE HENKE
LINOA DIAt\NE HINTON
CIANE FRANCES HOW ELL~

CEBORAH JEAN JCHNS ON
ANN L JONES ~
MARCIA FAY KALIN SKY
CARCLEE G KIDD ~

VI RGI l HE I\RY LEW IS
~ARJORIE E LITCHFIELD
CHRISTINE C MAESTAS
BARBAR A JUNE MELE NOE l
JANET MARIE ME~SHA'rl
ELIZABETH JEAN t'ILLER
CHERYL KAY OAKES
VICKI EEl r E PERK INS
ANNA M REINHARDT
JOHN E RETZLAFF
CEBORAH At-.N ROKOSZ
~ARIAi\ JEANETTE ROWE
PATRICIA J SANDERS

AVA JEAN SCOLAV lNO
CAROL l y Nf\ SHOEMAKER ~
MYRA DEE SIMMONS ~
AUREL lA SIMS ~
_1
JUDITH KIPP SMOLENSKI '*- <f
MARY JC SOLON
ELIZABElH L STONE -~
~,ARN KELLCGG SWANSON
BEllY KA\' TAYLOR ~
MART A C VI CKE RS ~
CAROL Yf\ S WAL KER
SARA El lZABET H WARREN ·~
JAMES C WILHELM
NANCY SUE WILLIG

WANOA RAYE ZELLMER

)¥-

d·

/1-< 1...n< ,t.

flu 111 ( o { i

r#o
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CERTIFI ED DEGREE CANOICA1ES,

SPRING L ?4

CCLLEGE OF PHAR MACY
ASSOCIATE CF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE

Sr.ELLY LEE PARr,tETER

EACHELCR OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL H~GIENE

LESLIE ANt\ D HIBBS
EACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

RONALD C .c'RELL.ANO
lEE JAfo!ES BAR KER
HORGE BENAVIDEZ
kI LL I A~ l EON CH ANC EY
CUR l I S CH Li NG CH ANG
ROBERT BRUCE COWDEN
~ICHAEL EUGENE DAVIS
JONATHAN LEE DENSLOW
~UN ZI O PAUL DESAN T I S
JASPER WILLIAM OOTSCN
KENNE TH R EKL UNO
ShELDON ALLAN fl INK
Cr.ERi KAY GORDON
JOHN E GUCK
RANDY ChA RlES GUML EY
PHI UP B I-AMIL TON
WYAll ~MITH HEDRICK
JOSEPH C t-ERERR.A

*

RGDNEY wOODRU Ff HI LL
GEORGE EO\otARD KENNEDY
ALBERT JOI--N LANCE
JG MARIE LARSEN
hENRY A LOVATO,II
PAUL JCSE PH MART I NEZ
SHARCN P f'ICSHERRY
GLOR I A l MONT ANO
HRALD B MULLEN,JR 'Yf:
LEE . GA RY t\EAL
TERRENCE P OHARA
ANDREW A PORT I LLOS
GARY R !CH.ARO RE0"40RE
1-ERBERT E ROHWER,JR
Ric ARTHUR SCARFF
DEBRA lYt\N SNIDER
JAMES ALL EN SPENCER

9
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CERTIFlEC CEGREE CANOIDA1ES, SPRING l G74

fACHELGR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

N~RGAR ET STER CH I
LAWRENCE JOHN TATE
Cl-ESTER J TAYLOR,JR
EUGENE t- WEINHEI~ER
DALE H WHITTLETGN
JOHN A LB It\ ZAMOUSK I
CHARLES JOSEPH ZIPP

COCTOR OF EDUCATION

MAJOR
ALFRED L CLEMMONS

~ t <AAXN~X
JUSTUS CLYDE HESSON

ADMit\

f.

~ ~ ! XX

CURR.IC & INSTRJCTION

~ASTER Of ftRlS
MAJOR
FAY PFAELZER ASRAMS
LOTTE E ACKER MANN
WINSTON LEE ADAMS
SUSAN JONELLE ALEXIS
ST EVAN TERRY ANDERSON
JOSEPH R S ARAGON

SIBI ARAGCN
ROBERT hERMANN ARBER
BENNY ARCHULETA
ERLINDA P ARCHULETA
LEROY E ARCHULETA
RAYMCNO P BACA,JR
1"1CHAEL P BAINBRIDGE
MICHAEL PHILIP BARON
JULIE ._AAS BASYE
CATHERINE N H BECKLEY
ELAINE C BIERY
SIDNEY A ELANCPET
ROBERT A SOGGE S S
CAVIQ PETER JOt-'N BO LO
ChERy L A GROSS BOC NE

ART ED &
FRENCH &
5EC ED &
SPAN
£

GEOG
GUID

&
&

EL ED

£

ART
GUID
GUIO
GUID
C:UIC
FHI L

6

t

&
&
6

&

PSY CH 6
SEC ED &
SP EC>
t.:
SP ED
&
FON ED &

5EC ED &
SEC ED &

El ED

&
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SPRING 191 4

CERTIFIED DEGREE CANOlDAlES,

"1ASTER OF ~RTS
MAJOR

SHARON ~A LKER BORTON
UNCA RUTH BRAND
VICKI ANN ARE Et\
DOR IS ANN M 8 ROOK S
PATRICK W BROSNA~
SLSANNE B RAOL EY BROWN
CAVID rAYS BRUNELL
LEOPOLDO S CALANCHE
JOY A l B CAREY
NANCY LEA PAGE CARTER
ORCL ANN CAR VER
GANIEL L CASI AS
HORGE MARK CESARETTI
FRAt\K HENRY CHAMBERS
OU VI A P CHA V E Z
DER-ShAN ALICE CI--EN
eARBARA E CLAYSHULTE
CEANE ARNOLD COFFMAN
DOROTHY E PENA CROUCH
KYE SON A C UM M1 NG S
ROSEMARY 8 DEVARGAS
GERALDINE D DEVESTY
CAROLYt\' C DOUGHDRILL
EDMUNDO DURAN, JR
WENDY V E CWAR OS
GI LDAROO E ESCAJEDA
RUTH BLACKIE ESPINOZA
eGNNIE GCULD EVERETT
VIVIAN A FERNANDEZ
ELSE FIRSCHEIN
* LEO LAWRENCE FLYNN
ELOISE S FORRESTER
JAf\ET ANNE FRANK
Roy EOnIN FRANKLIN
ANN LUCILE FRASER
BENIGNA T GALLEGOS
CONSTANCE S G ELDBACH
FRANCISCA GILES
CHARLES L GIOIA
lit\O P GOf\ZAL ES
JAMES Tt-,OMAS GOODMAN
GAIL HARMCN GORDON
JOANNA BRADFORD GREEN
l~RRY JESS GRIJALVA
RICHARC ANDREW GRUEN
JlJAN M GURULE
0
J HENLEY
SUE E rETlMANSPERGER
ANDREW J t-OGAN, I I I

no

FOCT.rE, CHERYL JEAN

II RT
EL EO
~RT ED
GUIO
SEC ED
f L EO
H1ST
C:U ID
GUIO
(UID
JRT ED
GUID
ENGL
EC ADM
GUID
rlST
SP ED
SEC ED
GUID
LAT AM
EL EO
SP ED

t
&
&
&
l
&
f,
f,

&
f,

t
t
f,

t
&
&
&

t
&
&
&
&

El EO

f,

GUIO
~RT
GUID
GUID
El ED
GUID
t-IST
ftNTH

&
&

&
&

El ED

f,

s
f,

&
f,

~(JC
&
FOL SC f,
ART ED &
&
GUID
~

P EID

&

LAT AM

f,
f,

SEC ED
GU ID
~ATH
.6RT ED
EL ED
fUlD
SEC EO
GUID
SEC ED
ART

LAT AM
HISTORY

f,
f,

s
&
&
f,
f,

&
&
&
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CERTIFIEC DEGREE CANDIDATES,

SPRING 1 74

JI ASTER OF ~RTS

MAJO I
ODELL 1-iGMER
BARBARA JANE H HOOTON
KAREN L HCRNU NG
BARBARA P HOSTETLER
GERALD WESLEY HUBBART
JCHN O IZATT
DOROTHEA G JENSEN
EUGENE A JOHN SON
WILL 1AM MIKE JCHNSON
FRANK ERNEST JCNES
CONN A J N JORDAN
PlTA KELEKNA
KLARA BON SACK KELLEY
CEBORAH JANE KEPP
ELIZABETH E KIRCHER
CAThERINE KIRKhGOD
COLOR ES R KLI NG6E1L
LCURDES P KLITZKIE
ROBERT h I LLI AM KO SI BA
MARTHA LI NOA KRONE
JUL IE ANN KUT IS H
lINDA RITA LE BLANC
ROBERT W LEBLANC
KAREN SUE LEVINE (CASTILLO)
SHELDCI\ A LEVY
ELIZABETH LEE LEWIN
EDWIN ARTHUR LEWIS,SR
HAROLD RUDY LOVATO
HEOOORE JUST ICE LOW
MARY SAIS LUCERO
BARBARA P R LUNNEY
MAR GAR ET A MACKICHAN
CCRA LEE tJACON
MARY HERESA MANNION
HORGE VERNON MAPLES
CECILIA L MARTINEZ
CLAUDIA J M MARTINEZ
C~RMEN R ~ATSON
PATRICl·A IRENE MCCRAW
MARCIA T fJEDINA
LCUISE WADE M ll ... OLL lN
JA~ES PATRICK MILLER
LINCA ANN MITCHELL
~ARY FRANCES MORALES
GILBERTO F MUNDACA
CANIEL E MURGUIA
ElLEH, M ~URPHY WILLIAfJ G MURRELL
JAMES V NALBANDIAN

EO ADM &
SP ED
&
SEC ED &

soc

&

fON ED t
,LAT AM E
SEC ED &
EC ADM &
ANTH
&
RECREA &
&
C:UID
ANTH
&
ANTH
&
&
ANlH
JIRT ED &
ART
&
SEC ED &
&
SP ED
&
PSYCH
FON ED &
LAT AM &
&
t- I ST
&
SPAN
&
El EO
6
t-!ATH
ART ED &
&
ECON
&
GUID
6
C:EOG
&
El ED
SEC ED &
&
JIRT
&
~RT
C
El ED
&
SP ED
&
El ED
&
c; U ID
&
ENGL
SEC ED &
&
El ED
~RT ED &
&
fJATH
&
SP ED
&
GUID
LAT .aM &
&
soc
JRT ED &
&
PHIL
&
tJAlH
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CERTIFIEC DEGREE CANDICATES, SPRING 1g;4

f<iASlER OF J!R1S
MA JOI

DARICE lEE NE-BERGALL
TONI LEE NOLAN
CHARLES E NORWALK
VIRGINIA OBENSI-AIN
FREDERICK J PARENTE
BELINCA A PENNINGTON
\llLLIAM H PERRY
ROGER W PETT ENGER
MARU ELEf\A PYt,,N
PATRICIA ,uIROZ
DI AN E NE L SON RAW L S
WALTER H RICE,JR
SANORA LE~ ROLLINS
AR LEt\ E RO SENF EL C
ROSA MARIA RUIZ
JOHN JAMES RUTH
MARIA ELENA SALAS
VIC TO R ~ A t,, UE L S AL AS
MICHAEL E SALCIDO
MARIA ELENA SALDANA
JOH h MIC HAE L SANCHEZ
JORGE 1:NR IQUE SANCHEZ
MARCELLA t.J SANCl-·EZ
DONALD JOHN SAND RY
MAR\' KATHRYN SCHALK
eARBARA ANNE . SCHMIDER
SHARON MARIE SCHMITZ
~ 8 ~ KX~XS:"6~'P:f.
WILLIAfw P SHOEMAKER
FAUST l NO MUNOZ S l NGH
VE ENA SINGH
EVEL"fN M B SKILES
GARY JAY SPITZBERG
tlIZABETH STERGION
GRAHAM C STEWART
ELIZABETH TAFOYA
MIChAEL O THORNBROUGH
STE Pr E N T CNG I ER
SANDRA RAE G VIERRA
LAVID VILLESCAS,JR
GEORGE DE t\Nl S kAGO NER
ALICE ANN WESNER
DOROTHY U J WILSON
MARV EllZABETH ZlNTZ
lilTMER

1<1\REN LTIWACK

'LACHER: LEON

ANTI-

6

El ED
GUID
SP ED
F5YCH

E:

t

EL ED

&

&
C

ECON

6

rISl
SP ED
(UID

&
C

&

FRENCH &
SEC ED 6
1-IST

&

El E0
GUIO

6

&

FON ED t
GUID
6

&

(~IC
GU ID

&

GUIO
C:UIO

6

t

SEC ED &
El ED &

SEC ED &
ART ED &
SEC ED &
SP ED
~

itmx~xix

SEC

ED l

GUlD

E:

GEOG

6

El ED C
ED ADM &
EL ED 6
1-IST

C

El ED

&

GU ID

C

tRT
ANTH

&

SP ED
EL ED

C
&
&
&
t

El ED

&

SP ED

ARl

EL ED
SEC ED
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CERTIFIEC DEGREE CANDIDA1ES, SPRING 19 i4

~ASTER Cf ,RTS IN PUSLIC ADMINISTRATION

CHARLES BRYAN. ALLEN
JAMES CHARLES ARIENO

RICHARC WENDEl.L COLE
KENT FUGE
JOSEPH S GONZALES
JHIMI E 'w t-ALL BAU ER
1-ERBERl E HARL ING
THOMAS JOSEPH HORAN
JOSEPH J LUSC ZE K, JR
fRAf\K 8 MC GIL VREY, JR
PAUL CAVIO MORRIS
MIC r. AEL H NOC K
JCSE RAMIF<O PEREZ
JAI-IES F R hOOE S
JESLS B SCSA
CAV IO C STURM
klLLI AM H TOLIVER, SR
THOMAS RICHARD WAGNER

I ECWARD

I

BRYAN, GEORGE R. III

~ASTER OF .ARCHITECTURE

eRUCE ~LAN BRIGGS
ROGER EASLEY
DONALD K flTZGERAlO
JOHN PLATT FRIEDMAN
LARRY WILLIAM GREENLY
SING SliOUNG LIN
OUICA t' N MART IN

~ASTER OF ARTS IN lEACHING BUSINESS SUBJECTS

ELIZABETH K. BRavN SCal'T

MARYS SEGURA TAFOYA

~ASTER Of ARTS IN TEACHING INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS

I

JOt-f\NY M THORNTON
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CERTIFIED DEGREE CANDIDATES,

SPRING 191 4

~ASTER OF ftR TS IN TEACHING MATHE~ATICS

GARY R KGLLOF.SKI
JOAN A MILKEY
~ASTER OF ~R1S IN TEACHING SGIENCE

RICHARC S JARAMILLO
MASTER

CF

ARTS IN TEACHING SPANISH

SHAPGN ANf\ GWOREK
-~ASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MAJOR

JOhN l lr\CCLN ATWOOD
MARTHA E C DE FORD
WILLIAM C CAMP
ERNESl RAY DUNAWAY

A~TONIO F FERREIRA
MIC HAE L J OHN GLENNON
BRUCE MCKENZIE HORTON
ROBERT C JACKSCN,III
ROGER \,AYNE KENNEDY
WALLACE R MITCHAM
JOHN LG\.IELL MYERS
WILLIA~ JOSEPH PARRAS
RUDOLPH PLUMMER REIO
DEBORAH ANNE SAVAGE
MICHAEL IAN SPITZ
CAVIO ~AYNE STEELE
PETER ROBERT STURMAN
JAMES H SUTTLE
RICHARD L THOMAS
MIL TON hA WK INS WARD
JOHN FREDERICK WARNER
ROBERT HARRY WHORTON
CCNALO RAY WOOD
MARTINEZ, JOSEPH A.
JOSE RAUL RIBADENEIRA-GANGOTENA

B &AS
e &AS
E &AS
B&AS
e&AS

e f.A S
E&AS
B&AS

e &AS

EtAS
Ef.AS

B&AS
ff.AS
B&AS
BtAS
E&AS
E &AS

B&AS
E &AS

Bf.AS
EtAS
e&AS
e&AS
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CERT IF lE C OE GREE CANDID ATES ,

SP R ING 1 9 14

"'ASTER Of FINE AR1S
MAJO H

RAYMOND KI IHNE
WILLIAM JAY MASTERSON

FIN
FIN

AR &
AR &

f"ASTER .Of MUSIC

LYI\NE J ANDERSON
LIOIAN KI~G
THGMAS K "1CCART
STEVEN ALAN ROMER

~ASlER Of SCIENCE
t'.AJOR
hENRY ~ EO RGE AC AMS
OTENG AGIFONG
~ISSAN AL 1STOCK

NITIN G AMIN
MARK El"BREE ANDER
ROY GENE AUTRY
GE_NEVIEVE H BAKER
CARL WAYNE BENNETT
RICHARC CALE BLUM
SUSAN NANCY BONILLA
lillLIAt-' T BROWN
RITA KATHLEEN BRYSON
LUELLA t,tARY W BUTTON
ROBERT CA LOWE LL, I I
GRANVILLE EBB (HORN
AUOR EY l EE CHUMLEY
RICHARD Tr.EEDY CLARK
JOHN A COFFMAN
WAYNE LEE CYRUS
lCMMY D DCNHAM
CAV I O PO B ERT S CR E ES EN
BERR't F ESTES
LYNN FRANCES FIFIELD
NANCY WARC GREENBERG
RICHARD JAMES HASSMAN
! FREDDIE EARL HEARD
GREGORY PAUL r ERM ANN
GEORGE J KCMINIAK
RICHARC EARL LEW IS
kUt\-SHA~ l IN
ERIC K~C.X MAT SON

E E

C E
EI Gl
E E
PHYS
PHYS
p E
P' E

C E

&
&
&
&
&
&

&
&
&

p E
fHYS

&
&
&
IOl
&
PHYS
C&l SC &
&
E E
(CM OS &
C&l SC &

e

E E

t

E E
8 IOL

&
&
&

SCI MA

f\UCL E &

BIOL

&
rl TH E &
&
fHYS

E E

&

(CM OS &

SCI MA
f

E

E E
E E

&
&
f;

&
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t'ASTER OF 'iCIENCE
MAJQ I{
SUSAN DEE MCDANIELS
VICTOR L EC r-. MOORE
LATHAM ROUP MORRIS
NORM.AN RA~COLPH MORSE
OARYGL SH P.OUS AV I Z AO EH
STE P1-: E t\ H NE F F
SJEPhEN E NEWFlELD
YGUI\G HWA t\' OH
ROBERT LAUREN OLEARY
FRED VALEt,.TJNO PEREZ
GEORGE LE( RORKE
RICHARD PERALTA SALAS
AMBROS IO SANCHEZ
A~THGt\Y M SANDOVAL
EDDIE SEGEARS,JR
BEVERLY B' SERNS
CARMEN YlJZON SHONK
JAMES EDWARD SIMPSON
FREC e RA OLEY SM ITH
GEKALO 'hllLIAM SMITH
K SOUN CAR ANAT HAN
HAR RY f'J. ST JOHN, I I I
TIMOTHY DAVID STANLEY
GAIL S l E Ir-,. MAN
PAMELA LEE THOMAS
RICHARD E THOMPSON
CARLETON SIMS WHITE
CEBORAI-- J/INE WIShNER
FEDER I CA ZANG RANDO

CCM OS
p E
eIOL
E E
E E
,.. E
E E
E E
E E
p E
I\UCL E
CCM OS

&
f.
&

£
·&
&
&

£

f.
&
&
&
&
IOL
p E
C
p E
&
1-LTH E f.
&
E E
f.
E E
&
C E
f.
E E
&
CHE

e

PHYS
SC I MA
CCM OS
CCM OS
E E
BIOL
(GM OS
PHYS

f.
&
&
&
&
&
f.
f.

COCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
MAJQR
BENJAM U, ALVAREZ
C._ARLES H JR t3URRIS
FEDERICO M"CARRILLO
RICHARD JR CARTER
SUS AN CAS S AND
MARJOR l E B CH AM 8 ERS
SURESH CHANDRA
WILLIAM T COTTON
Cl-ESTER R CRAIN,JR
MARY LOUISE DEAN
FRANCO IS CEMO NT EQU IN
lHCr,,AS f'\ CORSEL
RICHARC LEE ELLIOTT
ARTHUR G ELSER
ClJRRy, GLORIA WILLIA 1S

CURRIC &
&
P.ATH

INSTRUCTION

CURRIC

INSTRUCTION

JI Nl H

PSYCH
f-! IS T

&
&
&
&
&

CHE
E
ENGL
f.
~ATH
&
fSYCH
ART hl &
FSYCH &
&
AM ST
&
ENGL
p PER SERCE

•
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CERTIFIED DEGREE CANDIDATES, SPRING 19 74

COCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
MA JO H
THOMAS R fERGUSON
STEPHEN MERLE FULLER
~OBERT L GALLEGGS
THELMA AN NE G 1 OM.I
MARGARET ROSE GLADNEY
I' IC HA EL G GR I S HA M
MARLENE LAVERNE HALL
VIRGINIA M HENIJERSON

MICHAEL J OHN HITCHKO
JAMES J JEWELL
PAULINE A LUNKA JONES
YOSHIG KOEAYASHY
ROBERT S LANDMANN
THOMAS BURTON LARSEN
BARBARA 8 LERMAN

STANLEY E LOGAN
MARJORY SL'SAN LUCCI
JACKIE W MARKHAM
PETER JCHN MAUD
ROBERT t-',C(EAGH
GUR B.lJ X ME I-DIR ATTA
JOHN J t-'11GLI0
MANUS MONCRIEFF
GAVID. GEORGE MORGAN
JAMES ALVIN MORRIS
RAN.JEE1 K PANCHOL Y

CANIEL JOI-N RITTER
KATHLEEN MAR IE RITT ER
RAYMOND . J RODRIGUES
ROBERT E RUSS ELL, JR
CIRIA SANCHEZ-EACA
JOSEPH P SANCHEZ
GENE DAVID SCHRODER
BRADLEY ALAN SHAW
WILLIAM t-1 SULLIVAN
lHCMAS C THOMPSON

'
1

STEPHEN H VAN HAU EN
LOIS K SE ILER VI SCOLI
GARCIA, JOSE Z .

11AREs ,

ERNEST A

PHYS

&

HIST

&

CURR l G

f;

PSYCH

&

~M ST

·&

PSYCH
ENGL

&
&

INSTRUCTION

CU RR IC & INSTRUCTION

fUPPlS &
PCM LA &
CURR IG & I NSTRUCTION
CURR IC & INSTRUCTION

FCL SC &
CHE
&
PSYCH

&

I\UCL E &
t'ED SC &

CURRIC & I NSTRUCTION
. CURR JC & INSTRUCTION

KIST
C E
ChEM
PSYCH
FUPPlS
POL SO
E E
IB-AM

&

&
&
t:

&
&
&
&

PUPPLS E

CUR R IG & INSTRUCTION

18"TAM

&

PUPPLS E

HIST
8 IOL

f.
&

ROM LA &
~. lST
&.
PtJPPlS &
~ 0 Ml N
& SUPERVISION

ENGL

&

POL SCI
HISTORY

PECK, MARIE JO~STON

IBERO-AMER STUDIES

W
OODWARD , JANE B.

CURRIC & INSTRUCTION
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UNIV ER~ ITY ST ~Dl ~ S
ASS OCIA T E OF ARTS I N COMMUN ITY SERVICE

CARMEN C f RAN.CO
ANNA MJE GARCIA

EACHELOR Of UNlVERSITY STUDIES

ULYSSES G ABEITA
KAREt\ AI\N AINSWORTH
PETER L ALEXANDER
GERALD THOMAS ALLGOOD
CLEO Afi!MOf\S
GARY ANCERSEN
DENNIS PAUL ANDERSON
ANTHON't FRANCIS ARGO

MARLENE A ARIEN0 1/=
SHERYL LYNN A ZAR
JAr-'ES RAYMOND BAKER
ESTELL RAY BALLARD
MICrAEL PETER EARABE
SHELLY LYNN BARACK
ADOLFO A BARRAZA
lrllll lAM L BAKR INGER
l'ARGARET L BARllETT
WANCA J S BECKER
BRENT ALLAN BECKW 1TH
JERRY ALAN BELLAR

*

ECWARO ROBERT BERG
JAMES E e IE BERMAN
ANN 8 I ER
ROB ER T ED ~ARD 8 I ER
REBECCA LYNN BLAINE
MARSHA ELLEN BLOCM f-MAREl S BOGDAN
KAREN A BCLD

*

CANTE C BONAGUIDI

JAN 1'1ARIE BRODIE~
ELIZABETH C BUCK
JOHN Cb.ARLES BURCHARD
LAWREl KEATON BURKE
PATRICIA BUTULA
M1C._ AEL OE AN CA IN
EARL S CA LOWE LL
CARIN KAY CAL VERT
Ho RGE W CART ER, 1 I I
H EUGEI\E CARTER

JANET LEE CARTER ·
SliANNAf\ LOUISE CARTER

~ - ~ -- - --1/-_

1r

rl1

/ /I ( < ;( n

"'

, t ,J

°j:-

#-

-Jl

d, ·., f,

1
••

,•

I/ I

•
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EACH ELOR OF UNIVE RSllY ST UD IES

DOUGLAS EARL .CASTEEL
JAY MORTCN CASTELEAUM

LISA LGUISE CHAPMAN
THOMAS DALE CCLLINS
CON A" CRE W COL S TON
JGSEPH T CCNNELLY
KENNETH L CONWELL
ThCf'AS HiE G CORCOVA
MARY R CO S TA- HE DR I CK
JOHN M COVING TON
ThOt-'AS E CRABTREE
GEORGE L CREAMER
DOUGLAS W CRITCHFIELD
CAROL KEYES DAVIS*
JA~.ES Cl IFTON DENTON
ROY l CEVORE
SAMUEL F DOMINGUEZ, JR
KATHY S DORN I NG
ARTI-UR A COUGHER TY
ALLIS((\ JANE EDWARDS
MARK GRIFFITH EDWARDS
GARY \.I ILL I AM EV AN S
PRIS C ll l A M FE PR A RA
GAIL FIGl:JEROA
MURIEL T FINDLEY
PETER JCS EPH FISHBACK
IDA GRACE FUENTES
RAt-iDAtl LEE FULLER
WILLIA~, A GALLAGHER
JOHN REY GARCIA
NARCISG GARCIA,JR
SAL CM O" G ARC I A, JR
LORRAI(\E ANNE GARVEY
SC SAN ~ARY GASS ER
GARY VANCE GEMOETS
PAt-!ELA ANNE GERBER
JOE R GCNZALES
PETER THCMAS GONZALES
NOEL CHARLES GORDON
hlLL U tJ PO WE L l GORDON *
Rl CH AR C S GR AN" EM ANN
~IlLIA~ HOWARD GREGG
PATRICIA K 8 GRIGGERS
ROBERT F GROMAN
NORMA LEE GUN DER SON
CIAt-.E ALENA HAJGHT -}/fCHRISlOPHER LEE HALL
DEBRA SER ENA HARBAUGH
EMIL F ~ARGETT
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SPRING 1914

EACHELOR OF UNIVER5ITY STUDIES

THO~AS HEf\RY HARGROVE
JA~ES K IChAEL HARMAN
CANIEL GIVENS HASSELL
KENNET I- LEON HE AD
WALTER B t-ENDERSON
CAVIO W JR HENDRY
EOWARC · ALLEN C HILL
ROBERT MARSHALL HORNE
GARY WAYNE HORTON
LOUELLA HGUSTON
JEANNE GOCOEN HOWARD
MlChAEL ALAN HUBLY
KIM HUNOL EY
ARTHUR J JACKSCN~JR
QUII\TII\ T JACl<SGN ~
MICHAEL F JAMES
MARK ALAN JENS EN
RAI\DI ELIZABETH JOl',ES~
JEAN FISHER JORDAN
MARGO JUAREZ
DHN IS RAY KENNEDY
CAVIO EUGENE KINSEY
RICHARC ALAN KLATT
CHR1STCPHER P KOf~ON
PATRICIA M KREINER
MELINCA LEE LANG
JEFFRE'i 1 AYLOR LAUER
JUDITH K lAVENDER

MICHA El A JANE LED OEN
CANCACE E LEFFLER
HARRIET SUE LEVEEN
GINA M LIBO--*KATHY JEAt-. L10Et-.
SUSAN LYON #=
LOUIS CAROLUS MACKEL
JGHt\ t'IKE MAESTAS
FRED IRA MAGEE,JR
GREG TI-Gt,«AS MALIN
PETER J _t.lANCHESTER
CAROL ANNE MARK
fiOGERS ~ MART IN
J I tJ MY P A Z MAR T I t-. E Z
RUDOLPH O MARTINEZ
_
JAM ES F MCCA F FR EY
CAVIO M MCCART.-iY
PATRICIA R MCCROSSEN
ARLINGTON EARL MCGEE
SOFIA F MCGOUGH
KATHRYN LORENE MCLEOD

Lydia M.K. Maurer

-
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CERTIFIED DEGREE CANDIOA1ES,

SPRING 197 4

EACbELGR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

JILL

E MCt,,ULL-EN

FRAt-.K t'ELENDE Z
CORINNE MELLARD
RGNALC A MELTSNER
RALPh GILBERT t-4ENDEZ
MARK KENNE DY MERRI LL
CC NNIE · A DL ER MEY ER
JOHN E'vERETT MI LES

SAMUEL T r'CMAS MILLER
~OBERT BREMMER MORRIS*JAY P t'CRRISON,JR
SlEPHE1\ CRISE MYERS
JGHt\ 0 I\ACELHOFFER
~ENRY DINES NELSON
, HOW ARC MARK NORTHROP
KAREi\ R OLSON@
~NIT A l G fl DONEZ
EMILY ANNE PADON
lUT IE l AR IE PARK

TRUDY JANE PARKS
RUTH ANN PATRICK
MATTl-:EW S PECOS
SUE JOII\Efl PEMBERTON
JOHN kAL TER PLATH
TIMOTHY JAMES POOLE
MICH AE l A QU I NT At-. A
JAMES MARVIN RANCIER
KRISTIN RftUCH
MAUREEI\ S REED
JOHN CLAYlON RHODES
TERRENCE P R l ORD AN
ACA P RIPPBERGER
hENRY RIVERA
VICTORiftNO ROCARTE
CHRISTOPHER C ROGERS
JOSE SIMON ROMO
SHARRET lf\A ROSE

SALLY KAY ~OWLETT
HARRY R RUBENSTEIN
CrARLJE M SALAZAR
JORGE ERNESTO SALCMGN
MICHAEL RUDY SANCHEZ
hENRY CALE SANDLES
YOLANDA t-l SAVAGE
JANET LOUISE SCHAPER
ROBERT C SCHMIDT
AUGLSTUS C SCHULTZ- -

-----=-___

VON LAt\ E SENK
.
JANICE GAIL SHtaRP

t, 1. ( (' {. J/'

·.J-·-7'·

/"{ ! .1 / I • 1 ! f t ' " "

.

_ _Bruce Ian Schi~el
.
Mary Taylor Snuth Schreiber
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CERTIFIE D DEGREE CANDIDATES,
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EAC~ELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

RLSSELl DEAN SHULER
CANIEL DEE SKOUit;N _
_
ROB ER T .. S NI O ER
ELAINE LOUIS E SOLIMON
SPENCER JOHN SPAGNOLI
CARLT,N D SPRIGGS
BRUCE li\ILLIAM SQUIRE}REBECCA MCCALL STACY
TERRY STANLEY
JCHN RAf\OCLPH STEIN
Ell.EN KIMS STEWARTt
PkILLIP M STOCKARD
JAMES ROBERT STCLLER
RICHARD J SULLIVAN
SALLY SUL LUM
Sl:SAN A S ll TE ME I ER
CHARLES T t-'OMA S SUTTO N
(RACY LEE SVOBODA
RICHARD w TAVELLI
ROBERT bASKELL TAYLOR

___Sarah Louise Smith

CHARLES TEARS
MIChAEL \'I THOMAS
GARY V TI Bl1__E_!_1Jt___1c_
EDWARD C TRETHEWEY
MALI NOA LANG TROY
JAMES S URANGA
llNCA GAIL VALDES

Katherine Toll

STEVEN C VALDESPINO
~OBERT J VALOIVIEZ ¥
EO\~ARO LEE VARGAS
CAROL JEAN VIGIL
STEVEN JAMES WAGGONER
JCHN P WAl<ELANC,JR ~
RHEA LOIS WARlN
GEOFFREY LEE WELBORN
hM J IV WESTMOKELANO
JAMES STEvEN WILLIAMS
KIRK G WILLIAMS
MARK JC S.E PH wI l SON
REGINALD C WOODARD
JEFFREY D ZACHARIUS

DENTAL HYGIENE
SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE
ASSOCIATE OF

SANDRA JO~CE
J EA NN I E l YNN

BARTEE
BYRD
...µ_

/' I

I

' _ ,,

( /(

'

I

("'(J~
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DENTAL HYGIEf\E

ASSOCIATE Of SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE

SLSPN TALBOT .CCSNER
LEE ANN DALTON
PAMELA FOLTZ
REBECCA JO FRETZ
JERI SUE HOLLENBACH
DEBRO At,, '1 JOHNSON
NANCY CARCL JOSEPH
MAR GAR ET E LA rl SON
~ARSHA J LEATHERWOOD
DONALO fJARTIN LGMMORI
CORI ELIZABETH SIMMS
CAROL JANE SISK
.
CCNf\IE LEE SMALL
LEANNE M TISCHHAUSER
JULIA ANN URBAt\
JUUE Af\N WILLCUT

CCMMUNITY SERVICE WORKER
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN COMMUNITY SERVICE

RAYflON C AT ENC IO
e Ell
LI ND A KA E BOG G I 0
lONY PATRICK JOJOLA
RCSEMARY P PARRA

NARLEGf\

INSTRUMENTA1ICN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATE Of SCIEICE IN INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEE

FRED JCHN BAUER
PAUL KU RT Z BEAUCHAMP
PAUL HENRY BEOOO
JEf FREY MYRLE BRADLEY
LAWRENCE KEITH DAVIS

CHARLES R DEROUIN
PAUL J o.-,N HUR FORD
JOHN T KELLY
JOE OA'HO KING

XAVIER LOVATO
JOSEPH A MONTOYA
KHiNE l ~ JUDE OROURKE
CHARLES LCUIS ORTIZ
lCUIS CAVID RIVERA
ROBERl JOSEPH ROMERO
RI CHAR C ALLEN ROSE
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I NSTRU"'E~TAllG N ENGINEERING TEGHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEE

PHILLIP L ROYBAL
PETER BliR 1 SCOTT

MEDICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL ENGINEERING TEC

I FREDERICK

C GARCIA
RADIOLOGIC lECH~OLOGY
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN RADIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY

MICHAEL

O

CARESS

I MIKE JAMES CORDOVA
CCf\AlEE C CANLEY
BRENDA KAY MEYER
[AV IO ANO REW ROM INGER

NUCLEAR f,IEOICINE TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATE OF SC1Ef\CE IN NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOL

I

DOLORES ALFIERI
DAVID LGUIS BARRETT
MARVIN GERALD IVY
~ CLA f\ 0 Af\ l HON Y NI SS EN
ANTON IQ PENA

t-UMAN E!~~~t~~S OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES \

RIU R ~ORA
EDUCAlICN

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

SADIE EUSTACE
ELLA LCUISE GIA
NELLIE f'4 t,i IRAB AL
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JOHN M. CAMPBELL
B.A., University of Washington; Ph.D., Yale University
Professor of Anthropology, Acting Director of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology,
former Chairman of the Department of Anthropology
Came to UNM in 1964 from the faculty of George Washington University
Fields of . special interest: archaeology and ethnology of Arctic regions
SANFORD COHEN

B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Ohio State University
Professor of Economics, former Chairman of Department of Economics, former
Associate Director for ·Research (ISRAD)
Came to UNM in 1966 from the faculty of the University of Michigan
Fields of special interest: manpower and human resources, labor and public
policy, labor problems in developing economies (esp. Latin America)

JAMES P. CROW
B.A., University of New Mexico; M.A., Stanford University; Ph.D. (in process),
University of Iowa
Associate Professor of Journalism, former Acting Chairman of the Department of
Journalism
Came to UNM in 1967 from work as managing and executive editor and editorial
consultant in Fort Smith, Arkansas
Field of special interest: the news editorial
ROBERT C. DICK
B.S.E., Kansas State Teachers College; M.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D.,
Stanford University
Associate Professor of Speech Communication, former Director of Forensics
Came to UNM in 1965 from faculty of Stanford University
Fields of special interest: debate, argumentation, public speaking, rhetorical
theory
HENRY
C. College
ELLIS
B.S.,
of William and Mary; M.A., Emory University; Ph.D., Washington
University of St. Louis
Professor
of in
Psychology
Came to UNM
1957 from graduate study and research at Washington University
Fields of special interest: psychology of human learning, memory, and cognitive
processes
MYRON
FINK
B.A.,
Cornell University; LL,B,, New York Law School; M.S.L,S,, Columbia
University; LL.M,, New York University
Law
Came Librarian,
to UNM in Professor
1963 from of
the Law
Law Library and faculty of the Loyola University
School of Law (Los Angeles)

Fields of special interest:

state constitutional revision, civil contempt

Page 2
Nominees for AF&T Counnittee, 1974-75
DONALD L. FOSTER
B. Mus., M.Mus., DePaul University; M.S.L.S., University of Illinois
Assistant Professor of Librarianship, also currently Instructor in Educational
Foundations
Came to UNM in 1964 from the University of Illinois Library
Fields of special interest: catalog management, music education, woodwinds
JAMES A. HORAK
B.S., University of Illinois; M.S., Ph.D., Northwestern University
Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Came to UNM in 1969 from the staff of Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Fields of special interest: materials science, lattice defects transformations
in solids
JOHN L. HOWARTH
B.A., M.A., St. John's College, University of Cambridge, England; B.Sc., M.Sc.,
Ph.D., University of London
Director of General Honors Program and Undergraduate Seminar Program, Professor
of Physics, Associate Professor of Radiology
Came to UNM in 1963 from Radiology Residency Program at Lovelace-Bataan Medical
Center
Fields of special interest: radiological physics, nuclear medicine, psychology
and bio/psychophysics of visual perception
WILSON H. IVINS
B.A., Western Michigan University; M.A., University of Arizona; Ed.D., University
of Colorado
Professor of Secondary Education, formerly Chairman of the Department of
Secondary Education, formerly Director of the Summer Session
Came to UNM in 1949 from the faculty of Indiana University
Member of AF&T Committee, 1972-74; alternate member, 1968-72
Field of special interest: secondary school curriculum, especially activities
programs
DAVID M. JOHNSON
B.A., St. Olaf College; M.A., Ph.D., University of Connecticut
Associate Professor of English
Came to UNM in 1965 from graduate work
Field of special interest: the Romantic period of English literature

CHARLENE McDERMOTT
B.A., Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Associate Professor of Philosophy
Came to UNM in 1970 from the faculty Qf the University of Wisconsin
Fields of special interest: logic, epistemology, Indian philosophy, philosophy
of language
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GILBERT W. MERKX
A.B., Harvard University; M.A., Ph.D., Yale University
Associate Professor of Sociology
Came to UNM in 1968 from the faculty of Yale
Alternate member of AF&T Committee, 1973-74
Fields of special interest: political sociology, Latin American area studies,
sociology of mental health and deviance
WAYNE MOELLENBERG
B.A., University of Colorado; M.A., Ed.D., Colorado State College
Associate Professor of Educational Foundations, former Associate Dean of the
Graduate School
Came to UNM in 1966 from graduate study and work as school guidance director
Fields of special interest: guidance and counseling
WILLIAMS. PETERS
B.A., Dartmouth College; M.B.A., Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Professor of Business and Administrative Sciences
Came to UNM in 1968 from the faculty of Arizona State University
Fields of special interest: statistical taxonomy in the social sciences,
statistical controls in administrative sciences
PETER PROUSE
A.B., Princeton University; M.A., University of New Mexico; Ph.D., Northwestern
University
Professor of Theatre Arts, Professor of Secondary Education
Came to UNM in 1960 from Associate Directorship of the National School Boards
Association
Fields of special interest: theatrical production and direction, curriculum
and instruction in secondary school English programs, problems of leadership
for cooperative group action

KENNETH H. STAHL
A.B., Carthage College; B.S., M.S., State University of Iowa; Ph.D., University
of Maryland
Professor of Pharmacy (Pharmaceutical Chemistry); Director of College of Pharmacy
Admissions, Records, and Academic Scholarship; former Acting Dean of the College
Came to UNM in 1958 from employment as laboratory research chemist in Wisconsin
Fields of special interest: synthesis of basic esters, synthesis of hydrazides
of possible psychotherapeutic interest
HOWARD N. TUTTLE
B.A., M.A., University of Utah; M.A., Harvard University; Ph.D., Brandeis Univ.
Associate Professor of Philosophy
Came to UNM in 1967 from a lectureship at Regis College
Alternate member of AF&T Committee, 1972-73
Fields of special interest: continental and political philosophy, philosophy
of history, history of philosophy
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DATE :

TO:

Members of i h e
U iversity Faculty

F"ROM:

John N. Dur ·

SUBJECT:

May 15, 19 74

ecretary

Faculty Norn·
tions for University Standing committees
for 1974-75

Following is the list of nominations of faculty represen t a tive s o f
University Standing committees for 1974-75, as recommended b y the
Faculty Policy Committee with the approval of the Vice Preside n t
for Academic Affairs. Additionally, nominations for facult y r epresentation on the University Community Forum and the Executive
Committee of ISRAD are indicated. It is expected that the facul tystaff directory this fall will show the entire committee membe r s h ip,
including students, administrative representatives, and e x -o f f i c i o
members.
Participation in committee work is a right and duty o f
individuals of all ranks, and faculty members who accept commi ttee
membership are expected to take an active part in the work of the
committee or committees to which they are assigned.
Athletic Council:
P. Henderson (Ob-Gyn), T. Baker (Microbio.), L. Diehm (HPER),
J. Martinez (Civ. Engr.), w. Lazorik (Art), c. Piper (HPER).
Campus Planning:
E. Rosenblum (Nurs.), Vice Chm.; F.V.D. Coke (Art), D. Chave z
(Ed. Fdns.), R. Nordhaus (Arch.), J. Carney (Civ. Engr.),
K.T. Feldman (Mech. Engr.), s. Dewitt (Engl.)
Campus Safety:
R. Bleyl (Civ. Engr.), R. Caton (Chem.), R. Clough (Civ. Engr.) ,
I. McMurray (Home Ee.)
Computer Use:
C. Mattox (Art), F. Newpeck (B&AS), A. Clark (Libr.), H. Kn udsen
(EECS), R.A. Allen (Math/Stat.), B. Eberle (Fam/com. Med.),
R. Howard (Path.), E. spolsky (Engl.), D. Morrison (Math/Comput .
Sci.), D. Sparks (EECS)
Continuing Education:
F.C. Garcia (Pol. Sc.), D. Logan (Engl.), B. Hight (Li br.),
Eloy Romero (Psychiatry), H. Finston (B&AS), R.W. Pace (S pee ch
Com.), R. Trujillo (Educ.), L. Romero (Law), w. Maes (Gu i d / Coun . )
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Cultural Program :

M. Works (Spec. Ed.), N. Blackburn (Th. Arts), P. Jones (Ps ychiatry),
L . McLeod (Mus.), s. Rosenblum (Psychol.)
Curricula :
P . Jonas (Econ.), B. Spolsky (Ling./Elem. Ed./Anthro.), E. Caplan
(B&AS), G. Merkx (Soc.), S. Perls (Psychiatry), G. May (Civ. Engr.),
L . W~odward (Geol.), R. Tapscott (Chem.), s. Mierzwa (Sec. Ed.),
M. Pillet (Arch.), P. Fernandez (M/C Lang.), E. Buchanan (Engl.)
B. Martin-Smith (Libr.)
'
Entrance and Credits:
M. Garrett (Ind. Ed.), Gail Baker (Amer. stud.),

c.

Coates (Journ.)

General Honors council:
M. Kahn (Chem.), G. Peters (M/C Lang.),
P . Minzner (Law), M. Schoenfeld (Mus.)

v.

John-Steiner (Ed. Fdns.),

Graduate:
John Rhodes (Psychol.), Le Potter (Biol.), E.A. Walters (Chem.),
A. Reed (Libr.), J. Barbour (Engl.), G. Huaco (Soc.), M-L.
Jaramillo (Elem. Ed.), H. Drummond (Elem. Ed.), D. Petersen
(E ECS), R. DeVries (EECS), W. Seymour (Mus.), D. Slate (B&AS),
E . Goldberg (Microbio.), c. Reynoso (Law)
Human Subjects:
J. Weiss (Nurs.), D. Law (Med.)
Intramural and Recreation Board:
W. Lazorik (Art), D. Hansen (HPER)
Library:

H. Pena (Radiol.), E. Barrett (Geog.), L.P. smith (Ed- Fdns.),
J. Finley (Phys/Astr.), D. George (Art), R. van Dongen (Elem. Ed . ),
w.c. Martin (Biol.), J. Yeakel (B&AS), Y-C. Hsu (Mech. Engr.),
D. Sullivan (Hist.), D. McPherson (Engl.)
National-International Affairs:
D. Gonzales (Elem. Ed.), s. Ulibarri (M/C Lang.)
New Mexico Union Board:

w. DeGroot (HPER), D. Draper (communicative Disorders)
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82a
New Student Orientation:
P. Murphy (M/C Lang.}, N. Blackburn (Th. Arts},
D. Berch (Ed. Fdns.}

z.

Lane (Libr.),

University Press:
P. Draper (Anthro.}, L. Lewis (Libr.}, M. Weigle (Anthro/Engl.},
M(.E. Smith~ H. Trowbridge (Engl.}, H. Casso (Ed. Fdns.}, P. David
Soc.}, D. Brookins (Geol.}, R.N. Ellis (Hist.}
*(Art)
Registration:
L. Boatwright (EECS}, w. Johnson (Biol.}, R. Lewis (Art),
R. Metzler (Math/Stat.}, C-M. Senninger (M/C Lang.}, J. Baca
(Nurs.}, D. Brodkey (Elem. Ed.}
Research Allocations:
D. Simonson (B&AS}, w. Elston (Geol.}, w. Grannemann (EECS),
P. Resta (Ed. Fdns.}, A. Rodriguez (M/C Lang.}, w. Degenhardt
(Biol.}, M. Eaves (Engl.}, c. Paak (Art), H. Ahluwalia (Phys/Astr. )
Research Policy:
C. Beckel (Phys/Astr.}, G. Arms (Engl.}, M. Harris (Ed. Fdns.),
Elston (Geol.}, D. McDonald (Nurs.}, w. Grannemann (EECS),
Jehenson (B&AS}, P. Resta (Ed. Fdns.}, A. Rodriguez (M/C Lang.),
Tokuda (Microbio.}, G. Triandafilidis (Civ. Engr.), L. Zink
(B&AS), J. Froehlich (Anthro.}, F. Ikl~ (Hist.), P. Johnson
(Psychol.), R. Serrano (Ed. Fdns.}, M. Eaves (Engl.), N. Strahl
(Pharm.}, G. Landis (Geol.}, c. Paak (Art}, M.J. Campbell (HPER),

w.
R.
s.

H. Ahluwalia (Phys/Astr.}
Retirement and Insurance:
F. Gehlen (Soc.}, L. Rosasco (Ed. Fdns.}, L. Winter (B&AS),
John Green (Phys/Astr.}, w. Wiese (Fam/Com. Med.), J. Goldberg
(Law)
Scholarships, Loans, Prizes,~ High School Relations:

E. Gonzales (Spec. Ed.), B. Epstein (Math/Stat.), J. snow (Mus.) ,
L. Cordell (Anthro.), L. Macias (Sec. Ed.), M. Nov1tsk1 (Phann.),
M. Bradshaw (EECS),

v.

w.

Rhoads (Mus.}, I. Cordova (Ed. Admin.),

Crenshaw (Nurs.)

Speakers:

B. Vogel (Art Ed.), John Batcheller (Mus.), P. Jones (Psychiatry )
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Student Publications Board:
D. Johnson (Engl.), H. Quintana (Libr.),

w.s.

Smith (M/C Lang.)

Student Radio Board:
R. Krause (Speech Com.), D. Randall (Mus.),

c.

Varan (Civ. Engr.)

Student Standards :

M.M. Smith (Home Ee.), E. Bourne (Biol.)
Alternates : w. Dabney (Hist.), B. O'Neil (Philos.)
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY FORUM:
V. Regener, as Chm. of FPC (Phys/Astr.), R. Walker, as Chm. of
AF&TC (Law), H. Alexander (Philos.), J. Aragon (Ed. Admin.),
J. Mann (Elem. Ed.), H. Basehart (Anthro.), D. Calvert (Pharm.),
R. Campbell (Geogr.), S. Neville (Libr.), K. Christman (B&AS),
L. Estes (HPER), J. Howarth (Phys/Astr.), H. Casso (Ed. Fdns.),
J. Jones (Engl/Amer . Stud.), A. Atencio (Biochem.), R.W. Pace
(Speech Com.), C. Reynoso (Law), F. Ikle (Hist.), B. Bunting
(Art/Arch.)
ISRAD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

v.

John-Steiner (1973-76), F. Mondragon (1971-74), C. Reynoso
(1972-75), G. Whan (1971-74), c. Woodhouse (1973-76)
Alternates : N. Mackey, R. Sickles

--
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During the past several years, various departments in the College of Education
have provided on-site Associate of Arts level courses to hundreds of students
throughout the State. These are students whose location, work and family responsibilities preclude the possibility of their coming to the University for
long periods of study. Many of these students have compiled distinguished
academic records and have the potential to become excellent classroom teachers.
As important as these on-site efforts have been, they have not gone far enough
toward helping rurally located groups receive equal educational opportunity.
This is particularly true with regard to on-site programs which terminate with
the awarding of the Associate of Arts degree and leave the student with little
hope of continuing his education without undergoing serious cultural, geographic,
familial and employment dislocation. It is felt that the means must be developed
to continue to take the University to these students in their communities so that
they might be encouraged to continue their education, complete their baccalaureate
degrees and earn full teacher certification,
Teacher preparation programs for minority ethnic and racial populations require
the preparation of bilingual-bicultural teachers for rural settings. When teacher
preparation programs are located on-site students can experience the life conditions of the school and community and work on meaningful solutions to educational
and social problems. Specifically, teacher preparation programs for rural minority
ethnic and racial populations should: (1) Reinforce the cultural background of
the students. (2) Have community development impact in terms of leadership
development. (3) Assure that the students will have a full awareness of the social
and educational needs of the corra:nunity and the implications of these for the education of the children of the community. (4) Assure that the students acquire a
full understanding of the larger social context of the education process,
These conditions are better met through the establishment of on-site teacher education programs.
The current Catalog defines resident study (or residence work) as "enrollment in
courses on the campus or in courses off-campus which are allowed by special action
to count as resident credit, as distinguished from correspondence or extension
credit."l Current University regulations seriously limit both the amount and
nature of credit which could be earned at an on-site teacher education center,
If on-site teacher education is to be made possible, at least two changes must be
made. First, students will need to be permitted to take most of the course work
toward the baccalaureate degree at the on-site teacher education centers. We
propose that students enrolled at the on-site teacher education centers be permitted to complete all but two summers' course work on-site, Second, the University
will need to regard all course work taken at the on-site teacher education centers
as meeting the requirements of undergraduate resident study,
Therefore, the Faculty of the College of Education moves the adoption of the following motion:
of on-site
The Facult of the Universit of New Mexico
teacher education, sub ect to the attached

1
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PROPOSED REGULATIONS CONCERNING ON-SITE TEACHER
EDUCATION CENTERS
the recommendation of the College of Education and the University Curricula
Committee, the Academic Vice President may designate a location to be an on-Site
Teacher Education Center. Subject to specific limitations on the courses and
degrees to be offered there, courses offered at such a Center will count as
resident credit.

On

Criteria to be considered in making such a decision will include:
1.

A Center may be established only in a location in which
there is a significant number of qualified students interested in teacher education.

2.

A Center may be established only where there is clear
evidence of comnunity willingness to work with it.

3.

A Center may be established only where there are adequate
facilities available: classrooms, opportunities for student teaching and classroom observation, housing and working space for faculty, staff, and students.

4.

All students enrolled in Centers must meet normal University
and College entrance requirements,

S.

All students aiming at Bachelor's degrees must spend at
least one full semester or two summer sessions enrolled
at the Albuquerque campus.

6.

All Centers must make provision for full student advising.

7.

At least 75% of courses offered through Centers must be taught
by full-time faculty, who will be expected to maintain normal
University standards.

8.

Departments responsible for courses taught at Centers will
provide details of the steps they will take to maintain
normal University standards.

9.

Proposals to establish Centers will make clear how the
operation of the Center is to be funded.

10.

All Centers will be subject to periodic
tion as determined by the Academic Vice
report on the operation of this general
made to the general faculty after three

fcuJ:ly

,-,1,1. -$<.

review and evaluaPresident, and a
policy sh~~ ~
years, ~/'--;-' ~
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ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER PROGRAM IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
The four and a half year program in Physical Therapy leading to a
B.S. Degree awarded by the School of Medicine has been approved by the
faculty of the School of Medicine and the Curriculum Committee of the
University of New Mexico.

It is now presented to the general faculty

for consideration.
There are

forty-four physical therapists in New.•Mexico which is a

ratio of one physical therapist for every one-hundred and forty-two
hospital beds.

The average in the Western states is one physical

therapist for every ninety-five hospital beds while the recommended ratio
is one physical therapist for every twenty hospital beds.

In New Mexico

currently there are six positions for physical therapists which have been
open for almost a year.
Currently students wanting training as physical therapists must go
out of state for their education.

Many of these students find less than

fair consideration when applying to out of state schools.
The physical therapy program consists of two years of basic science
education comprised of fifty-three credit hours of required courses and
fifteen credit hours of electives.

The second two years of physical

therapy curriculum are composed of sixty-six credit hours of required
courses for a total of one-hundred and thirty four credit hours.

This

will meet the requirements for the B.S. degree.
The staffing needed to teach the physical therapy courses are three
full-time physical therapists, one part-time physical therapist, and a
secretary.

These people .will be added to the Division of Physical Therapy

in the Department of Orthopaedics.

~

530-

s-~1

The required courses for the B.S. degree in Physical Therapy are:
Freshman Year
English 101 & 102
Biology 121 & 122
Psychology 101 & 102
Chemistry 101 & 102
Math 010
Six credit hours of electives
Sophomore Year
Psychology 320 & 332
Physics 151, 153L, 152, 1541
*Biology 237 & 238
Four credit hours of electives
Junior Year

l
l

l·
)

J

I
I

Human Anatomy
*Therapeutic Procedures I
*Evaluative Procedures I
*Therapeutic Exercise I
*Medical Science I
*Clinical Education I & Seminar
Human Physiology
Functional Anatomy/Neuroanatomy
*Therapeutic Procedures II
*Evaluative Procedures II
*Therapeutic Exercise II
*Medical Sciences II
*Clinical Education II
*Professional Development
Senior Year

i

*Medical Science III
*Evaluation III
*Therapeutic Exercise III
*Health Care Systems & Delivery
*Psychology of Disability
*Clinical Education :II & Seminar
*Therapeutic Exercise IV
*Professional Development II
*Administration & Supervision
*Medical Science IV
*Clinical Education IV
* - New Course

11 -
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Dishonesty in Academic AI alters

,,

*

•

,·

•

•

The ,l'aeeeYFe eesetibee Rbll.e .. it!. refe,enee ta the Sh1eent StandeH,ls
C9RlRlitt119 rQRl9HQii R8R8 of the iRetFwetgr'A RYthe.-i~:· heretefEl r@ 1n·ae~iel!d
iR sw@h 111attQr11, li:wt •atl1e1· stpengthells and gives Hnifannity ta RetiaH &11l;eg
Sy maldRg u&@ of MR IJJfilOJit•iuta agn1mittco upon urbioh bath foenJtp and
staEieR~ SAl'U8

On the whole, experience shows that student committee members deal
as rigorously with dishonesty as do administrative officials, inriividual
faculty members, en· faculty committees. !\fore important than consi;;tency
or rigorousness of punishml!nt, however, is the simple consideration that
student government, student self-reliance, and student responsibility develop
further and more firmly wht.:!n student representatives actually take a role
in dealing with student behavior.
In order to be as fair as possible to students, it is recommended that
faculty members teaching lower division courses inform the class, at the
beginning of each course, as to their policy and the University policy with
reference to dishonest academic practices. Students thus informed will
thereafter have no basis for pleading ignorance of regulations.

llJSIIONESTY IN ACADEl\llC l\IATTF.HS
1. The following statement appears among the scholastic regulations
listed in _the General Catalog:
''DISHONESTY IN ACADE~llC MATTERS
Every sluclent is expcckcl to aliicle hy the hi1~hest standards of honorable conduct in academic matters. Dishonest action in connection with
tests, quizzes, or assignments, whether in the classroom or not, generally will be cause for dismissal from the University.

2. ':\'heR a 11iglati9R gf Uie 1·Pl!(HlRti1rn eee1e1re in eeRneet ieR with-a
eem•ee, HR1iRRF1 9P QIIY 6the, Re1ul1 mie Retivily UREleP t.i=le dinetieR ef Q
111.c till., '1¥1,mheP, ti=lat fReYlty meml:ier i!! 1\l:1tl1eri~ed ta tnhe wi=l&tever &vtieR
lu1 deems appre11riate, llwt i=le m~y R9t imper@ :rny pQ&H1lty i;i. QHll!illi gf ;i.R
"i'" iR Uu1 WQ\U<&e 111111 tlile iM :elt111tiu•y withElrnwRl ef the etYclent fr1nn tAe
class JFbenorer be ianpsre& tAie F@nRlt)·, t.Ae iRR\r1:1e60r sffall inun08iaLt:!ly
TQfQl't '°k11 anfil! i11 fyll !let.ail in "' itinrz t.A H,e Gknirmeft ef ti=le S\wile11t
Standards ComR1itt110 Tltia ~QHHuiltt>e ma~· the11 imf186@ l!Y@R 11rhlitie11RI

------

th•! stu<lrr,t, Ht<' personnf'! clen11, nn,J th,: a.::,,:t'1,1ic ck:in con~erncd.

Dishonesty on the part of a student in connection with either
course material or stu<lent records is a serious matter involving
the possibility of disciplinary action. Since the members of the
faculty have a <lirect responsibility in the enforcement of the
standards invoked, the following formal statement was prepared, incorporating the current regulation and the procedures
for implementing it.

Non-disclosure or misrepresentation in filling out applications or
other University records will make a :-tu<lent liable for disciplinary
action, includinl? po!-sible dismissal from the University."

---

~--

2. Actions taken by a faculty member in
response to violations of academic regulations are subject to review by the Student
Standards Policy, Article A, Section 1.

pg1=1.altir a& &aotu& ap111·9p1·iate.
Jt is olse iR1pNtant .te 1ioint e11t il111t

b0£1u11 a fae1e1Uy RIP.R1lleP tR!les
action no anr 2JJ051od >tio!,tion or U=tiA 1·ule 1 he el~9YlEl 0e 0ertn,iR \ha~ 110 hre
soTid, iocoAfrg,~grfihJe aridonno to s;tlpport his charCjA.
:J. \\'hC'n the violation oct·urs in connccli(ln with anv test or exalllination
not ,onnPctcd with a coun,c, l,ut aclminister<'cl h~· an ;,ffi<"er of the UniY1irsity, the pcrson under who!<e auspkC's the ar:Hlclllic violation occurs shall
tran smit in writing lo the Chairman of tll<' Stu ,h•nt Standards Comn,ittee n
staknv•nt ai>out the Yinlation, !<t•ntlin~ a carl,nn ropy to the :-turh•nt, the
personnel ,lean, an,! the acaclcmic cl, •an concl'IT,ccl. The Committee, in turn,
will take action on the mnlter, settin~ th e penalty according to its authority.
4. All ca~es of n01H.lisclosure or misrepn.:i;t·ntation of information will
he referrcd to the Entrance nnd Credits C.onunittee.
5. Action taken by either the Studcnt Slanclar<ls Committee or the Enti a nee and Credits Committee shall be completed as scon as possible but not
laler _than thirty days after violation is reported, and shall be reported to

103
Pa,~ r~viffd 1/20/70, 10/1/10

. STUDENT STANDARDS POLICY
A. Jurisdiction and Membership of the Student Standards Committee
Srction 1. Jurisdiction . The Student Stnndards Commit tee is. a hearing
board for disciplinary matters c,rncerning- the stud ent community except
cliscipli11ary matters subject to th e jurisrliciion of the Studt.:!nt Radio and
Studer.t Publication,; Boards. Cnscs may come before the Cc,1n1nittee on the
motion of any member of the University community. Any stu1.font \\ ho feels
that he has been unjustly disciplined by any other campus IJOa 1d or committee or by an official of the University has the rig-ht to appc,al t,, lh!! Committee. In all cases, an even division on the Committee shall he trc•,: 'ed as a
determination that no discipline bl! imposed.
'1'ne Committee may affirna 0r revers(' disciplina;-y adi on aln,::.dy taken.
In cases where the action has not yet been taken, th<! Cc..m mit!.te rr.ay decirle whether disciplinary action shoulrl be taken, and if so. the extc,nt of
it. Decisions of the Committee may be nppenled to the President of the
University by any of the parties involved.

~
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THE UNIVERSITY Of" NEW MEXICO

DATE:

March 4, 1974

To :

The University Faculty

FROM:

The Connnittee on Entrance and Credits

SUBJECT:

The Awarding of Credit for the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) -the General Examinations
Presently the University grants credit for a number of CLEP Subject Examinations. This recommendation concerns the General Examinations for which
we have not granted credit in the past, although nearly 1000 colleges and
universities across the country already do so, with the majority granting
credit of 30 semester hours for satisfactory completion of the examinations
and a lesser number equating the examinations to as much as two full years.
While numerous colleges and universities have accepted the principle that
students should receive credit for college-level learning acquired in nontraditional ways (private reading, employment experience, noncredit courses,
adult classes, etc.) and have sought various ways of validating this collegelevel achievement, we have failed to recognize this fact. Good students are
lost to the University because we fail to grant such credits. In 1972-73
over 60,000 students were administered tests in this program.
The Committee on Entrance and Credits recommends to the University Faculty
approval for granting up to 30 semester hours for satisfactory completion
of the CLEP General Examinations.
It should be noted that the College Level Examination Program is sponsored
by the College Entrance Examination Board, which for decades has been providing testing and advisory services to students entering college.

(1)

(2)

I

The General Examinations provide a comprehensive measure of undergraduate
achievement in five areas:
1. English Composition
2. Humanities
3. Mathematics
4. Natural Sciences
5. Social Sciences-History
The Tests are designed to assess fundamental facts and concepts, the ability
to perceive relationships and understanding of basic principles. The General
Examinations are used primarily to assess the general educational background
of students who have had one or two years of college instruction or its
equivalent. Thus credit earned through the examinations would apply toward
appropriate group or general requirements in UNM undergraduate degree granting colleges.
le of 2 582 full-time
The General Examinations are present 1Y norme d on a samp
'
i
students completing their second year of study at 180 colleges. The e~am nations are reported in the form of scaled scores (raw scores converte to

College Level Examination Program, Cont'd.

Page Two

a common scale for all examinations). The scaled score provides a distribution of scores ranging from 200 to 800 with a mean of 500 for each of the
five areas. Thus, an examinee who earned a score of 500 would have performed equal to or better than about 50 percent of the college sophomores
in the comparison group on that particular examination.

l

(3)

Initial UNM credit via the General Examinations can make use of the national
norms while concurrently accumulating local data for norms specific to UNN .
Basically, this would involve selecting a minimum score or combination of
scores an examinee must achieve to receive credit.

(4)

Given the information available, it would
greater on each of the examinations might
which to begin. Over a two to three year
could be conducted in order to refine the

appear that a score of 500 or
be an acceptable minimum with
period, UNM based norming studies
procedure.

I'

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

DATE:

The University Faculty

) Ta :

)

l

March 4, 1974

rROM :

The Committee on Entrance and Credits

SUBJECT :

The institution of a Test Requirement for Graduating Seniors

)
I

'

I

I
I

Recent curricular innovations, non-traditional degree programs
trends toward more open admissions, changing grading practices, and
external pressures for institutional accountability have increased the
need for an evaluation of curricula and assessment of student progress.
A well-designed examination program can indicate the general impact of
a college education, progress toward general education goals, and/or
achievement in a particular field of study.

)

The Educational Testing Service provides an examination program
called the Undergraduate Program. Three types of tests are available
in this program; these are the Aptitude Test, the Area Tests and the
Field Tests. This program is the most widely used undergraduate examination program in colleges and universities throughout the country.
Representatives of minority groups play an active part in Undergraduate
Program test development and review. If the University decides to adopt
an examination program, it is recommended that this service be used.
The specific recommendations of the Committee on Entrance and
Credits to the faculty are:
1.

That the Undergraduate Program Aptitude Test be required
of all bachelor degree candidates during the fall semester
of their senior year. This test will provide a measure of
verbal and quantitative abilities of the student. It will
require 90 minutes to administer. Because the ACT tests are
also ability tests measuring verbal and quantitative abilities
and required of incoming freshmen, and because the resolution
of the Board of Deans of the University recommended the
possibility of a similar. post-test, it would appear that
the Aptitude Test would sample the same kinds of abilities
the Board of Deans wishes to have measured just prior to
the student's graduation. The test allows for national
comparisons and can also be correlated with the entering ACT
ability levels. In addition, the Undergraduate Program
Aptitude Test has been statistically equated to the Graduate
Record Examination (GRE) Aptitude Test making it possible
for the student to assess potential admission to graduate
programs using the GRE scores for admission. No transcript
service is provided by the Undergraduate Program.
The Aptitude Test would likely prove more desirable than the
Area Tests which had been required when the Graduate Record
Examination was an all-university requirement. The reason

!
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for this is that the Area Tests are more achievement oriented
in the fields of humanities, social science, and natural
science. General Education requirements have been modified
considerably by most of the degree-granting colleges over the
last several years. As a result, several of the colleges have
become liberal with regard to group requirements; and, therefore, many students graduate without having taken any significant
amount of work in the areas measured by their tests. Perhaps
more importantly the BUS program presently accounts for
approximately one-fifth of all baccalaureate candidates and
'
the nature of this degree program is totally unstructured.
Therefore, large numbers of degree candidates will have completed little or no course work in one or more of these areas.
Thus, a measure of verbal and quantitative abilities would
appear to furnish more useable information of the variety
sought by the academic deans and data which can estimate
institutional impact when compared with Freshmen ACT scores.
2.

It is recommended that the Area Tests also be required
either of all graduates or a representative sample of graduates
of each degree program. The information obtained could prove
valuable to any college that feels that their graduates should
evidence some minimal ability in each of these three areas.
If a degree program's current structure is such that the Area
Tests reveal a common weakness, curricula changes could be
considered in the light of this information. The Area Tests
would require three hours of test time.

3.

The Field Tests which are basic subject matter tests in specif i c
disciplines such as chemistry, mathematics, etc. are available
if any department wished to require its majors to complete the
field test. This could be done on a department-by-department
basis.

In conclusion it is recommended that the Aptitude Test be required
of all seniors in the fall semester of their senior year as a minimum
University requirement; that preferably both the Aptitude and Area tests
be required if time and finances permit to provide richer information
to both the student and various colleges for curricula development; and
that the Field Tests should be exclusively a matter of individual departmental determination.
Students will not be subject to any additional fees in order to satisfy
this graduation requirement.

;., ,

Revised Draft
A Tenure Position Plan for UNM

------

The University of New Mexico anticipates for the balance of
the 1970's a "steady state" situation with no appreciable increase
or decrease in either student enrollment or number of faculty positions unless the University extends markedly its programs and
services throughout the State of New Mexico.

In such circum-

stances, the University must take the necessary steps both now and
during the next few years to maintain sufficient flexibility to be
able to respond to shifts in student enrollments among present programs, and to provide for the initiation of new programs including
those which may extend the University's programs and services
throughout the State.

"Flexibility" as used here means the ability

of the institution, when necessary, to shift some faculty positions
from one department or college to another.
In order to achieve and maintain needed flexibility during
the next few years without at the same time creating other problems, it seems appropriate for U.N.M.

(1) to indicate its support

of certain basic principles related to faculty appointments, and
(2) to take a number of specific steps.
Principles !Q. be Supported
1.

corrunitments with those faculty members now serving in

probationary appointments at U.N.M. will be honored, barring developme~t of circumstances over which the institution has no
control.

Implementation of this principle means that decisions

about tenure of faculty members now holding probationary contracts
will, as in the past, be based on their performance in the four

~ - 18 -
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Tenure Draft

areas outlined in the Faculty Handbook:

teaching; research and

publications, including creative work; service; and personal
characteristics.
2.

Agreements, including contracts, for all faculty members

to be appointed in the future shall be clear, precise, and in
sufficient detail to avoid ambiguity, misunderstanding, and misinterpretation with respect to the nature and extent of the appointment .

For example, those signing term, visiting, or non-

probationary administrative contracts will from the beginning date
of their employment know exactly what the terms and options of
those contracts are.
3.

In all faculty appointments, the University of New Mexico

will consistently support its affirmative action program asapproved by the Regents.

I
I

Steps to be Taken

1.

Department and college faculties shall make more rigorous

the minimum requirements for their recommendations concerning
awarding of tenure.

The same areas of performance as now listed

in the Faculty Handbook will continue to be used in assessing the
performance; a higher level of performance and more specific docu)

rnentation of performance will be required.

There must be affirma-

tive and specific evidence of excellence in the several categories
of performance being assessed (teaching, research and publications,
service, and personal characteristics).

Departments and colleges

shall be responsible for informing probationary faculty of these
expectations and the implications for them individually.

L..
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2.

In order to attract and hold competent faculty members,

the University shall continue to proviae for some appointnents in
probationary status based upon a realization of the need for
flexibility but also of the need to attract highly qualified
persons to. the faculty.

However, · the normal initial contract at

the instructor and assistant professor levels will be a term appointment of three years.
Faculty members with initial term appointments can expect to
be employed, barring conditions over which the institution has no

l
}

control, for a period of three years provided the member's performance continues to be satisfactory.

The initial term appoint-

ment may be renewed for one additional three-year term.

Service

under term contracts will not be extended beyond a total of six
years.
3.

Temporary one-year appointments may continue to be made

in various parts of the University.

Persons on such appointments

may be reappointed for a second or third year if mutually agreeable to the faculty member and the department qr college involved.
4.

I
1

A number of persons may be employed to staff administra-

tive posts at
titles.

u.N.M.

on non-probationary contracts carrying faculty

such appointments shall normally imply continuation from

year to year, but without presumption of tenure.

s.

u.N.M.

will not award immediate tenure to newly appointed

faculty members except in rare cases.

L,
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6.

Probationary periods for new faculty members who are

offered initial probationary contracts shall not be shortened as
frequently or as markedly as they have been in recent years.

The

maximum and normal probationary periods shall be seven years for
instructors, six years for assistant professors, and five years
for associate and full professors.

These periods will be in-

creased by one-half year for appointments commencing in Semester
II except for instructors.

Shortened proLationary periods shall

be offered to a new appointee only under special circumstances
and only upon the reconunendation of a majority of the tenured
members in ~he department, the chairperson, the dean of the college, and the vice president for academic affairs.
7.

J

l
l

Faculty members who may be in a department with declining

enrollments and who wish to do so may retrain or prepare themselves
in another field or discipline.

\vhen available resources permit,

special leaves at full pay for the specific purpose of retraining
may be considered for approval upon the recommendation of the department chairperson and dean under whom the retrained faculty
member would serve.
8.

A number of persons now between 55 and 65 years of age
Variou s
might be attracted to early retirement or a reduced load.
ways of making early retirement and/or a reduced commitment more
attractive and feasible shall be explored by the administration
and faculty.
9. The faculty and administration, through already established
committees, shall explore the possibility of including part-time
faculty in our tenure plan.

Proposed Policy Statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure at
the University of New Mexico's Gallup and Northern Branches
A supplement to the University's Policy on
Academic Freedom and Tenure now appearing
in the Faculty Handbook, pages 34-42.
The basic principles upon which U.N.M.'s present Policy on Academic
Freedom and Tenure are based shall apply to the branch colleges within
the State as well as to the main campus in Albuquerque.

In the imple-

mentation of this policy at the branch colleges, however, it will be
necessary to use some slightly different criteria for the achievement
of academic tenure.
1.

These differences are described below:

As at the main campus, some full-time probationary app6int-

ments (those leading to tenure) may be made at the branch colleges, but
because of the differences and changing nature of instructional requirements on these branch campuses, a larger percentage of temporary and

l

term appointments will be made at branch colleges than on the main campus.
2.

1

Probationary appointments made at a branch college shall lead

toward academic tenure in a particular discipline at that branch only
and not toward tenure on the main campus or at another branch.

j

3.

The four bases 1 for appointment, promotion, and tenure used on

the main campus shall apply also to the branch campuses.

It is expected,

however, that because of the somewhat different mission of branch colleges,
more emphasis will be placed there on teaching and service and less upon
scholarship and research.

I

l

l

52 of the current Faculty Handbook: teaching; scholarship,
~;!;!~c~~ ~; other creative work; service; and personal characteristics.
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4.

Recommendations concerning academic tenure for a faculty member

at a branch college shall be made directly to the main campus Vice President for Academic Affairs 2 by the director at the branch.

A recommenda-

tion shall then be made by the vice president to the President of the
University.
'

I

l
~

Such recommendations and final decisions shall not be subject

to review or approval by any faculty group on the main campus.

It is

urged, however, that the branch college director responsible for making
such recommendations will seek advice of an appropriate faculty group on
the main campus before recommending tenure.

For example, the chairman

and faculty of the Dept. of English on the main campus could help the
branch college faculty group and director develop and use guidelines for
)

arriving at a tenure recommendation concerning a person teaching English
at the branch college, if it is well understood in advance that somewhat
different emphases will be used in the application of criteria at the
branch college.

In addition, the branch college director shall consult

with all full-time faculty at the branch college concerning the tenure
recommendation.
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2or other main campus vice president as appropriate.

